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This report grows out of an int~rest in penal policy.
Over
half a decade has passed since the becrinnina of a ~ovem~nt to reform and rationalize sentencing syst~ms in-the nnited states.
The ways in wh~ch these new sentencincr policies have been implemented has var1ed tremendously. Studies purportinq to assess the
implementation of determinate sentencing systems db not have common measures of outcomes, nor common definitions of key concepts.
As a result, a clear picture of impact cannot be formed.
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Thus, it happens that controversies raqe about matters as diverse as the meaning of det~rminacy and indeterminacy; the proper
justif~cation for punishment;
how sentencinq authority should be
apport1oned; who should make sentencing decisions; how much time
a.person should be confined; and the extent to which that discre~10n s~o~ld he limited • . It appears that one source of difficulty
1n arr1vlnq at a.clear d1rection for the future is lack of agreement about certa1u fundamental,
normative issues--a dissensus
w~ich has led
to competing aqendas for sentencing reform on a
w1de ranqe of issues.
. In 1976, M~ine chanqed.its sentencing policy from an indetersentenc1ng system w1th parole to a flat sentencinq system
w1thout p~role_
This change preceded much of the national "move
to de!erm1nacy" and th~ flurry ?f reforms in a variety of states.
One Q;;!;,§~9:.Y~Jl.t~g~ of be1:ng the p10neer sta tE' in rejectincr indeter.min~cy has ~e~n.that Maine's reform has attracte~ a go~d deal of
nat10nal cr1t1c1sm. One advantage is that enouqh time has passed
~or a realistic,
overall assessmE'nt to be made of the refo~m and
1tS consequences.
This case study is intended t~ make such an
~ssessment.
Tt is aimed at a national audience of scholars, pol1CY ma~ers and. practitioners.
Tn so doing, we hope we bave produced 1nformat10n upon which §2!!!!9:. policy changes can be introduced to rationalize that system known as criminal iustice.
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.T~e first chapter provid~s a context for Maine's reform by exam1n1ng changes 1n sentenc1nq policy throughout the nation and
the v~riety of reform models which have been developed. Focnsing
on Ma1ne, the next chapter presents a detailed analysis of the"
c~anges in the sentencing statutes,
including a skeich of the
h1story, process and context of the chancres, and examines the national criticisms of Maine's reform.
Ehapter Three frames the
emp~rical research contained in the remaind~r of the report,
descr1bes the data and methodoloqy employed, and discusses the
methodological problems encountered.
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Chapters Four through E~ght present the analysis of.changes.ia
type of sentence, changes 1n sentence length, changes 10 certal.nty, changes in sentence consistency and predictability, and
changes in the load on correctional facilities in the state. ~he
final chapter brinqs together the results of these analyses 1n
terms of an overall assessment of the impact of the reform and
confronts several additional theoretical and policy issues about
sentencing reform.
This study is focused on the middle of a complex process~
We
have been primarily concerned with sentencing decisions and their
outcomes.
This decision-making, of course, takes place in the
context of prosecntorial decision-making and is followed by corrections and/or parole board decision-making about inmate release.
We hope to use the present research as a base to look at
these other elements in further p'rojects.
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SENTENCING REFORft IN THE 1970'S
In 1070,

first prison congress adopted a "Declaration of
treatment programs, probainmates, and professionalization of staff. (1) These principles reflected a mounting faith
during the mid-1800's in the abilitv to rehabilitate offenders.
To put the principles into effective force,
prison officials
needed extensive latitude over the conditions of confinement,
and~ most importantly, over tie length of confinement.
The indeterminate sentence vas the vehicle to deliver this latitude~
By 1944, every American jurisdiction had adopted the indeterminate sentence.
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A century later the ethics and effectiveness of the indeterminate sentence we,re beinq seriously guestioned .. By themid-1Q70 1 s
the advocates of reform resoundingly rejected the indeterminate
sent.ence in fa vor of princi pIes centering on f<!l:tir,ness..
"Fairness" . did not. mean indi vidual~zed sen tencing, b u~ c.\ lmost the very
oppos1te--equ1table, proport1onate sentencing with early notice
of how much punishment the offender was to recei~e.

This thapter examines why the indeterminate mOdel of sentencing ~ame into disrepute, what changes in penal pOlicy were advocatea, and what changes in sentencing occurred as _ result in the
United states during the 1Q70's.
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I)

The discretion created by the indeterminate sentence and the aut.hority the'reby vested in the pa'role board res'ts on two basic assumptions.
First, the assumption that treatment vorks(2) ana
second, the assumption that there are factors identifiable by ~
parole authority which permit prediction of future behavior. (3)

---------------,.'----

I1) National Conqress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline
§.t1!.t.gmgn.t. Qf ,R·£'in.£iElg§, 1 871, Pp. 54 1-543 •
'
(2) 'Lawrence F .. Travis, tIr and Vincent OWLeary.

J;f!!.£ln9:
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Ibid. p. 7.
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The ability to predict criminal behavior has been seriously
challenged on the basis that such predictability is fraught with
error and necessarily risks incarcerating some prisoners longer
than necessary and others not long enough.
These two types of
errors are referred to as false positives and false negatives respectively. Andrew von Hirsch and the Committee for the study of
Incarceration strongly a'ttacked the eth ics of ~:\lse positives and
argued that a sentencing scheme principled on "just desert" is
needed to replace indeterminacy. {10) Although the false positive
issue seems to be of more concern to academic proponents of
change, (11) the fRlse negative issue was of more concern to the
popular press and, subsequen tl y, the poli tical process. (12)

These assumptions came under serious attack during the 1970's.
)

The indeterminate sentence and its reliance on institutional
programs ahd parole board discretion have not been justified by a
demonstrated ability to reduce recidivism. Bai1ey(4) and Martinson (5) carefully reviewed research evaluating the impact of c.orrectional programs on recidivism~ Their conclusions were not encouraging. Bailey concludes:
Therefore, it seems guite clear that, on the basis of
this sample of outcome reports with all of its limitations, evidence supporting the efficacy of correctional
treatment is sllght, inconsistent. and of questionable
reliability .• (6)
"

)

It was the work of Robert Martinson~ however. that most critically evaluated correctional pro~ramming.
A thorough review of
the research led to the conc1usi6n that:
with few and isol.ated exceptions, the rehabilitative
efforts that have been reported so far have had no
appreciable effect on recidivism. {7)
Although there have been attempts to refute Martinson's conclusions as premature or as inaccurate, the refutations have not
carried much weight. rAJ The reasob for this may lie not so much
in the nature of Martinson's findings as in the building of a
constituency who believed that the practice of indeterminacy was
unethical..
'
At the heart of the indeterminate sentence iies the the belief
that human beha,vior--crimina1 behavior in particu1ar--ispredictahle.
Particularly crucial to the predictive assumption is the
ability to identify the time du"ring the indeterminate term when
the offender is optimally release-ready and therefore presents
the "least threat to society."(9)

I

I,
1'

!

i',"
jn;

\

Encouraginq participation in prison programming. ostensibly
for treatment and predictive purposes, may have served as the rationale for the indeterminate sentencing system and discretionary
power of paroll.,t!. boards, but there 'Were other purposes served as
well ..

i
i
i
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(

(4)

Walter C.. Bailey, "An Evaluation of 100 studies of Correctional outcome," 1Q70, pp. 73J-742

(5)

"What Works?--Questions and Answers about
Robert Martinson.
Prison Reform," 1 Q74, pp 22-'54.

(6) Bailey, "An Evaluation," p. 738.

(a)

Ted Palmer, .£Q££ggt!mH!l

p. 25.
I!l~~!:ygnt!Qnang, !!~.§~!!.£g!!.,

1978.

()

I
1

From a management perspective,
the in&eterminate sentencing
provides a stimulus for participation in prison programs
and for conformity to prison rules. The tenuous control of"prison guards over large numbers bf inmates is enhanced (psycholOgically, at least) by the threat of extending an offender's term of
confinement if s/he misbehaves. Although valuable, this control

issue set the stage for serio~s questioning of parOle boards
and the indeterminate system within which they operatea.
Travis, e.t al, ~hi!!lft~2 in E.gn!:.~ngi!l9., pp. 7-8 ..
gQi~~ ~~§~~Qe,

j

(10) Andrew von Hirsch,

1

(11) See, 'for example, Andrew von Hirsch, n Prediction of Criminal
Conduct and Preventive Confinement of Convicted Persons,"
1974. pp.717-758.

(9) Serious questioning of the parole board's a~ility to predict
future criminality" in the early 1Q70's and the interesting,
albeit strange"
union of co"nservatiV'es and liberals on this
-

prisons must manage large numbers of convicted offenders.
It
is generally believed thaf prison managers need some strong
structure of sanctions in order to control behavior..
The indeterminate sentence provides such sanctions, allowing prison managers to reward "appropriate" behavior with early release, and to
punish "inappropriate" behavior with extended confinement. Thus,
one latent function of the in~eterminate system is to establish a
system of sanctions which can reward participation in programs
and con formi tyto iosti tutional rules.
On the other hand, failure to participa"te in prison programs and/or conform can be interpreted as anti-social aud, therefore, as an indication that
thf,'Offender is not yet rehabilitated ..
mo~el

J

----~-----~---------

(7) Martinson. "Rhat Works?"

,

1976.

{12} See, for examp1&-, James L.. Simmons, "public stereotypes of
Deviants," 01965, pp~ 22)-52: and Drew Humphries, "Serious
Crime, N~ls Coverage, and 'Ideology, "1981. pp.191-212.
- 3 -
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seen in the recent legislative enactments across the country.

function of parole is hardly compatible with rehabilitative goals
or effective treatmento

---

ATTACK
INDETERIUNACY:
- - - - ON ----------)

i

f

FOUNDA~IONS

----------

;

The 1970~s were a time of serious review of the basic foundations
of the rehabilitative model and, consequently, the indeterminate
sentence itself.
The most significant attack on rehabilitation
came from the American Friends Service Committee's Struaale for
Jus1ice..
P3) The Committee' s concern arose from
----------.... ~compelling evidence that the individualized treatment model, the ideal toward which reformers have been
urgina us for at least a century,
is theoretically
faulty, systematically discriminatory in administration, and inconsistent with some of our most basic concepts of iustice. t14)
The committee concluded that the impact
those caught in it was devastatinq,.

~t£J!galg £Q£ .iI!!.§.t.ig,g set the tone
fora concern with sentencing.
An even more fundamental indictment came in Jndae Marvin
Frankel's £.rim:!.Ila1. 2gIlt.§!l£§t§.- The purpose of 'this work ~was

of such a

system for

Instead of encouraging initiative, it compels submissiveness.
Instead of strengthening belief in tbe legitimacy of authority, it . generates cynicism and bitterness.
Instead of stimulating a creative means of
changing the intolerable realities of their existence,
it encourages "ad1ustment" to those realities. This is
the keystone of the "rehabilitative" nrocess.
Instead
of huildillg pride and self-confidence: it tries to pursuade its subjects {all too successfully) tbat they are
sick.
cr{minal iustice, which should strengthen cohesion through a ieaffirmation of shared basic valnes, is
serving instead as a conduLt for increasingly dangerous
polarization of conflict. (15)
.
These were strong indictments of the rehabilitative model and
the indeterminate sentence that it s~avDed.
Based on these perspectives, the Committee concluded that discretion in criminal
justice, and in sentencing in particular, was contradictory to
niustice." Therefore, the Committee called for the abolitioD of
the indeterminate sentence. In its place, the commi'ttee suggested t~at sentences be fixed by law with no judicial discretion in
settlng sentences and that parole . release and supervision be
abolished. Many of the changes suq~~sted by the Committee can be

••• to seek the attention of literate citizens--not
primarily lawyers and judges, but not excluding them-for gross evils and defaults in what is probably the
most critical point in our system of administering
criminal justice, the imposition of sentence. (16)
commenting on individualized 1ustice, Judge prankel noted:
••• we ought to recall that individualized justice is
prima facie at war with such concepts, at least as fundamental, as equality, objectivity, and consistency in
the law. t17)
Judge Frankel raises serious questions about a system which
individualizes sent.ences by giving "unfettered discretion" to individuals neither trained for sentencing nor selected for any
particular ability to sentence. (18)
He proposes numerous changes
in the sentencing process.
His basic argument is that "we in
this country send far too many people to prison for terms that
are far too long. (19) He concludes that "the problem has been too
little law, not too much."(20) Judge Frankel is an advocate of
E~i~ciE!g~ §gIltgQ£i~£-

In 1976, rrQ!!lSr. [!!§.~:!.~g, the report of the Committee for the
Study of Incarceration, authored by Andrew von Hirsch, proposed
that judicial and parole discretion be constrained and replaced
by a sentencing system founded on the principle of "jusi deserts~"(21)
The report sugqested that the factors considered in
sentencing should be limited to the severity of the offense and,
to a lesser degree, the offender's prior record.
Commensurate
punishments should be assigned, based on the offender's standina
on all possible combinations of offense seriousness and prior re~
cord, so that offenders with similar convictions and similar prior records would receive similar punishments.
The sentence

(17) Ibid.
P8)

,

,

.'

Ibid ..

~

p. 9.

(13)

American Friends Service committee, 1971,.

P 9) Ibid ... p.

{14)

Ibid .. , p...12,.

(20) Ibid .. , p.. 21.

( 15)

Ib i d", , P p. 9- 1 0
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should be definite rather than indeterminate, although the judge
shoula be able to ad1ust the sentence if particular aggravating
or mitigating factors are present.
T~ese aggravating and mi~i
gating factors must bear on the sever1ty of. the cur~ent conV1Ction offense; otherwise, they would underm1ne the Just.deserts
concept.
Basically, the Committee prop?sed a FresuIDp~1ve s?ntencinq model with flat sentences and w1th as I1ttle d1scret10n
as possible.

Apparently as a result of these combined attacks on indeterminacr and th~ rehabili~ative ideal, a large number of states have
reV1sed t~e1r sentenc1ng systems and rejected indeterminacy since
1976. Th1s has been called a "move to determinacy."

Similarly, the Twentieth Century Pund Task Porce on Criminal
Sentencing located the major problem in criminal justice in the

Andrew !on Hirsch and Kathleen Hanrahan argue that a determinate
se~t~nc1ng syst~m has thre9 principal characteris~ics:
1)
"exp11c1t and deta1led standards" for determining the amount of pun1shment; 2) explicit procedures to inform the offender early in
the confine~ent period of the expected date of release; and,' 3) a
coherent ph~losopby of punishment emphaSizing retribution in the
form of commensurate deserts. {24) Cullen and Gilbert have further
clarified the meanin9 of "determinacy." They identify eight core
parameters that are 1mportantto keep in mind as we discuss some
of the reforms that have occurred across the country. (25)
These
are::

••• capricious and arbitrary nature?f crimi~al sentencing.
By failing to admin~ster e1ther.equ1tab~e or
sure nunishment, the sentenc1ng system--1f anyth1ng
permiiting such wide latitude for the ind~vi~u~l discretion of various authorities can be so d1gn1f1ed--undermines the entire criminal justice structure. (221

.,

)

The ~ask Force proposed reducing disparities in sent!DCeS in
ways similar to Q.oinQ ~.l!sti£~It. proposed a presump~1ve sen:
tencing structure with limited adjustments for aggravat1ng or m1tigatinq circumstances.
However! th~ Task P?rce's report was
more conservati vethan QQ~:!!Q !l.l!§1!:.£g 1D that 1 t recomm~mded. that
more offenders should be incarcerated {rather than .b~1ng g1ven
non-custodial alternatives), and i trecommended ,reta1nH'l.g parole,
albeit with explicit guidelines to limit discretion.
~he report
proposed the additional constraint that the length of 1ncarceration should not exceed the "curren t a ve'rage ti me served." (23)
Thus, the report proposed short, certain sentences which, it argued, would increase fairness and deterrence.
Despite these variations in concrete recommendations, both the
attacks on the efficacy of the rehabilitative model and the attacks on the philosophical leqitimacy of individualized sentencing created strong pressures to reject indete;minacy.
The attacks on both the effectiveness and the fa1rness of the
rehabilitative model were joined by more conservative forces agitating to ftqet tough" on crime.
These forces attacked parole
boards for their liberal leniency.

r

I
1!

II

1.

The purpose of punishment is retribution.
The offender's
culpability and the seriousness of the offense are determinative of the amount of punishment.

2.

The range of sentence length available to the court for
each offense or category of offense should be narrow; agqra vating and mi tigating circums'tances should be defined
and reflect desert;
the acceptahle amount of time for departure should be limited; and sentence l~nqth is set at
sen~encinq-i.e_
parole boards do not effeci duration of
sentence.

3~

Short p~ison sentences should be limited to the most serious of~enses, with non-incarceration sentences for less
serious offenses.

4.

"Similar punishments should be given for similar offenses"
(i.e., no~-disparate sentences).

5.

Discretion should be reduced at all levels.

6.

Reward and punishment in prison should not he contingent
on participation or non-participation in rehabilitation
programs.

/-,.

1;1
'~

D

{22) Twentieth CenturY Fund, t~!!: 2!!~Q~t:!!1!1!l R!!!!i2h.!!l~Q.!!,
p. 3,
(23)

1976,

"Current average" was not defined:
'The Task For~e as::umed
that this is a ~g2§QQ.~h!~ constra1nt.
However, ~t fa1ls to
consider that be'tween-state differences in sentences would
be maintained and, that if all the criticisms of past sentencing are accepted, there is no particular reason to assume that "current averaqes" are "fair."

- 6
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---------..... _--------t24) von Hirsch, et aI, "Determinate Sentencing Systems in America: An OverVi4w," 1981, p.294.
(2S)

Cul1en and Gilbert, 1982.
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7.

Vested good time is within the concept of determinacy.

8.

Inmate rights are to be protected in prison.

These parameters provide a general ~lassification of the types of
reform that have occurred and provl~e a context for discussing
the reform in Maine, the focus of thlS study.
All of the recent sentencing reforms have limited and/or focused discretion and moved away from indeterminacy.
"presumptive" sentencing systems provide some guida~ce to . the court 1~
making sentencing decisions.
Some presumptlve sy~tems have re
tained parole boards which can mod1.fy the co~rt s se?tenct;"Mandatory" systems eliminate judicial discre'tl.on by l.mpOslng
legislatively' defined sentences. To aate, no state has adopted_a
mandatory system
but, some sta tes ha ve developed manda tory sen
tences for-a-liiiiited number of offenses.
Finally, "f~at. ~en
tence" systems, such as adopted in Maine, focus ~lscretl.on 1.n ~he
court by abolishing parole, but do not.provi~e elther presumptl.ve
or mandatory limite-tons on judicial dl.SCretl0n.

R!:~2!!!!mti!g ~g!ltg!!£i!H!

,Ritb.

R~!:ole

Arizona, Colorado, and Pennsylvania have recently enac~ed ~nto
law presumptive sentences in which the parole board mal.ntal.n~
some' (or, as is the case in Pennsyl vania, almost to tal) authorl. t y
and discretion to release offenders.
The Arizona legislature established six classes of felonies
for which they specified presumptive terms of imprisonment,ranginq from one and a half years for a class six felony to
seven years for a class two felony. (26) The code provides e~ten
sive authority for the court to increase or dec~ease--e~p~cl.a~ly
increase--the sentence length based on.aggravatl.ng.~~ m1~lgat1ng
circumstances..
Although the code provl.des a specl.f~c.llst c;'f
these circumstances, it also includes a general provl.sl0n.whl.ch
allows "any other factors which the court may deem approprl.ate to
the ends of justice."(27)

)

The Arizona code provides for signific:ant e~ha~ceme~~: __ ~~r _:~
peat offenders, offenses involving seriOUS pnysical ~nJU~Y ana
offenses involving the use of a deadly w~apc;'n.
For ex~mple, se:
rious offenders with a prior felony convl~tl.?n may recel~e.a sen
tence up to three times the normal prescrl.ptl.ve term. Sl.m11arly,
two other enhancements, serious bodily injury ~nd use of a deadly
weapon, provide for considerable adjustment 1n the length of

confinem en t. t 28)
Arizona law establishes aood-time for those who both abide by
the rUles of the institutio~ and participate in work, educational, treatment, or training progra~s_
However, for certain offenders identified as dangerous or repetitive, the law does not
allow release until expiration of two-thirds of their sentence.
The parole board determines the actual release.
Offenders must
be released at the expirat'on of their sentence, less any goodtime earned.
Thus, sentence ranges are extremely wide under Arizona law and
still allow for early parole, as well as good-time~ The implication is that there is little actual movement toward establishina
determi~acy under Arizona's sentencing code,
and that there is'
uncertalnty as to sentence if confined.
On April 1, 1979, Colorado adopted a sentencing code similar
to Arizona's.
Colorado's reform replaced the traditional indeterminate sentence with a single presumptive sentence for each of
five offense classes.
The Colorado code permits the sentencina
court to deviate from the presumptive term by as mUch as 20 pe~
cent below the presumptive term for mitigation and 20 percent
above the presumptive term for aggravation. (29) Tbe code does not
lim~t the cc;'u~t i~ the factc;'rs it,may consider for either aggrav~tl0n or mltlqatl0n, .hut.l.t r~qul.res the court to specify the
cl.rcumstances under wh1ch 1.t ra1ses or lovers the sentence.
For
offenders with a prior felony conviction, the code allows the
sentencing court to increase the presumptive term by as mUch as
50 percent of the presumpti ve sentence. nO)
Colorado law imposes

few restrictions on a judge's power to
In fact, onlv persons conVl.ct~d o~ ~ class 1 felony or with two prior felony convictions
are lne11gl.ble for probation .. (31)

i~pose a sentence of incarceration.

The actual length of incarceration is dependent on the awarding of good-time. The 1979 code revisions p~ovide that incarcerate~ offenders are to be unconditionally released upon the expiratl.on of sentence, less good-time.
In "addition to the above
good-time, inmates may earn one month for each six months served

--------------------

(28) Stephen P. Lagoy and John H. Kramer. "The Second Generation
of Sen tr:~ncinq Reform:
A Com parati ve Assessment of Recent
Sentencing Legislation," 1980, P. 4.
(29) Colo. Rev_
1982) ..

{26) Ari-z. Rev.. Stat,. Ann. sec .. 1:1-601 t1978}
(27) A.R.S.A .. sec. 13-702 CD) and tEl.
,
~

t)

.,

stat.

secs.

18-1-105, 18-1-106 (1973

&

SUpPa

."

III,
~

(30) C.R .. .5 .. secs. 18-1-105-107 (1978 g Supp .. 1982).
!31) C.. R.. S. sec. 16-11-201 (1973).
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for. "~pecial activities," such as participa tiOD in counseling and
tra~n~ng pr9grams, attitudinal changes, and special work assignments.
!h~s latter good-time is administered by the parole
board, wh~le the r~gular good-time is managed by the institution.
C:>lorado also prov~des for a one-year period of parole supervis~on for felony offenders upon release. (32)

, '

f
fl

The Colorado law has an habitual offender prOV~S1on requiring
that a iudge impose a sentence of three times the presumptive
term for a felony offender with two prior felony convictions, and
a sentence of life imprisonment on a felony offender with three
prior felony convictions.

1

Indiana followed Illinois in the adoption of sentencing r~
form.
.Like Illinois, Indiana abolished par?le release and ma1n'tained parole supervision.
Indiana est~b~~sh~d ten classes of
crimes and set a presumptive length ~or m1t~gat1on_
For example,
a Class A felony carries a presumpt~ve sentence length of th1rty
years, but the court may increase the sentence by up to twenty
years for aggravating circumstances and decrease the sentence by
ten years for mitigating circumstances.
Thus, the total ~ange
provided the court for such offenses is from twenty to f1fty
years .. (38)

f
~g§~m~t!yg Se~te~£!~~ !!thQ~~ fg~Q!~

The parole release function has been the focus of much debate.
Supporters of the abolition of the parole release mechanism have
i?cluded Jessica .tlff·tford (33)
and David Fogel. [34)
Andrew von
H1rsch and Kate Hanrahan(35) have been the most prolific contributors to this debate. While rejecting the traditional use of parole, they concede that with "desert" centered constraints parole
release can be consistent determinacy_

Indiana provides correctional offic~als with c:>nsiderable authoritv to influence the actual durat10n of c?nf1~ement by a?signinq good-time~
Depending upon the classif1cat~on of the.1nmate
aood-time may be earned at the rate of one day good-t1me
for ~ac~ day served, one day for each two days served, or one day
for each three days served.

States adopting a determinate model of sentenCing have generally reduced or abolished the parole release function but maintained the supervision component of parole.
Among these states
are Illinois, Minnesota, and Indiana.
Althouah each of these
states has enacted quite different sentenCing codes, there are
certain parallels that are worth noting.
It is not necessary to
review each of these states in detail, as that has been done
elsewhere, (36)
but a brief overview of each will provide some
perspective on the variety of the forms that sentenCing without
parole have taken.

~innesota:

--------------------

)

~

(32)

17 C.R.S. secs. 101-102...

{33)

Mi tford,~ind .~Qii 1!§!E!! ~!ill!§!!!!lg!l!;, 1973.
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Subd. 5. The commission shall, on or before Jan~ary.1,
1980, promulgate sentencing guidelines for the d1str~ct
court. The guidelines shall be based on reas?nab;e offense and offender characteristics.
The 7u~de11nes
promulqated by the commission shall be adv~sory to the

I
'j

_

A Special Case

In 1978, Minnesota enacted legislation which pe~mitted a br:>adbased sentencing commission to develop and mon~tor sentenc1n9
auidelines. The Commission included judges, attorneys, probat~on
~fficers, corrections officials, law enforcement personnel. and a
variety of others.
It was also aut~orized.and ~~nde~ to h1re a
research staff~
Its overall task 1S out11ned 1n th~ enabling
statute!

,!

I"

(35) Andrew von Hirsch and Kathleen Han'rahan, Ih.§ Q!!§§.t!Q.!! 2f g~_

(36) Stephen P~ Lagov, Frederick A. Hussey, and John H. Kramer,
"1 Comparative Assessment of Determinate SentenCing in the
Four Pioneer States," 1978, pp. 385-400.

~

r

£§£~ions, 1975~--

,

{

IIr ,I.

I"

04) Fogel, li§ Are the ,1iv!ng i!:QQf .... ~!h.g £!!!2.t!£~ ~Q~l~! fQ£ £Q.t-

£Q!.§, 1979.

Tllinois was the first state after Maine to pass comprehensive
sentencing reform. (17) Illinois 1 reform left to the co~rt the decision as' to whether to incarcerate, except for a spec~al category of crimes referred to as Class X offenses for which iDc~rc~rat~on is mandated.
For all five classes of offenses Il11D01S
established very wide presumptive ranges from whi~h.the co~rt selects a flat-determinate sentence.
Once the dec1s10n to 1ncarcerate and the lenqth of incarceration is established, then the
time served is the sentence length minus good-time earned.
In
Illinois good-time may be earned at the rate of one day for each
day served.

f

(37)

Ill. Rev. Stat. Ch.3fl. sec. 1005-8-1 (1977).

(.38)

d co.0 d e Ann"
In.
Supp. 1982}.

I

I

j
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se c s.

35-2-1-1 to 35-50-2-7 {Burns 1979 &
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district court and shall establish:
(1)
The circumstances under which imprisonment of an
offender is proper; and
(2)
A presumptive, fixed sentence for offenders f?r
wham imprisonment is proper, based on each appropr1ate
combination of reasonable offense and offender characteristics.
The guidelines may provide for an increase
or decrease of up to 15 percent in the presumptive,
fixed sentence.
The sentencina auidelines promulgated by the commission may also esia~lish appropriate sanctions for offenders for whom imprisonment is n?t .proper.
.Any
guidelines promulgated by the com~1ss~on establ7sh1ng
sanctions for offenders for whom 1mpr1S0nm?nt .1SL~ot
proper shall make specific referen~e.to non1nst1tu~10n:
al sanctions, including but not l1m1ted to the follow
ing:
payment of fines, day fines, restitution, communi tv work orders, wo'rk relea~e pr?grams in loc~l
facilities, community based res1dent1al and nonre~1den
tial programs, incarceration in a ~o~al correct10nal
facility, and probation and the cond1t10ns thereof. {39)
The result of this legislation was a presumptive sent~nci~g
system that established criteria for those who should b: 1mpr1soned, presumptive lengths of imprisonment, and p;esumpt1veru~es
on such factors as consecutive/concurrent sente~c1ng. use of.1Uvenile adjudications, and the relevance of pr10r adult conV1Ctions ...
These comprehensive, presumptive gu!delines.and the accompanying good-time provision replaced the 1ndet~r~1nate sent~nce.and
the parole board release decision.
Tn add1t10n, the gU1d~11nes
were written so as to maintain prision populations at the1r curren-t levels ...
It is interesting to note that the first empiri:=al.assessments
of the Minnesota guidelines indica-te that t.he Comm1SS1?n has. been
'succeSSful in reducing disparity, while also controll1ng pr1son
populations... This 1s"a singular achievement to date.
Illinois# Indiana and ~innesota all abolished parole release;
the differences amonc them are considerable., Li~e Tndia~=~v~~iifornia provides a specific presumptive sentence for each
of four offense classes.
However, ~a~ifo~nia provides much more
limi-ted ranges 'for aggravating or m1t1gat1nq Cl.rcumstances than
Indiana. For example, although subsequently changed, the offense
of rape was given a presumptive sentence length. of four years,
but could only be increased by one year for reaso~s.of ~ggraya
tion or reduced by one year for reasons of m1t1gat10n.
h

Mi~nes?ta, on the other hand, allows the court to depart from the
gUJ.de11nes and sentence the defendant to whatever "extremes" the
court deems appropriate.
. All ~f the
d1sc~et10nary
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The. most common form of legislative intrUSion into sentenCing
po11cy has been through establishing mandatory minimum sentences.
One recent survey reports that thirty-two of the thirty-five
s~ates responding have adopted mandat~ry sentencing provis1ons.!40} However, these are not ~y§!!! reforms, since they COyer only.a small number of offenses and offenders. As examples we
shall d1scuss legislation recently adopted in Pennsylvania and
the Bartley-Fox amendment adopted in Massachussrtts. One of these
sta~es chos~ to est~blish mandatory minimums for a set of very
s~r:ous, v101ent cr1mes, and the other state adopted mandatory
m1n1mums for much less serious but more freguent offenses ...
Pennsylvania debated about various models of reform, including
sentencing guidelines developed bV a sentencina commiSSion, prior
to enacting le~islation which included:
'
1.

I

Minn. stat. Ann.. sec. 244.09 (1 978) ..

. Only Minnesota has a~dressed such significant discretionary
:ssues as the role of pr10r iuvenile adjudications, the sentenc1ng of multiple conviction offenders to concurrent or consecutive
sentences, and the establishment of presumptive consecutive
~erms. None of the other states developed such explicit sentenc~nq and
standar~s.after aholi~binq par?le_. With the ongoing monitor:ng.
r~v~s10n process 1nherent 1n M1nnesota's commission model
1t 1S ant1c1pate~ that the presumptive guidelines viII be even
more clearly def1ned.

)',

I
r~9)

states discussed thus far have retained Significant
?ower.
Only Minnesota has structured iudicial author1ty regard1ng vho should be incarcerated. In all-the states,
even when ~he parole release function has been eliminated, if the
offender v10lates parole after release a parole agency retains
some ~uthority to decide whether the parole shall be revoked,
and, 1f ~evoked, when the offender will be released.
Thus, the
:~tual t1me serv~d can still be affected by a parole type agency.
_1nally, c?rrect10nal authorities have retained extensi~e control
?ver t~e t1me serve~ and how time is served through their admin1strat10n of good-t1me~

I\
I.
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A ma~datory mini~um sent~nce.of fi!e years for persons
conv1cted of a v101ent cr1me 1£ a f1rearm was used;

/

J

(40) Richard Morelli, Craig Edelman, and Roy Rilloughby
vey of Mandatory SentenCing in the U.S," 1981.
'
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A mandatory m1n1mum sentence of five years for persons
convicted of a violent crime if tbey had a previous conviction for a violent crime;

3.

sentence of five years for persons
convicted of committinq a violent crime on public transpO't'ta tion; and

4.

A mandatory life sentence for persons convicted of a second or third degree murder. (41)

!!~!: ,~g!!!g!!g!!!g

A mandatory minimum

Under Pennsylvania statute, an offender receiving such a sent:~ence
is not eligible for release until the expiration of the min1.mum
and can be held until the maximum, which must be at least dDuble
the minimum. 142) Handatory sentences such as those in Pennsylvania , as opposed to the presumptive sentences established by California, Arizona and Illinois, allow the iudiciary neither the
flexibility to determine whether an offender should be incarcera'ted nor the latl"\:ude to mitiqate the length of incarceration.
In 1975, Massachusetts adopted an amendment to its statute
prohibiting the carrying of firearms without a permit, which required a minimum sentence of one year in prison without suspension, parole or furlougb for violators. (43) The focus of this
particular law is considerably different than Pennsylvania's manaa tory sen tences in terms of the types of offense to whi'ch ita pplies and the lengths imposed.
Referrina to the the criteria for determinate sentencing proposed by von Hirsch and Hanrahan and Cullen and Gilbert, it is
clear that neither the mandatory provisions in Pennsylvania Qor
those in Massachusetts are "aeterminate." This piecemeal legislation provides no comprehensive, consistent policy.
In fact,
narrowly focusing mandatory provisions so that a few offenders
receive certain and harsh sanctions while others, convicted of
more ser.ious crimes, are treated more leniently, exacerbates unfairness.
Such provisions neither reauce disparitv nor increase
proportionality.
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42 Pa. Cons. stat. Ann. secs. 9755 (b) and 9756(b).

(43, Mass..
Gen.
1982-83).

La ws .Ann.

ch..

269 sec.

10c (1970
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Both of these states ha v~~ opted for what may be referred to
as the "judicial model" of sentencing, because neither the legislature nor any other boay has prescribed presumptive sentence
lengths. The legislature established very general offense severity rankinqs and for each such ranking set a maximum above which
the iudqe may not sentence. Neither Maine nor Connecticut generally set a minimum sentence for the court~
Both states leave to
the iudge's disceti?D whe~her incarceration is appropriate.
Th~s!
1n terms of d1scret10nary power, both states completely
e11m1nated the parole board but traded its discretion for enhanced iudicial and correctional discretion.
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Consequently, "flat sentencing" as established by these two
jurisdictions fails to meet the criteria of determinate sentencing suqaested by von Hirsch and Hanrahan and by Cullen and Gilbert. Neither state proviaes either "explicit and detailea standards specifying how much convicted offenders should be punished"
or. sentence lengths for each class of offense which are narrow,
with defined mitigating and aggravating clrcumstances.
However,
both states have implemented another characteristic of determinacy: an early time fix on release.

". I

,i
I

(4~

)

."")

.

l,

{41) 42 Pa. Cons. stat. Ann. secs. '712-9715 (Purdon 1982).

Two states, ~aine ana Connecticut, have taken a somewhat different approac~ to revising their sentencing procedures.
We have
labeled the1r approach "flat sentencina" because their reforms
have resulted in definite sentences which involve neither presumptive sentences nor guidelines.
In this discussion we will
provide a brief overview of the general model and then ~ove on to
a much more detailed account of the focus of this stuay-- the
changes in Maine.

Determinacy has not been uniformly operationalized. Theoretically, Arizona and Colorado enacted determinate sentencina.
However, they retained considerable iudicial discretion a~ well as
pa~ol~ bo~ra ~iscr~tion.
Indiana and Illinois abolished the parole board and replaced indeterminate sentences with flat, judicially determined sentences within relatively broad parameters
set by the leqislature~ Minnesota has abolished the parole board
ana replaced it with fairly narrow, commission-set sentence ranges.
The focus of this research is on the state of Haine and its
sentencing reform of 1976.
AS pointed out earlier, Maine's reform is not determinate according to the criteria established by
either von Hirsch and Hanrahan or by Cullen and Gilbert.
Using
their standards, which require "explicit and detailed standards"
for punishment,
Arizona and Colorado also would not be classi-
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fied as determinate.
In factI
with the amount of good-time
controlled by correctional authorities, certainty as to time
served tan early time fix) is difficult to impute to any present
jurisdiction ..
Althouqh Maine has not established "clear and explicit standaras" for determining the appropriate punishment, it has established early warning of the release date.
In this way, Maine's
reform may not be determinate, but it may have accomplished as
much as any other state.
There has been a tendency for states to classify crimes into a
relatively small number of seriousness categories. Illinois created five such categories, Colorado five, Arizona six, and Indiana ten.
Establishing a limited range of sentencing choices, or
a choice of whether to incarcerate or not, or a presumptive range
or length when incarceration is chosen, places a stronq burden on
severity ranks.
Although the ranking is designed to assess the
severity of the crime, in reality it is an over-simplification in
its own right..
No state has yet heeded Allen Derschovitz's advice that, i E 'we intend to establish presumptive sentences and to
use severity ranks as the crucial determinant of the sentence,
then 1'19 must carefully and clearly delineate crime definitions so
as to specify various levels of crime seriousness. {44.
The moral may be that, althouah Maine has failed to develop
U'determinate" sentences, it bas increased certainty and has not
oversimpli fied crime seriousness by restricting juilicial discretion.
To oversimplify and restrict risks injustices worse than
those the reforms are designed to correct4
The remainder of this report is an examination of Maine's flat
sentencing model.. The major focus of the inquiry is an empirical
investigation of the impact of the implementation of this nev
policy on sentencing decisions of the court and on the corroctional system. The report examines the outcomes of the ney policy, assesses those outcomes against stated policy goals and past
practices, and evaluates the extent to which the national criticisms of M.aine· s flat sentencing model were justified. In short,
our concern is the extent to which goals have been met, the
costs, and the unintended consequences.

)
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When fully implemente~ in May# 1976, Maine's criminal code had
l!lte£ alia the followl.nq effects on sentencing:
1.

fi

~~f!lI~£51-i!Q!!'

Q.f .t~~.££i!!!.i!ls.1. 1!!~:

The criminal law was

~l.mp~1f1ed by cod1fl.cation.
Substantive offenses d~fined
1~ dl.fferent titles and statutes enacted at different

tl.mes !e~e redefined, consolidated,
one crl.ml.nal code~

j'

2.

,

i
t

and incorporated into

I[!!:£Q1u~tio!l ~f. fi£!H!gg, Q!.!!§§g§. Q,f Qf.f~!l§g§: Offenses were
~rade~ 1nto fl.ve class~s of offense seriousness with lea1slatJ.vely set maximum penalties attached to each grade or
class.

1

!(

aholi:.1,!Q!l Q,f. :th.g 1!l1gt~rmi!l!!tg 2.illl~~llQ.S!.:
The indeterminate sentence ~as abo~1shed •. Now the sentencing judqe selects the p:ecl.se P?rl.od of 1ncarceration for a particular
offend~r whl.ch is toe actual period of confinement
less
qood-tlme.
'

t

I

4 ..

ahQl~tiQn. Qf E~~Q!g:
The apportionment of sentencing author1ty between the court and executive agencies w~s
change~ by the abolition of parole. JUdicial authority to
deter~1ne actual sentence length was thus enhanced.
The
court s sentence can only be reduced by a petition from
the Bureau of Corrections to the sentencing iudge or
through a pardon or commutation of sentence by the gover"nor ..

5.

The .§.E.*it ~g}!te!l£~ !.!!§. J:!xpanQgg:
The ;udge may impose a
?ustodJ.al penalty not to exceed the legislatively set max1mum an~ suspend a portion of that penalty with the option
of plac1ng the offender on probation. There is no equivalent to parole release.

I
I

!

!
1.

I

1

I

I'

SENTENCING REFORM

t

I

. The new statutes e~tablishea a judicial model of sentenc1ng. (45)
The ch~nge d1~ n~t establi~h.guidelines or presumptive
sentences that m1ght a1~ 1n the dec1s10n-making process.
In
fact! the chang~s were ~ntended to provide the court with more
flex1ble sentenc1ng opt10ns# greater pover to determine the

-------------------(44) Twentieth
42-43.

centurYl~und.

J::!!ir i!!lg,

Cg£~~inR!!!!.i.§h!!lg!!!:,

pp.
(45) See taqov, et aI, "I Comparative Assessment," p_ 385.
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le~gth of incarceratioD# and at the same time,
to increase certa1nty for. both the offender and the public about the actual
length of 1ncarceration to be served. As originally enacted, the
flat sentence could only be reduced by a petititon ¥rom the Bureau ~f Corrections to the sentencing judg~, by a pardon or commutat10n of sentence by the Governor, or by appellate review •.

was imposed; only a maximum term of thirty-six months was authorized. t51)
Generally speaking, inmates confined at the State Prison vere
eligible for parole release and supervision at the expiration of
the minimum term of imprisonment, less good-time..
Inmates confined at the Correctional center were eligible for parole release
and supervision when two conditions were met: When it 'appeared to
the Superintendent that the inmate had reformed, and when some
suitable employment or situation had been secured for him in advance. {52)

T~e ch~Pter.is organized a~ follows: The next section presents
a br1ef h1stor1cal sketch wh1ch tcaces the chancres in Maine's
:ente~cing system, with particular atte.n·tion to the context with10 wh1ch the 1976 reform was drafted and enacted.
This is followed by detailed analysis of the changes introduced by the reform a~d. s?bseguent revisions. We t.henturn to an exa.mination of
the cr1t1c1sms of Maine's reform, and finally, to an identification of the critical issues posed for research.

In practice then, Maine's former indeterminate system operated
like this"!
1..

The judge decided if incarceration was warranted and established the "baseline" by selectinq a place of confi'nement, and a minimum and maximum term of confinement for
people confined at the State Prison.

2.

state Prison authorities reduced the
good-time credits.

3.

At the expiration of the minimum sente·nce less good-time,
the parole board reviewed the case for possible release •

A ----BRIEF ---------HISTORICAL -----SKETCH

-

This history begins in 1913,
when Maine's legislature enacted
statut 7s to replace its definite sentencing system with the iod~t~rm1nate system and created tbe parole board. (46)
This trans1t10n was made by using existihg definite terms on the statute
books as t~e statutory maximum. Generally, the statutory minimum
was estab11shed as one-half the maximum for sentences of two or
more Jsars, and a minimum of one year for sentences less than two
years.!47)
In convictions for more serious crimes--such as rape
rob~ery and bu~qla~y--!hich formerly were capital offenses and'
pUD1shable by l~fe ~mpr~sonment, the judqe was authorized to impo:e a sentence of "any 'term of years .. II (Ira) With the exception of
pr1soners who had been convicted of two prior felonies
all inmates were eliqible for parole release at tbe expiration of the
minimum(49) and would remain under parole supervision until the
expiration of the maximum sentence,
but not !!l2!:£ than four
years. {50}

Ii.tl
l.' ~

f.

. 1

(41)

1911 Me •.Laws c.60,; 15 Me. Rev. stat. Ann. Sec .. 1743 (1964).

(48)

!'l.~~g

y .. Warden Qf
(Me. 1950):-----

I

I

R£isQ!!, 1.45 Me.

{49)

1913 Me .. Laws c. 60, sec .. 6.

{50)

1q13

Me. I,aws c 60, sec. 12.

Cen'ter;

the Superintenden't was autno['=

In Maine's former indeterminate sentencing system, sentencing
authority was highly diffused and imbued with a great deal of
discretion.
Moreover, the decisions affecting the actual duration of confinement were invisible to the public because they
were made by executive aaencies.
It was this diffuse, threetiered stru~ture of indeierminancy that was the focus of public
criticism in Maine.
The underlying premises of this system#
based on rehabilitation, were criticized by the ~ask Porce on
Corrections.
This was the system that the Maine Criminal Code
Revision Commission changed.

{51>
~!~te

Corr~ct,ional

'.i

--------------------

1913 Me .. Laws c.60, secs .. 5-19.

t

1

Maine's legislature included a unique innovation in its indetsentencing system: it required that sentences to the
Ma1ne Co,rrectional Center--an i~sti tution for a.dult offenders under the age of 27-··be wholly indeterminate..
No minimum sente·nce

p.J6)

At thG

"baseline" through

ized to recommend the release of offenders to the parole
board.
In practice, the Superintendent recommended the
release of felons after servinq nine months of confinement
and misdemeanants after serving six months of confinement .. (53)

. 'I

er~inate

)

'

120; 73 A. 2d 128

14 Me. Rev. stat.

Ann .. sec.

~6i2

(1964).

(52) 34 Me.l\::l;1v. stat. Ann. sec. 1673 (supp. 1(73).

I
1

(5~)

See M. Zarr. supra., note.
These practices changed over
time..
There is some debate between corrections and parole
board members as to whether authority to release resided
with the superintendent or the parole board ...
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Tn 1971, MaineJs 104th L"egislature created an "Actto create a
commission to Prepare a Revision of the Criminal Laws." The
first meeting of the Comission was on April 7, 1972.
The comission vas chaired by Jon Lund, an attorney and a former member of
a commission to study the possibility of codifying Maine t s c.riminal laws. The Commission was largely comprised of practicing attorneys and employed Sanford Fox, a nationally recognized expert
on criminal law and an experienced legislatiVe draftsperson, as a
consultant..
The Commission met regularly with over 45 working
sessions to prepare a new criminal code.

I

,r

Finally, and most importantly, the Commission consolidated
what previously were separate offenses, enacted into different
statutes at different times, into single offenses.
For example,
the new offense of forgery inco'rporated over sixteen different
but related previous statutes.
One major effect of offense consolidation was to change, and clarify, the elements of crimes
and, thus, the evidence necessary for conviction.
While the work of the Subcommittee on Substantive Offenses can
be characterized from the onset as directed toward a clear and
concise goal. such is not the case for the Subcommittee on Sentencing.
In fact, the only consistent theme in their effort was
the commitment to some form of offense classification.

The Commission completed its work in 1975,
at the initial
phase of a nationwide reform movement advocating tbe adoption of
determinate sentencing systems..
The Commission did not have the
benefit of the research and debates that informed enactment of
determinate sentencing systems in Minnesota, Pennsylvania. Washington, and Oregon. Despite the absence of the variety of reform
models available today, the Commissions's final recommendations
were clearly intended to reduce the diffusion of sentencing authority and to increase the visibility and accountability of sentencing decisions~

Two entirely different models of sentencin.g we.re developed by
the Subcommittee.
The first sentencing scheme was indeterminate
and. essentially, a rationalization of the existing system.
The
second model, which rejected indeterminacTr was finally adopted.
The only consistent strand of thinking between the two proposed
sentencing proviSions vas the classification of offenses into
classes or grades of seriousness.
But this r ~after all, had been
decided bv the Subcommittee on SUbstantive Offenses and could not
be abandoned,.

The bulk of the Commission 1 s work centered on the redefinition
of offenses.
By early 1972, the Subcommittee on SUbstantive Offenses had abolished the felony-misdemeanor distinction and predicated their work on a classification scbeme which established at
least four sentencing classes or grades of offense seriousness. 154)
It was left to the Subcommittee on Sentencing to work
out the specific sentencing structure.
The basic task of the Subcommittee on Substantive Offenses was
to simplify the criminal law.
This was accomplished in four basic ways. First, they provided definitions of key terms to allow
for a straightforward description of the elements of particular
offenses.
Second, the Commission identified those offenses that
were undesirable, but not of sufficient threat to ·the publ.ic order to require criminal laws aqainst them.
Those offenses were
either decriminalized or depAnalized. It is in this context that
certain sexual acts between consenting adults and social gambling
were decriminalized, while certain victimless crimes suc~ as the
possession of small amoun ts of mari luana and prostitution we.re
depenalizea.
The third wa y that offenses were simp~ified was to differentiate similar offenses from one another in te.rms of seriousness so
that they could be placed in different sentencing classes or
grades.
The' rna ior effect of this effo.rt was the classification
of property offenses, such as theft, according to the value of
property destroyed or taken, for sentencing purposes.

In the first model, judicial sentencing authority was to be
exercised within the bon text of new offense classifications and
parole board discretion was to be reduced by introducing mandatory release and supervision guidelines.
Nonetheless r the basic
elements of indeterminacy would be retained.

I
I
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Fox to the commission.

dated June 22,

l ,
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The underlying aim or purpose of punishment in the first model
of sentencing was largely rehabilitative.
These prov1s1ons were
introduced to the commission on June 22, 1972, by Chief Counsel
Fox, and vere prepared by his colleague, Professor Charles fried
of Harvard Law School. (55)
~s adopted by the Commission that !\ugustr the first model substantially revised the existing indeterminate sentencing system.
It abolished the court's authority to
decide a minimum period of confinement and established four
classes or grades of offanse seriousness with a maximum length of
incarceration attached to each offense class.
It was based on
the sentencing scheme proposed in the Model Penal code and drew
also on the Federal Criminal C~')de SS3202 (1) ..
The first sentencing structure adopted by the CQmmission was:

<,

1;
I

(54) Memo from Sanford
1972.

~h~

J
I .

:
I·

!i'
I.

-------~-----------I

(55) Memorandum from Sanforn Fox dated June 22, 1972.
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A person who has been convicted of a crime may be committed for an indefinite period to the custody of the
Department of Mental Health and Corrections as £ollows:
1.

2~

3.

4.

f

Offenders were eligible for parole supervision at any time, but
maximum parole release dates were adopted. These maximum release
standards are shown in Table 2.1 _

In the case of a Class A crime# the court
shall set a maximum period of commitment not to
exceed thirty years.
A.

TABLE 2 .. 1

Proposed Maine Maximum Release Standards

In the case of a Class B crime, the court
shall set a maximum period not to exceed ten
years".

B.

C. Tn the case of a Class ~ crime, the court
shall set a maximum period not to exceed five
years.
D~

In the case of a Class D crime,

shall set a
year. t56)

maximum period not to

__ .the sentence

can only be

that the

legal eustody of the

.§gt.
)

offender be

Department for an

indefini te period not to exceed ·the time set by the
court at the time of sentencing.
As later sections of
this chapter provide, the Department is given discretion to determine which institution is to be used, or
whether the offender will be placed in some non-institutional program.
Moreover, this model abolished the prior practice of discretionary parole release and replaced it with a mandatory parole
component.
The underlying aim of mandatory parole release ~as
explained by Fox in the following way:
The policy of this section is based on the view that
parole is not a reward for good behavior in the artificial atmosphere of a penal institutioD g but is rather a
means for ensuring that all prisoners who must be returned to society are accorded the maximum assistance
in establishing themselves in law-abiding ways of
life.. {57)
----------------~---

(56) Memorandum from Sanford Pox to Subcommittee
dated August 21, 1972.

on Sentencing

!?Y

Maximum Time to
~1:Q.1.g !!g1.~S.2g

£QQ!:t

15 vears or more
q

the court
exceed one

This model placed limitations on the court's discretion as it
only allowe~ the judge to place the offender under legal custody
of the Department of r1ental Tiealth and Corrections, as Fox clearly indicates in tbe August 21st memo:
placed iu the

sentence Length

to 15 years

Less than 9 years

5 years
'3 years

1/3 of sentence

Thus, the intent of the first model was to loca te both the incarceration and the release decisions with corrections officials
and the parole hoard for their evaluation and determination of
treatment. This was seen as "good sense" management, and embraced
the treatment ethic which had dominated correctional decisionmaking for over a century.
Finally, this first model embraced the view that extremely
long periods of incarceration were unnecessary. In fact, the actual d.uration of confinement proposed by this m?de~ £Ql!l!! !!'Q1 g~9;!gg f!yg yg~1:2' even for a Class A felony conV.1ct.10n ..
However,
corrections,
model, based
thority over

this sentencing scheme, which vested authority in
was subsequently abandoned for an entirely different
in part on the Model Sentencing Act which vested auconvicted people in the courts and abolished parole.

The ----Final ----~odel: Rehabilitiation Rejected
----------------- -- ----The second sentencing scheme rejected ·the indeterminate features
of the first model. It abolished the parole board and shifted
complete authority for sentencing decisions to the judiciary.
This second model was ultimately enacted into law.
The effect
was to aaopt a sentencing st!I;"ucture "Which had relatively high
maximum incarceration penalties, judicially fixed t~r~s af imprisonment within those maximums, and the total abo11t1on of parole ..

..'

~,

I

{57) Memo of August 13, 1972, p. 19.
-
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This reversal by the Commission on the sentencing provisions
had a crucial impact on the criminal justice system in Maine-particularly corrections.
It represented an important ideological shift which reflected mounting lack of confidence in the
trea tmen t ethic and 1.n corrections~ ability to provide essential
services to ensure rehabilitation.

inappropriate for the third. 159)
The

se~ond

A third factor leading to the drastic change by the commission
was growing criticism cf the p~rolehoard..
While the Commission
had assumed that the parole board knew when it was appropriate to
release offenders, they were stlrprised at how early and guickly
offenders were being released. (61)
criticism of the parole
board's early release decisions also came from the judiciary.
And, in March of 1Q73, the Portlan4 Press Herald ran an editorial
calling for an inguiry into the pa~ole system, which was followed
by a series of articles questioninq the qualifications of the
personnel in parole services.

model was provided to the Commmission on June 10,
As the minutes of that now infamous

1974 by Ch1ef Counsel Pox.

meeting state::
A lot of existing discretion is transferred from judges, lawyers and corrections officers to the legislature, partly because it is based on the diminished reliance on corrections and prisons,
reflecting our
belief that the public is not ready to accept the rehabilitative philosophy embodied in our first proposal.

The final element that affected the Commission's thinking was
a grass roots "panic" about ,['ural cri\qe--especiall'f theft of antiques and drug abuse--which led t.o p1:'essure for mandatory sentences and restitutional alternatives.

A conjuncture of events in the twenty-four months between the
first sentencing proposal and the second sentencing proposa1 led
the Commission to abandon--in part--the basic rehabilitative underpinnings of the first model.
First, the Director of the Bureau of ~orrections testified that the department was incapable
of assum1nq the responsibilities authorized under the new sentencing provisions of the bill,
partly because the legislature
would not provide the financial backina required to do the
job.. (58)
.

Although no single factor vas likely to have affected the Commission's thinking about sentencing so drastically, together they
served to change the previous, rehabilitatively based beliefs of
the Commission members into ones with different ideological u.nderpinnings.
The basic premise of the new sentencing ?rovisions was that
decisions about offenders should be ~ore visible.
As one member
of the Commission put it:

Second, in 1~74 the ~overnor's Task Porce on Corrections--a
parallel grouD--published over 100 recommendations in their report, "In the Public Interest." Unlike the Commission, the Governor's Task Force was largely critical of corrections' failure
to provide e!eE the basic training and skills requisite for employment to l.nmates, and critical of the rehabilitative model as
£.£9:.£.ticgg,.. This is reflected in the Task Force recommendations:--

No one saw the parole board and corrections administration in operation. They were out of the public eye and
review. The aim was having it out and laying it on the
line--the most visible branch of the criminal justice
system is the court .. 162)
.
The new sentencing provisions were intended to situate authority
over the offender in the iudiciary.
It was believed that since
judges were more visible to the public, they could be held

We recommend t.ha't sentencing legislation be enacted
recognizinq ·the 1egiti ma te state interests in dealina
!ith criminal offenders, of 1) incapacitation, 2) pu~1.shment as a means to deter willful criminal behavior,
and, 3) rehabilitation, and recogni~ing that while institutional confinement is an appropriate means to
achieve the first and second objectives, it is totally

,

\

:;1

J
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j

{59)

"In The public Tnterest," 1974, p. 17.

(60)

"In The Public Tn'terest, " p. 18.

(-61 ) Interview 'With Commission member.~

)

(58: Interview with Commission member, 1980.
•

Force went on to say:

~_~we wish to state in the strongest possible language
our belief in the myth of "rehabilitation" as it applies to the vast majority of institutional inmates in
Maine .... (50)

The 'reversal is also important for theoretical reasons, since
i,t is an example of the sensi ti vi ty of legislation in t.he area of
sentencing and an example of how such legislation is especially
subject to change by external factors--in this case a moral panic
about crime and parolees.
This

Task

1

\
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(62)

Interview with Commission member, 1980.
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a~countable for decisions about punishment.

Although the CommisS10~ never abandoned its inclination toward rehabilitation,
such
belJ.efs no longer 'Were the cent,ral focus of their second and fin~l recomme~dat~ons about sentencing.
The treatment-based notl0ns em~od~ed 1D the rehabilitative ideal steadily lost oround.
T~e.comm1ss~on had been out-flanked on two fronts:
The so~io-po1~t1cal. enV1ronment called i-nto question t.he myth ofrehabilitat10n W~l?h shrouded parole, and thus the effectiveness of parole
supr:rv1s10'n; and, . a ~ore realistic assessment showed that the
leglslat~re was unwl111.ng or unable to provide the correctional
sys~em.wlth the. ~eso~rces for programs seen as requisites for
achlev1nq rehab111tat1ve ends.

(

,.i

2.

Definitions of offender 1 s culpability or blameworthiness;

'>

3.

Standards to assist the iudge~s
whether or not to incarcerate;

4.

purposes or aims of punishment; and,

5.

A number of proviSions designed
was integrated and flexible.

I

}:

II
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cr1t1c1s~

of the d1scretion ,vested

in corrections officials re-

f~ected 1n the Governor's Task Porce Report, the Commission had
l1ttle to do b~t abandon their first sentencing proposal., The
second sentencl~q proposal, then, was the product of disillusionment and a real~stlc assessment of political exigencies.tn short,
t~e new sent~nc1nq p~oposal was advanced in a moment of utilita-

rlan.p~agmat1sm.
remaln~ng one,.of

Th1S proposal was a means, and perhaps the only
ensuring the passage of the entirety of the new
~o~e wlth as I1ttle.legislative tinkering as possible. It is for
th1s :eason that Ma1ne'~ new sentencing structure has been character1zed as a "masterp1ece of breathtaking ambiguity."

,

It'
'~

One of the maior products of the reform vas the classification of
offenses into five cateaories of offense seriousness.
This system both rationalized t~e penalties available to the court at the
time of sentencing, and permitted future legislatures to address
the problem of seriousness in the enactment of new statutes. The
five classes of offenses identify the seriousness or gravity of
the crime and/or criminal state of mind.
The Commission authorized !!!~!.imJ!!!!' penalties within each class of seriousness .. ,(63) The
court is required to select a precise period within that maximum
which is the period of incarceration, not including good-time.
The sentencing structure as enacted is summarized in Table 2.2
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Criminal Code Revision Commis-
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The basic objective of Maine's
sion was three-fold:

to ensure that the system

i

,

~!!N~~ NE~ 2~!!~~~!NG 2I~~~~: !~ !N!~!~!~

sentencing decision as to

l'
,

Wit~ t~e growing national criticism of the basic philosophical
un~e:p:-nn1nqs and practices of the rehabilita ti ve ideal a'nd the

i

''>'i
"

'

"

, .i
,i

I

~s can
be seen, maximum incarceration length, probation
length, and fines are attached to each class or grade of offense
seriousness. No minimum terms of imprisonment are set except for
crimes comm1ttea aqa~nst persons with a firearm or burqlaries
committed by offenJers with prior burqlary convictions. •

I'

1.

To increase the visibility of decision-making over offenders by abolishing parole release;

2.

To ensure that offenders and the public were tcertain~
about the duration of confinement by firmly situating the
regulation of incarceration length and, hence, release decisions in the court at the time of sentencing by introducing flat-time sentences; and

1 ..

To legislatively control the severity of penalties
graded structure of sentencing.

This new sentencing structure was intended to constrain and
limit the prior practice of ~~ hQ£ enactment of new offenses with
penalties determined by the mood of the legislature at the
,time .. {64)

by a

. Fi!e areas of. statutory changes affecting changes in sentenc1ng w1ll be exam1ned. They are elaborated in various sections of
the criminal code and in one piece of "companion legislation_"
They are:
1..

(63) Murder is excluded from the scheme.

The five graded classes of offense seriousness;
I

1

I
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(64) The legislature, however, can always create new offenses and
qrade them as it wishes, add mandatory minimums or otherwise
alter existinq penality legislation.
-
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TABLE 2.2
~

Th~ model of aeterm~nate sentencing discussed in Chapter One req,?J.res !ha t sentenc~ng decisions be limited by standards and that
d1scret~on be confined by guidelines.
The third change was int~nded to affect the court's sentencing decisions; the introduct10n o~ ~hree se~t~n~ina standards guide trial judges in makina
the cr1t1cal dec1510n of whether or not to incarcerate.
Thes~
standa~ds ~ear clos~ scru~iny because they are intended to limit
the tr1al ludge's d1scret10n.

Penalties Available Under the Revised Code, 1976

Class of
Q:£!g!!2~

Maximum
l\uthol:'ized
!.l!lll£i§Q!ll!lg!l~

Maximum
Aut.horized
R£QQa'tiQ!l

"3 years

2110 months

A

3 years

none

$50,000

$10,000

$20,000

$2500

$10,000

1 year

$1000

$5000

1 year

$500

$5000

B

120 months

C

60 mon ths

2

D

12 months

E

6

months

Maximum
Authorized
Fine
Natural--organiRg£§Q!§ ~~~iQ~2

years

Source: adapted from M. Zarr, "Se.n tencing,"
Maine Law Review_ 28,1976, p. 120.
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The second area of reform identifies the offender'S culpability.
Unless contrary legislative intent appears, the criminal code requires that the degree of culpability be pr?ven as an essential
element of the crime.
The four states of m1nd encompass one another, with lIintent" being most culpable and "negligence" least
culpable. Thus, the concept of 'states of IDind' is clarified for
those offenses where it is necessary for a conviction and/or used
to rank the seriousness of offense class for sentencing.
The model of determinate sentencing discussed in Chapter One
requires that decisions about whether to incarcerate and about
the duration of incarceration be largely confined to assessments
as to the seriousness of the conviction offense and culpability
of the offender.
While Maine's criminal code contains both of
these elemen·ts, it continues to allow for a high degree of judicial discretion.
The five graded offense classes do not confine
judicial discretion, since only maximum penalties are specified
tor each offense class.
Moreover, the lIstates of mind" are !lQ~
scientific concepts, but jurisprudential ones which are hard to
measure.' The trial judge has broad discretion in deciding which
state of mind is applicable, as well as in deciding the sentence.
Thus, Maine's Criminal Code substantially falls outside this
meaning of determinacy.
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that such a sentence would diminiSh the
££ime for which he was convicted .. (65)

~££Yl~Y of the

.This sect~on is important because it provides standards to the
tr1al court ~D lhe form of a decision rule:
When in dnnh._ ~n
carcerate1 . It requires the trial court to inc~~~er;t~-~~i;n~;rs
!!n!g2§ conv1nced that the offender will not commit another offense while ?n probation, and that the offense is !!'Q.t. a serious
one.Probat10n mar not be granted When t.he Court deems the offense ~o be a."se~10Us" one, even if the court is convinced that
th:re 1S no 11kel1hood of further crimina1itv.
This biases the
trJ.al court's decisio~ in the diFection of impOSing custodial, as
?pposed to non-cnstod~a~, penall1es. That is, any judge attempt1ng to apply th? pr?V1S10ns of .section 1201 must necessarily accept a strong b1as 1n favor of 1ncarceration.

:.
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Tha t there is. und ue ,£i§k thal durin 9 the period of probation the conv1cted person would commit another crime; or,

"1

\. .

-

1.

Since the two sentencing standards introduced by this section
of the criminal code are n6t bindina
and since they increase,
rather than decrease, the like1ihoo~'of incarceration on the bas!s ?f predicted future criminality,
they clearly do not fall
w1th1n the meaning of "determinacy."

\

I'

As.amended in 1977, section 1201 contained two standards both
of wtach llg£1!!Q.~ the judge from imposing a probationary ~en
tence",
I't stated that any person convicted of an offense, other
~han.aggravate~ murder, ."!!!.£Y be sentenced to a suspended term of
~mpr1sonment w1th probat1on or to an unconditional discharge un1e§§ the court finds:
--

--------------------

.

(65)

!,

17-A Me. Rev .. stat. Ann .. sec. 1201 t1) fA),

(B) and (C) ..

,
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The fourth change introduced hy the new criminal code vas the
articulation of the aims or iustifications for sentencing. Operationally, the code did not adopt a singular ideological purpose
for sentencing. Rather, the code attempts to serve all purposes.
This is made clear in the followina st.a temen t of purposes included in the code,.

(

1.

To prevent crime through the deterrent effect of
sentences, the rehabilitation of convicted persons, and the restraint of convicted persons
when required in the interest of public safety;

2.

To encouraae restitution in all cases in which
the victim-can be compensated and other purposes
of sentencing can be appropriately served;

3.

To minimize correctional experiences which serve
to promote further criminality;

4.

To give fair warning of the nature of the sentences that may he imposed on the conviction of
a crime;

5.

To eliminate inequalities in sentences that are
unrelated to legitimate criminological goals;

6.

To encouraae differentiation among offenders
with a vie; to a just individualization of sentences;

7.

To promote the development of correctional programs which elicit the cooperation of convicted
persons; and,

8~

To permit sentences which do not
gravity of offense_

{

diminish the

A close examination of these purposes reveals that they enshrine 1!lJ~j:!id.!!~lize~ sentencing and justify tailoring the sentence
to fit the individual offender on a number of diverse and inconsistent: penological grounds:
deterrence" retribution, incapacitation~ ~!l rehabilitation..
The model of determinate sentencing
reguirE~s that the just.ifica tion for punishment .!lot be indi vidualized. Moreover., the aims must be coherent and should be primarily basE~d upon retribution-- "commensurate deserts."
These goals do have many of the elements of determinacy.
The
eighth goal introduces a retributive justification.
The basic
policy of reducing disparities in sentences is introduced in goal
number five.
Moreover, the third gaal states that incarceration

shoula be used sparingly, and the seco·nd goal provides an
alternative to incarceration--restitution. Regretably, the first
and sixth goals contradict these coherent principles and undermine their retributive focus.
The first goal asserts the importance of deterrence, rehabilitation, and predictive restraint or
inca paci·ta tion.
The goal of individualized sentencing, goal number six, not
only is incompatible with ~eterm;nate sentencing, but it is the
mechanism which enables th1s ent1re goals statement to be theoretically and logically consistent with the rest of the code. It
allows the trial judge to impose incapacitative sentences.on ~ome
offenders
rehabilitative sentences for others an~ retr1but1ve
sentences' for others.
In other words, which goal dominates is
entirely context dependent-- it is up to th~ i~dqe.
!ndiv~dual
ized sen tences are t be §.i!lg gJ!'~ :!!Q!l of unp·r1nc1pled sen t.enc1ng.

r!g!!hili~Y ~g~h~~!~m~

Three provisions introduced in the co~e were intended to ensure
that the sentencing system vas flexible. Raving abolished parole
and introduced flat sentencing,
these provisions were injected
into the system to serve as "checks and balances." They include
the split ~entence authorization, the resentencing option, and
the transfer provision. The split sentence author~zation.has been
amended several times since 1976.
The resentenc1ng opt10n, auIthorizinq corrections officials to petition the court for resen\encing,' has been struck down by the law. court.
The transfa~
provisions have also been revised.
As v1ll be seen, the changes
enacted since the reform lend suppor.t to the view that the sentencing structure is less flexible than anticipated and, perhaps,
has no~ sufficiently integrated various agencies concerned with
processing offenders.
For this reason,
it is important that
these changes be examined in some detail.
The split sentence provision is contained in 17-A M.R.S.~.
Section 1203.
It expanded the court's authority to impose a
period of confinement at Maine State Prison followed by probation, to the a uthori ty t.o impose incarceration a t ~!lY correctional facility or county jail fol10ved by probation.
Also, it introduced two types of split sentence.
The first is a "shock
sentence." Shock. sentences are to provide a brief exposure to
imprisonment followed by.p~obation.
The.intent is to shock th~
offender into the recogn1t1on of the ser10US consequences of h1s
or her actions.
The second type of split sentence authorizes
the court to decide which offenders may be in need of probationary supervision in the community during the critical period of
"adjustment" following release from an institution.
This split
sentence is the functional equivalent of the old pre-reform parole system~ except that:
1)
release at the end of the fix~d
term of imprisonment is au t.oma tic, rather than at the discretion
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However, in 1977, the decision and order of the Superior Court
in !i~!.!!g X- !Q.Q.Qii (York Docket No .. eR 76-564) questions the constitutionality of Section 1154.

2,

any subsequent revocation of
of the parole board; and administered by the court. rather than
probation after release is
the parole board~
76 Section 120] contained two subAs oriQina11y enacted in 19 l~the court to suspend any portion
sections.
The first auth?rlZ~(onment and place the offender on
of the. last 24 months?f l~P~~: suspended term.
~he second ~ub
probat10n fo~ any portl0~ ~ ~ ce th~ "shock" sentence.
It.11msection was ~ntenaea to,1n rO~Uat the maximum security facillty-iten the per1o~ of conf1ne~en.
section 1203 was repealed and
Maine sta!.e ~rJ.son-~to 90 •. a~~::'7 (66)
and amended in 1'H7 and
replaced ln 1tS ent1ret~.lnt sec~ion authorizes the court to com1979. AS amenned. the .J.r~
to exceed 120 days to any co~
mit the offend~r f?r a perl0d no~ '1 when imposing a "shock" senrectional instJ.tutJ.on or cou~ty 1~~ sentence--probation after
tence.
The second type 0 ~p J.
limited to Class A or B conimprisonment--as amended, (67) ~s now t
is 48 months or more. {58)
victions wh:n the term of ~~pr~:~n::~ve 12 months probation after
It now requJ.res that the 0 en
release.
innovation introduced.to ensure systbem ft!eoXni~
The secon~ major in 17-A M.R.S.A. SectJ.on 1154.
SU sec 1
bi1ity is contained
imprisonment in excess of one year
provides "that sentenc~s ~f subsection 2 allows the Department
shall be deemed tenta~l!e~
sentencing court to resentence the
of Corrections to pet1t10n the
offender if,
.
lt f the Department 1 s evaluation of. such pehras a resu
o·
on-criminal way of I1fe, t e
son's proqress toward a n h ve been based upon a misapsentence of the court ~ay a c aracter or physical or
prehension ~s.to the ~1st~~!~de~
o~ a~ to the amount
mental condltlon of t e o
ry'to provide for protecof time that wou~d be nece:s~ffenaer
the department
tion of the pub1J.c from.suG cou~t a p~tition to resenmay file in the sentencJ.nq
tence the offender.
,
t
rovide a mechanism through vhich
commission'S
J.ntent
was
-~erPhis/her
orioinal sentence, given
The
the trial judge could reconS1
the abolition of parole.

-------------------(66)
{67}

(68)

27.
1977 Me. Laws c .. 671. sec.
27.
197q file .. Laws CoO 701, sec.
,4'
" p r o b a t i o n a r y superv'ision on
The 11mltat1on for J.m p o;ln g 48 or more month~ appears someClass A ~nd F o!fenders 40tr supervision following incarcerawhat arb1trary 1£ commun~ ~
tion is an important goal.
-
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This court concludes that section 1154 did not intend
to confer upon the court jurisdiction to modify a sentence after it had been imposed on the grounds of·
changes in the attitudes or behavior of the offender.
This court further concludes that if the statute purports to confer that power it contains an unconstitutional delegation of' executive power to the iudiciary .. (69)
Tn 1982, the appeals court upheld the lower court's decision in
Maine v. .!1,gntg£..
The court argued the resentencing provision
"Invests the judicia ry with commuta t.ion power expresse1 y and exclusively granted by the state Constitution to the Governor."

11
j
~c
I

f

The argument of Judqe Watham, in the only dissenting opinion
in the case, bears close scrutiny.
He focused on the unique
character of incapacitative sentencing and argued that, in failino to specify the factual bases on which such sentences could be
imposed, the legislature failed to deal effectively with the issue. As a result F a hody of law dealino with incapacitative sentences, and principles of sentencing in qeneral, do not exist.
Consequently, he argues that incapacitative sentences (defined in
excess of five years)
form the basis for judicial authority in
Section 1255. He argues that that authority exists, because when
an incapacitative sentence is imposed the "inmate's progress towards a non-criminal way of life," as assessed by the Department
of Corrections, is the only mechanism that exists to correct an
error of iudgm~nt bv the court.

A major goal of the commission was to make sentencing decisions more certain through the abolition of parole and institution of flat sentences.
~oyever, the criminal code was accompanied by "companion legislation," such as transfer p~ovisions,
providing corrections officials broad discretionary authority to
release offenders from institutions prior to the expiration of
the "fixed" sentence.
The companion legislation entitled,
"'Transfer,1I as amended in 1977, reads a,'f) follows:
When it appears to the Director of the Bureau of Corrections, for reasons of availability of rehabilitative
programs and the most efficient administration of correctional resou.rces, that the requirements of any person sentenced or committed to a penal, correction or
juvenile institution would be better met in a facility,

(69) The court's decision in this matter is in accord with Maine
Rules of criminal Procedure Rule (35), hut Section 1154 oe1eqated that pover to the court.
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institution or program other than that to which such
person was originally sentenced,
the Director of the
Bureau of Corrections, with the written consent of the
person so sentenced,
may transfer such person to another correctional institution, residential facility or
program administered by or providing services to the
Bureau of corrections;
provided that no juvenile shall
be transferred to a facility or program .for adult of-

One of the earliest critics of Maine1s reform was Melvyn Zarr,
Professor of Law at the University of Southern Maine.
Overall,
Zarr argued t.hat the new law made symbolic, but not substantive,
changes in sentencing.
Tn discussing the new sentencing statutes, l.arr ob;ected t.o the indeterminacy of the new sentences,
and in particular to the transfer provisions allowing Corrections
officials to place inmates in community proorams and to the provisions for petitions for resentencing whic' authorized the ~u
reau of Corrections to request the sentencing judge to reduce
sentence length.
Concerned with the indeterminacy allowed by
these provisions, he states:

fenders~

Any person so transferred shall be subject to the
general rules and regulations pertaining to persons at
the institution or facility, or in the program to which
he is transferred., except tha tthe 'term of his original
sentence or commitment shall remain the same,
unless
altered by the court, and that person shall become elioible for release and discharge as provided in Title
17-A, Sect.ion 1251. (70)

i

••• one thing is reasonably clear, the indeterminate
sentence having heen banished by the front door,
has
returned through the rear. {7~)

,."
~.

1

I1
~

Under this section, the Director of the Bureau of Corrections has
authority to transfer any prisoner to any "program administered
by or providino services to the Bureau of corrections." As
Zarr(711 points out,
the transfer power appears to embrace a variety of forms of community supervision such that a judicial sentence to a correctional facility may be overridden by a correc·tions' transfer to the community.
This section of the companion
legislation;-:particularly as amended in 1977, thus erodes the intent of r.he "fixed" judicial sentence to p'rovide ·the offender and
the public with certainty of incarceration lengths.

Professor Zarr's ob;ections were subsequently joined by Sol
Rubin. who viewed Maine's reform as principally directed at abolishing parole and resultino in little chanoe.
Objecting to t.he
petitions for resentenCing: Rubin argued: Thus,
the former authority to discharge on parole is
now in the han1s of the prison administration and t.he
iudge,
with parole supervision heing eliminated ••• Thus
here, as in California,
the legislation does not improve the lot of prisoners, but is an accomodation to
adminstrative factors. (76)
Similarly, Caleb Foote# Professor of Law at Rerkeley,
that

claimed

,
%ff~ ~R!!I~I~~

Q!

r

nAIN~~ R~FOg~

Some of the leqislation u like that of Maine,
under no
stretch of the imagination can be called determinate
sentencing..
All of it ignores or qlosses oveL critical
problems which must be ~aced before determinate sentencing can be fair or even feasible. (77)

l.

l'

Maine's model of sentencing reform drew inter~ational attention
and immediate and onooino criticism.
Initially, the criticism
centered on the ext~nt io which indeterminacy remained in the
system. (72)
Subsequent criticism centered on the judicial sentencing model adopted in Maine. (73)
These criticisms Rere later
joined by a disclaimer that Maine was part of the movement that
reiected indeterminacy. (74)

(70)

34 Me. Rev.

(11)

Melvyn 'larr, t'Sentencing," 1976.

(72)

Melvyn Zarr, "sentencing," 1976 ..

(73)

Andrew von Hirsch and Kathleen Hanrahan, "Determinate penalty Systems in America:
An Overview," 19B1.

(74)

Edgar May,

Specifically,
Professor Foote objected to the fact that Maine's
sentencing structure did not place constraints on the discretion
of the iudiciary_

stat. .. Ann. c. 62, Sec. 529 ..
<,

"Prison Officials Fear Flat-Time is More Time, 11
-

1977.
{75) Zar:r, "Sentencing,ll p .. 144.
(76)
(77)

Sol Rubin,
"New Sentencing Proposals and Laws in 1970's,"
f.~£!gral pro})a tiQJ1, 43, June.. 1 Q79 .. pp. 3-8 ..
Caleb Foote, "Deceptive Determinate
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Andrew von Hirsch and Kathleen Hanrahan objected to the fact
that Maine's sentencina structure lacked standards or auidelines
for the imposition of sentences.
For this reason the; claimed
that Maine's reform could not be characterized as determinate
sentencing.

~

1

Maine's.system is sometimes spoken of as a determinate
sentenc1nq system, but it is clearly not because it
lacks the essential element of determinacy:
explicit
standards .. ~7al
.The lack of concern in Maine law for standards to guide the
tr1al c?ur; t s decision-making process,
which led to the claim
that Ma~ne s refor~ stood outside the movement to determinate
sentenc1ng, was re1terated by Edgar May:
The Maine statute is fundamentally a conservative political reaction aqainst what was perceived as a lenient parole board, and had nothina to do with discussions in other parts of the couniry of determinate
sentencing. P9)

)

. These cr~tici~ms led to pessimism about the impact of sentenc1ng refo~m 1n Ma1ne.
.Observers did not believe that statutory
c~anqe~ 1n the sentenc1ng structure,
which merely reduced the
d1ffus10n of sentencing power and abolished indeterminate sentences,
would r~s~lt in? fairer system unless the underlying
ba~es ?f the dec1s10n-mak1na process were changed.
Hut the basic
~blect1~n ~a~ that Maine's reform vested unrestrained discretion
1n the Jud1c1ary_
.
Th~oretically, .a judicial model of sentencing as implemented
1D M~lne can funct10~ according.to, fair,
intelligible and evenly
apDl1~d rule~.
It 1S a legal1st1c model wherein questions of
r:lat1ve ser10usness of the offe~se and culpability of the off_nder can be used to allocate falr and certain levels of punishment for e~ch offen1er.
!n.p~actice, however, the iudicial model
of s:nte~c1nq ?as been cr1tlc1zed because it places too much discret~on 1n a d1verse judiciary,
who apnly quite different sentenc1ng standards to quite similar offenders. (80)

offenders on a case-by-case basis would necessarily lead to unwarranted variations in sentences.
That is, the elimination of
parole and introduction of graded classes of offenses from which
a iudge selected a penalty was not believed to be capable of producing a fairer system.
Second, the less diffused system of sentencing brought about by the abolition of parole was not seen as
reducing the amount of discretion in the system,
but rather as
co~centrating that discretion between judges and prosecutors. la1}
Third,
qURstions were raised as to how much discretion was retained by corrections officials.
This criticism largely focused
on the petitions for resentencing,
but also on their increased
authority over "aood-time."
What is absent from the critique of Maine's judicial model of
sentencing is any clear picture of what would be critical to the
success of that reform.
More im~ortantly, though, the criticisms
have provideii few concret.e criterio( against which the reform can
be evaluated or assessed.
The critical discussion of Maine's reform has not included a
realistic assessment of what changes were feasible at the time.
Rather,
the reform has been judged against reform ideals and
aqainst very specific agendas of reform in other states.
Instead
of heina evaluated in its own terms,
Maine's reform has become
embroiled in controversy reflecting serious ideological disaareements among various sectors of society as to what should constitute an appropriate sentencing policy_
Perhaps for these reasons,
debate has almost exclusively focused on the statutory law
at the time of reform,
not its subsequent revision, and not on
the Q..E~£~tiQ.:!l oft.he reform-- hO'rl it has worked.
The remainder of this report provides an empirical assessment
of the outcome of Maine's reform measured against the goals of
the Commission and croals of advocates of determinate sentencing.

.
In sum, .three,basic criticisms have been leveled at Maine's
refo:m.
F1rst, 1t ~as argued that in the absence of a clear nirect10n from the leg1slature on sentencina,
the processing of

-------------------(8)

Andrew von Hirsch and Kathleen Hanrahan, "Determinate Penalty Systems," p. 295.

P9)

May, "Prison Officials Fear Flat-Time is More Tl.'me," p. 49. •

(AO)

l1arvio E.
New York:

Frankel# Criminal Sentences:
Hill and Wang~-1973:-------

-
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Albert W.
Alschuler#
"Sentencing Reform and Prosecutorial
Power:
A critique of Recent proposals for 'Pixed' and 'Presumptive' Sentencing," 1977.
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f~rst choose. among. various sentencing options, such as incarcerat10~, pro'bat10n, f~nes, and restitution, or combina tions of these
~pt10ns,
such as split sentences.
Given the choice of type,
Judges also choose the 19!1Sl.!:h of incarceration or probation or
the .e:.'!!!Qynt of the fine or res,titution..
The present research is
concerned with the decision about type of sentence for all of~enders, ~nd with the decision about length for offenders given
1Dcarceratl0n sentencBs.{83)

tI
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Chapter I I I
RESEARCH ISSUES. DATA AND

r

~E~HODOLOGY

f
r

The basic problem addressed by this research is "What are the
changes in sentencing practices which resulted from the 1976
criminal code reform in Maine?" As discussed in the previous
chapter. Maine's reform revised the structure and content of the
criminal code, abolished parole, and instituted flat-time sentencing by the courts.
The previous chapter has explored the
content of these chancres and their creneral effects on the structures and p~ocesses o~ various compo;ents of the criminal justice
system. ie now turn to a direct empirical examin~tion of the impact of these reforms on sentencing decisions and outcomes.

The first research question focuses on chancres in type of senThe 1976 reform was intended to provide the court with
more flexibility in sentencing and rationalized the "split sentenc?":-a c?mbination of incarceration and probation--as a more
speclf1c! d1rect, ~nd court controlled option. Consequently, one
of the flrs~ quest10ns.to be addressed in asseSSing the impact of
the sentenc1ng reform 1S the extent to which these options have
actually been used--the extent to which th~ type of sentences
given by judges have actually changed.

I
,t

tence~

Of c?urse, th~se changes in sentencing options took place
along wl.th extens1ve legal code changes and the introduction of a
ful~-time district attorney system in 1975.
Both of these chang~s 1n the context of the court decision might result in changes
1n the charges and recommendations brought to the court. Because
of this context, it is necessary to examine chanaes in the definition and distribution of cases brought to the c;urt in order to
aistingu~sh those 9hanges.in type of sentence resulting from the
changes ln sentenclng optlons from those changes which are a result of other reforms.

Using data collected from courts, correctional institutions
and probation offices on individual criminal sentencing decisions
from ~ 1971 through 1979, lie examine what £h9.!lgg§ in sentencing, i,f
any, have taken place ~§ ~ ~g§ul1 of the 1976 reform.
The~e potential changes include changes in the ~YEg of sentence g1ven,
changes in the 19nqih of incarceration sentences, and change~ in
the basis of sentencing decisions.
Consequently, the essent1al
questions ,to be addressed are:
1..

What are the changes in the court's choice of type of sentence?

2~

What are the chancres in the court·s choice
sentence for those"incarcerated?

3.

What are the changes in the
ing decisions?

J

The second question, focusing on changes in incarceration
length, directly aadresses the impact of the change from an indeterminate to a flat-time sentencing structure for those incarcerated.
It is clear that the sentences given by the courts under the new code are "different"--at least in form--since under
the old code the court decided on a £~!!.£m of lenqth and under the
new code t.he court decides on a §E~£!f.i£ le!lSl.ih..
The critical
question in assessing the impact of the sentencing reform, hovever, is whether this change in form has resulted in a change in
outcome-- the actual time served by offenders. (84) Consequently,

of length of

basis of the court's sentenc-

i,

I
I

i

The focus of all three of these questions is court's decisionmaking, in terms of both basis and outcome.
Court decisions
about crimi'nal case dispositions invol VB several discrete and
identifiable choices, including choice of type of disposition and
choice of extent within the type. (82) Put another way, iudges

-------------------11!

sentencing is more complex.

t
I82)

Following Wilkins and others· formulation, researchers such
as sutton {1978, !g~g£!!! !;riminal 2.gn,te!l£!.!l9:.Analytic Report 16. u.s. Department of Justice, pp.21-22) have concei ved of se.ntencing as a "bi furcateo or two-fold decision"
encompassing "both type and length of sentence." This simple formulation is useful and the present analysis i~ Q[Q.!!'!!ized
However, the reallty of
---- around these two "staaes."
- 38 -

(83)

"Most sentencincr studies have been concerned exclusivelY
with sentence ,length disregarding the equally important determination of whether a defendant viII be imprisoned at
all." tSlltton,r~Qg£ft! ££!.m!!!s! ~g!l!:g!lg.i!!g. p .. 13 .. )

( 84)

See A. Keith ~ottomley {1979o
~£iminQ1QSl.Y in !Q£~§..
p.
150)
for a dlScussion of outcome impact and also Steph~n
Wasby (1976.,
§.m~Jl!Q.lill. F.Q.:l!.£g ~n.~ th.g 2.!!m;.~m.~ £Qurt ) for
an excellent discussion of assessment of the impact-of legal
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our examination of changes in the length of sentences wi~l be
primarily concerned with changes in the actual length of 1ncarceration. hctual incarceration length are a consequence ~ot only
of the court's decision but also of decisions by correct10ns officials and under the old code, by parole boards.
As a consequence,' we must examine the relationship between t~e.a~t~al release date (actual time served) and the. date of e11g1b111ty ~or
release {minimum expected time serv~d! 1n order to clearly d1Stinguish changes in the £Ql!£t~ deC1Sl.0ns ..
P;nally the third question focuses on changes in the basis of
cour; deci~ion making or changes in "who gets !hat?" be~ore and
after the sentencing reform.
specifically, thl.S analys1s.ex~m
ines changes in the impact of personai and legal character1st1cs,
first on the court's type of sentence decision, and second, on
the court's sentence length decision for incarcerat~d offenders.
Althouah the new criminal code structured offenses l.nto sentencing categories and identified a rather ambiguous ~et of "sente~c
ing objectives," it did not directly att~mpt to.1nc~ease cons~s
tency in sentencing or establish sentencl.ng gU1de11nes.
.our
concern is to examine the effect of the reform on changes l.n how
iudicial decisions are made and changes in the consistency of
those decisions.
It is necessary, once again, to isolate the effects of th~
sentencing reform on judicial decision maki~g:
In our analys1s
of changes in the basis of sentencing, "m1nl.mUm expected.tl.me
served" is utilized as the measure of sentence length to dl.re~tly
compare the basis of sentencing before and after the sentenc1ng
reform for specific type of offenses.
ChapteorFour examines the first .research question--changes in
type o~ sentence--and Chapter Five examines ~hang~ in incarceration length.
Chapter Six examines the relat~onshl.p between sentence length ahd actual time serve~-- "certa~nty" of sent?nce--_
and Chapter Seven examines ch~nges.1~ the ba~1s of sentenc1ng.de
cisions--consistency and pred1ctah11l.ty..
F1nallv, Chapter E1ght
examines the impact of both chanqes in type of .sen!-enc: and.
chanaes in incarceration length on cor~ectl.onal 1nst1tutl.?ns 1n
Main~~ The conceptual and methodologica~ issues involved l.n each
of the research questions and bril".;)fly d1scussed above are more
fully examined in these chapters.
The remainder of this chapter identifies the type of data
necessary to address the research questions and then describes
the process of collecting an~ the content of ~hese.data • . In addition, this chapter examines the methodol~gl.cal :s~ues 1nvo1ved
in definina a unit of analysis--the sentencl.~g dec1s10n--and definitions oi offense.
Finally, it further d1scusses so~e of .the
basic methodological problems involved in the analys1s and

change.
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p~rticul~rlY the difficulties in isolating changes in court deciS10n rnak1ng and effects of sentencina reform from other decision
making changes and the effects of ot~er reforms and changes in
Maine ..

OVERVIEW -OF ---DATA
-------To address the issues outlined above, data were collected from
court docket records, correctional institution records and probation office records.
Court data were collected on all criminal
cases docketed in seven Superior Courts from January# 1971
throuqh December, 1979.
Corrections data, when available, were
collected on all offenders identified from the court data who received Rentences to the state correctional institutions.
Probation data, when available, were collected on all offenders in the
court sample Who received probation sentences~ or incarceration
follQwed by probation sentences, and who were supervised in six
of the seven Superior Court districts (counties) contained in the
court data.. Court data were available on 10,454 sentencina decisions and corrections or probation data were available and successfully linked wit.h the court data for 5,541 cases.
All data
utilized in this analysis were collected by the present ;~;iect.
Table 3.1 presents an outline of the data elements necessary
to examine each of the three research questions and the location
of collection of those elements.
Tnvestiqation of chanaes in
type of sentence draws on data elements av~ilable in co~rt records.
These records include basic information about both preliminary and final charqes, disposition of the case, and whether
the case vas handled under the old or new code.
These same elements also allo,., us to examine changes in the type of charges
brouaht to the court, and other contextual changes such as increases in multiple charges,
.
Examination of chanqes in length and certainty of sentences
requires the same hasic information from the court data, together
with corrections information about the institution of actual custody, the date of entry into the institution, date of release
from the institution, and type of release..
This corrections information is essential, since analysis of length of sentence requires knowing actual time served and minimum expected time
served, which are not available from court records.
Analysis of changes in the basis of sentencing decisions requires all three type of Rata--court, corrections and probation.
In addition to the court record information already discussed,
this analysis requires court record information on processing
characteristics including plea, type of counsel, type of trial
etc. In addition, information on the legal background of the offender, including number and type of previous convictions and
previous dispositions, and information on the personal character- 41 -
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TABLE 3 .. 1

I

summary of Data Elements and Data Collection Location by Research
Qu'estion

\
Research
Q~§.!j:Qn

Data Elements
---------

Location of
Dat.a ---------Collection
,---

I.

Changes in
Type of
sentence

Charges, sentence,
date of sentence
code type

court
Docket Files

II..

Changes in
Length of
Sentence

charges, sentence,
date of sentence,
code type, jail time
credited

court
Docket Files

Admission date, release date, type of
release, institution
of cust.ody

corrections Files

iiI. Chanqes in
basis of
sentencing
decision

charges, sentence,
date of sentence,
code type, plea and
processing characteristics (type of
trial, etc .. )

Court
Docket Files

Admissions date~ release date, type of
release, insitution
of custody

Corrections Files

Criminal record,
personal background
characteristics,
temployment, marital
status, education, etc.)

probation and
corrections Files

------------istics of the offenders, including employment,status, ed~cation,
and marital situation, are necessary but available only 1n corrections or probation files ..

,

The following sections detail data collection, the conceptualization of "sentencing decisions" and "primarY o~fenoe," and the
process of linking court records to both prohat10n and corrections data ..
-
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COLLECTION -OF ----COURT ,---D!TA
---------Information about criminal convictions is contained in the
court's docket files..
The process of data collection involved
examining these files in the sequence ion which they were originally docketed in each of seven Superior Court districts (counties).
For each of these seven counties, information vas collected from each non-traffic related criminal docket from
January, 1971 through December, 1q79.

A sample of seven counties was selected from the sixteen counties in Maine.
This sample represents a demographic cross-section of the state.
The counties selected include the two most
densely populated counties, the two counties containing metropolitan areas, two counties with medium sized cities, and two predominantly rural counties~
~he bulk of
counties not included are those comprising the
coastal region known as "downeast Maine" and the sparsely populated counties in the northwestern part of the state. In most of
these counties the SuuArior Courts bandle very few criminal cases.
The small numher o~ cases and the lonq travel distances involved would have made extensive on-site d~ta collection prohibitively difficult and expensive for relatively little gain.
Thus, within the constraints of limited resources, the seven
counties were select.ed to maximize the number of cases available
for analysis while providing a representative picture of different demoqraphic areas of the state.
It is estimated that the
present court data includes between seventy-five and eighty percent of all superior Court criminal cases in Maine durinq the
period of study.
-

The period of study includes cases docketed over nine years-five years prior to the implementation of the code in May, 1976,
and approximately four years after that implementation.
Since
there is often a substantial time lag between docketing a case
and sentencing, these data include sentencing decisions from 1971
through 1980, or five years before and five years after the sentencinq reform.
This time span provides a sufficient baseline
for meaningful pre- to post-reform comparisons as well as valid
time-series analysis.
Moreover, since the time span extends beyond the period of imminent reform and immediate implementation,
it allows us to assess the long-term impact of the reform.
The court data collection instrument contained sixty questions
grouped in the following categories:
information about each offense, such as legal section number and offense description for
both the original and final char~es; the number of original and
final charges~ the sentencing class of new code offenses; data
concerning the processing of cases, such as whether or not there
was court appointed counsel, sentencing iudge and type of case;
sentencing information, including both imposed and actual sentences, the length of incarceration or probation, the amount of
-
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d th location of incarceration.
fines
restltutlcoonl'leanctioneinstrument
is in Appendix A.
of the or
court
data

A copy
individual docket records were "collapsed" into a Single sentencing deCision record which reflected the legal processing of the
offender.
This was accomplished through the use of the unique
offender identification codes previously discussed ..

A single case
court docket files are gfu.11 0 f ambiguities.
e than one defendant.
Some
file may involve charges a alnst mor ne file but the different
harged in more .th an 0
d t
defendants are c
nd often adjudicated, on the same a e.
cases are all s~ntenced, a
• f rmation was collected and a sepTo avoid confusl0n, separa~e.~~.o'dual for each docket in which
arate case created for eac lD 1Vl tl
'each case in the resultthe individual
appeared. one c~~s:~:~~uar'docket
record." (85)
ing
data set represents
ln 1

. the form of these individual docket reThe court data, ln
.
1971 throuah December 1980. A tocords, wasq~~I~:~::1d!~~md~~~~t reco~ds ~er! ~ollected and coded
tal
11" 1n th~ ana 1 YSl's of_ sentenclna~ declSlons.
to beof used

SENTENCING
----------

QEC!~!QN !~ !R~

UN!! Qr

Conceptually, the use of the sentencing decision as the unit
of analysis reflects an understanding of the sentencing process
as one in which the judqe looks at a "package" of offense conVictions, alonq with a variety of factors about the offender and the
offender's background, and arrives at an overall sentence for the
person. This conception is in contrast to the view found in most
sentencing research, which generally suggests that one can look
at specific sentences fo.r each of the specific offenses. (86) An
empirical examinRtion of our r'locket records suggests that, at
least in Maine, sentences are arrived at for the offenses !Q~gt~
er, RS a package.
Our examination found that, generally, sentp.nces are made concurrent, or suspended, in such a way as to
make identification
of snecific sentences for specific offenses
impossible
..

.1
:1

AN!~!~!~

is the flsenThe unit of analysis employer'l.in th
' : pre sent
i~ study
the imposition
of a
tencinq decision." A sen·tenclng decleS~~~e hy one judge..
This
'ngle offender on on
.
.
.. 9
sentence on a 51,
. ale offense convictl0n arls~n
sentence may be lmposed f~r a Sln·'t ay be imposed for multlple
from a 5inql: c~iminal e?l~Ode~i~~e~ f;om multiple criminal epioffenseor convlctlo~S,
sodes
from a slngle arl~ln~.
eplso e ln which multiple crimes were committed.

I·

Throu~h the "collapsina fl process

the 11,991 individual docket
cases were reduced to 10,661 sentenCing deciSions.
Cases in
which off~nders were sentencer'l for neW-Code and old-code offenses
within the same sentencinq deCiSion, and cases with clearly erroneous or internally inconsistent data were excluded.
This process resulter'l in 10,421 sentencing decisions which are available
for analysis. nf these, 79% are ~entencing decisions with a single offense conviction and the remaining 21~ are sentencing decisions with multiple offense convictions.

th sentencing decision record is
For sin gle of~en:>e. eve~ t~, k .te record.
For mul ti pIe offense
the same as the ln~lvldUat o~~e:ses often appear within different
events, however, dlff?ren
t individual docket records) ,even
dock~ts (and hence dlffere~ined insofar as sentence was ~mposed
though
were atcomt e same time _
Tn these cases, the
for all the
of dockets
the charges
h

{8S)

)

)

.
namedindividual.
in a single When
docket,
When more than one person
was each
the full
same
information was c~llected .~n one docket file, information
person was named ln more t an t d
for each of the docket
was collec~ed, and a case craa e ,
entries.

)

In order '(:0 locate offender:a~~oo~¥~:~~~dwa!na:~~~n~~a~
one individual docket record,
ffender file across coununiaue offender code.
A mas~:rtot~e same'off~nder code was
ties, was created to ensure . a
°a eared in more than one
recorded even though the offender r ~~ ensure confidentialiindividual docke~ record. a~~t~~~:d separately and linked to
ty
~aster docket
fl1e wa~ln f.m
~ t'on
only through case records
the this
indivir'lual
,orma
1
codes.

•

RR!!1!!lX

QIf£11f~£1

Analysis of sentencin~ decisions is complicated by the difficulty
in identifying Rnd comparing the offenses for which offenders are
sentenced.
Offense, and seriousness of offense, are clearly
critical variahles in any analysis of sentencina. First, the extensive revision of the criminal code and the redefinition of
criminal offenses in 1976 makes it difficult to compare offenses
before and after the reform. Second, multiple offense sentencing
decisions, each with a unique combination of offenses, make analysis extremely complex~
These two methodological problems are
addressed by the development of an "inter-code," based on the
structure and sentencing claSses of the revised criminal code, to
make offenses comparable, and by the identification of the "primary offense" within each sentencing decision.

=~-----------------.(86)
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For example, see the recent study, Eg!mU': ~g!l!:g!lg,;!,p-g: in. !ti§consin tS. Shane-Dubow, w. Smith and K. Burns-Rlralson~
Ma~Ts(;n: Public Policy Press.. 1979.. Page 7 .. ), which treats
~t!.£h charge con vic·tion as a §g£ft!~!:~g Q~§g for: analYsis ..
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As discussed in the first chapter, the new criminal code consolidated, refined and incorporated offenses into a single criminal code.
Elements of offenses changed and offenses were graded
into five classes of offense seriousness.
These redefinitions
pose a severe methodological problem in comparing pre- and postreform offenses--in identifying which old code offense are comparable to which new code offenses.
Followifiq an extensive legal analysis detailed in the Interim
Report ! nlih§ 2 nd Rgal!~!g§ Qf ~~1ng~§ ££im!~~! ~Q£~ Rgf2~m~
~
Cas~ [:t,!l21, 1981), an offense "inter-code" was createa..
The. c~t
egories of the inter-code reflect the offense and class def1nltions in the new code.
For old code cases, sufficient information was collected to identify the appropriate inter-code or, in
other words, the offense and class which would have been assigned
had the offender been processed under the revised code.
A detailed breakdown of th~ inter-coding assignments, grouped within
broad legal cateqories, is presented in Appendix B.

multiple offenses within the new code.
and theft are charged separately.

Tn the new code, burglary

~n order to meaningfullv characterize and analyze sentencincr
dec1sions a "prima·ry offense" is identified for each decision:
This "prim\~ ry offense" is defined as the conviction offense with
the hiqhest, most serious, sentencing class. For those decisions
in which ther~ are multipl~ offenses of the same class, the primary offense 1S the one f1rst encountered--the offense appearing
first on the earliest docket. (A8)

._ In.~?mmm~~y, as ~ result of the Qse of inter-codinq and the
1dent1f1cat10n of pr1mary offense on the basis of the inter-coding, each sentencing decision is characterized by offense, sentencing class, and number of offense charqes. All three of these
characteristics are directly comparable between pre-reform and
post-reform sentencing decisions.

For the purpose of inter-coding,
extensive and detailed offense information was collected on all cases. Both statutory titles and section numbers of offenses were collected~
In addition, other relevant information, such as the value of property
involved in old-code larceny offenses, was recorded.
This kind
of information is necessary since, for example~ the new criminal
code replaced the mor~ general distinction between grand and simple larceny with four discrete grades of theft, classed according
to the value of tho property involved. This detailed information
was then used to assiqn an inter-code to each offensp.
The effect of the inter-coding process is to make new and old
code offenses comparable for analysis.
Throughout this analysis
discussion o~ "offense" and "class of offense" for both old- and
new-code cases refers to classifications made on the basis of tbe
inter-code assigned~ {87)
For sinqle offense sentencing decisions, the use of the intercode to characterize the event in terms of offense and class of
offense is straiqhtforward.
However¥ for multiple offense decisions this characteri'Zation is more difficult. The difficulty is
compounded because, to some extent, the presence of multiple offense decisions are related to the structure and definitions of
the new code itself. Tn other words, some old code single offenses, most notably breaking, entering, and larceny, are inherently

I

(87) For the purposes of clarity,
the five offense classes are
crenerally grouped into the categories of "felony" (classes A
through C) and tlmisdemean or" {classes D and E) in the analysis.
These categories reflect more generally accessable
definitions, useful to those outside Maine.
When appropriate, such as in the analysis of consistency and predictability in Chapter Six, the five classes are retained.
- 46

-------------------tBS) The exception is de?isions in which a burglary offense, or
burqlary-theft comb1nation, appear within a group of offenses of the same class. Tn these cases, the buralary offense
was defined as the "primary offense .. "
~
This special handlina of burqlary cases is necessitated
by the somewhat unique ~ode changes in this area.
As ve
have already discussed, the sinqle breakinq, enterincr, and
larceny (B~('L)
was redefined into a burglary cateqory and a
theft category.
Both of these offenses a~e araded into a
number of sentencing classes.
In the inter-c;dinq process
a single inter-code was assigned to BESt cases so that its'
quality as a single offense charge was retained while the
class assigned to the offense was the highest class which
could have. been assigned for g1ihgt the burqlary or theft.
component 1f processed under the new code.
To ensure comparability, new code cases with a £Q!!!.!2i!!!!:t.i2!! of a burglary
and theft charge were assiqned to a comparable inter-code
and, when appropriate this combination is defined as the
primary offense.
However, the character of these cases as
multiple offense sentencina events is retained.
-
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Tracing and collecting information from the files at the two
state correctional facilities was more successful than tracing
and collectinq information from files at local probation offices.
First,
prison records are more sYstematically maintained and organized.
Second, probation staff routinely forward files of offenners transferred t.o other coun-ties and to out-of-state iUd.sdictions.
Third, old records from cases sentenced between 1971
and 1973 were frequently missing from the probation files.
Finally,
fundinq constraints prohibited tracing and collecting offender information from the files of the probation office in
Aroostook conn t y..
'rh is county is th e northern most cou nty in the
state and its probation office is located over 250 miles from the
prolect office.

COLLECTION
OF ---------COnRECTIONS --AND PROBATION
DATA
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - --.-Information about the social history and criminal background of
offenders and information about sentence outcome are contained in
correctional institution files and in probation office files.
The process of data collection involved examining individual records in each of the state's two correctional institutions and
individual case files in each of six county probation offices.
In each of these locations,
the collection process involved
searching for specific records ~n those offenders in the court
sample whose sentencina event had resulted in incarceration in a
state facility. a split sentence~ or a probation sentence.
Data
were collected on 5,8~O of these cases.

Information on the social and criminal history of offenders
was thus collected, when it could be located, for all offenders
who were suoervised in the county of sentencing for six of the
seven counties represented in tbe court data.
The collection
process involved generatina identifyinq information, locatinq the
appropriate probation filp (generally arranged in alphabetical
order) collecting information, coding, and linking the data with
the sentencing event record.
Of the 4,044 sentencing events resui ting in proba tionary supervision or county jail incarceration
followe~ by probationary supp~vision, social and criminal history
data were successfully obtained and linked for 77% of the sentencing events resulting in incarceration, split sentences, or
probation sentences.

Examination of chanaes in time served requires corrections· information about the institution of actual custody,
the date of
entry into the institution, date of release from the institution,
and type of release.
These data were available only in the individual offender records located at the correctional institutions--the Maine Correctional Center and the Maine state Prison.
Once again utilizing the unique offender codes,
identifying
informati6n was qenerated for each sentencing event which resulted in an incarceration only or a split sentence to either of
these state facilities_
This identifying information was then
useL to determine the appropriate inmate number,
which in turn
was used to locate the specific institutional file.
Data were
then collected, coded,
and,
through a nrocess discussed below,
linked to the appropriate sentencing event record.
A total of
3,157 sentencing events resulted in dispositions to state facilities.
Of these,
2,R21 (89~)
were successfully located and
linked.

In order to examine changes in the basis of sentepcing decisions,
data on the personal and criminal backqround of offenders is necessary_
For those incarcerated in state facilities, these data
are available in corrections' files and were collected along with
sentence outcome information.
For those sentenced to probation
or to county iail terms followed by probation supervision,
these
data are available in county probation office files.
For the
3,220 sentencinq events which resulted in fines,
restitution orders, unconditional discharges or county jail sentences,
social
and criminal history information was not available.

-
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The same data collection instrument was used to record information from corrections and probation files.
This instrument contained 68 elements qrouped into the followinq categories:
court
record linkage information,
offender personal history information, prior criminal history information, and sentence completion
and transfer information.
A CoPY of th data collection i~stru
mant and further detailed discussion of the collection process
appears in Appendix A.

l
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1

1.

Corrections an~ probation data were collected for !~£h sentencing decision so that each
record contains decision specific
outcome information as well as social and criminal history information on the offender at ih~ ii~g Qf the particular event.
These records were then linked and merged with the appropriate
sentencing event record developed from court data.
A total of
5,830 corrections and probations records were created.
Of these,
approximately q5~ (5#541 records)
were successfully linked and
merged.
Table ~_2 summarizes the results of probation and cor~ections
data collection broken down by sentencinq categories.
Careful
-
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lvsis bV project staff ~ives assuran~e t~at
examination and ana r
•
C~lons or probatl0n Inneither the difficulty in locatlnq cortre ~
ihe-difficulty in
21%
f the eliaible even s nor
.
It d
formation on . ' . 0 . . ,
h
11 cted information has resu e
linking and merglnq ~% of t e co n~
ear of sentencing, or,
in significant bias ln ~ype °ffde~e ~otY~oilected from one probavith the obvious exceptl0n 0
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tioD office, in county of sentenc1ng.

TABLE 1.2
tion by sentencing category
Summary of Data collec

Number of

sentence
Cateaorv
-~-------

~Q!!ft ~£§~§

Cases Linked to
corrections/
Probation
Fil§§
--------- -Number
------

Percent
-------

Incarceration at
state Facility

3157

2821

89%

Probation

3102

2120

68%

Incarceration at
county Jail followed
bv probat.ion
Tot.als

--------------PROBLEMS ~r !!!1!~!~
------and completely revised criminal code wednt
In May~
197~,
a,new
.
tencing was instituted an . painto effect 1~ Malne. ~~:t~!~m~r~:~nal code consolidated, rede-_
role was abollshed..
, t
one criminal code,
substan
fined and incorporated offense: l~e:ents of . offenses processed
tially chanqin~ ~he ~atu~e an e m. Chanqes in the structure. of
through the crlmlnal Justlc~ ~ystP such as~the institution of 1nsentencing shifted many decls10nS't
Both the changes in sent'
firm]y into the cour s.
.
'11
1
carcera 10n¥
.
h
bolition of parole suhstant1a Y a tencing structure a~d ~ e ~. h the corrections systems operated
tared the context Wlt~1~ w 1C de by corrections officials• . ~ore
and the nature of declsl0ns rna.
a in 1q74 and d regionallzed
over. the courts vere re-organlZe wa~ introduced in 1975.
Pofull-time district attorney system h
could significantly aI'1
t 1
st
these other c anqes
.
tentlal y, a. ea ! t
. d the substantive nature
of cases proter both the quant1 y an
.
cessed by courts and correctlons.
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The present study is concerned with the impact of sentencing
reform,
and particularly with the impact of that reform on iudicial decision making.
The most serious and pervasive methodological problem confronted by the research is to clearly distinguish between the impact of sentencing reforms and the impact of
other reforms, and, similarly, to distinguish changes in" judicial
decision making from chancres in decision makincr of other actors
in the criminal iustic~ system.
Given the scope of the reforms
effected in 1~7~-76,
attention to this methodological problem
pervades the analysis presented in Chapters Four through Eight.
It is difficult to isolate the courts from pre-court processing.
Courts act on the cases and the charges which are brought
to them.
Changes in the district attorney system can be expected
to chanqe choices about cases and charges and to chanqe plea bargaining outcomes.
In this case, court decisions could !EEg!£ to
have changed simply because the cases about which judges are deciding have chanqed.
Tn the present case research,
the confounding effects of
changes in the cases and charges brought to the court are compOUD~Bd hv the changes in
the SUbstantive definition of offenses
and the structure of the criminal code.
As already noted, changes in the code appear to creatp some changes in how offenders are
charged,
and particularly in the increased incidence of multiple
charges.
The SUbstantive redefinition of offenses may result in
changes in charges brought and legally supportable for similar
criminal episodes.
And, finally, the introduction of sentencing
classes might be expected to result in bargaining for class reduction, rather than charcre reduction, thus changing the overall
pattern of offense charges brouqht to the cou~t.
All of these pre-court processing factors can create an ~E
of change in judicial decisions.
For instance, if a
higher proportion of offenders are charged and convicted for more
serious offenses, then both the proportion of offenders sentenced
to incarceration and the average length of incarceration miqht
increase even if iudicial necision-making has not changed.
In
the present research, it is likely that ~Q!h the pattern of cases
and charges brought to the court ~nd judges' decisions about
those cases have changed.
The difficulty lies in distinguishing
between the two.

.EQ.ru;:an~

In order to deal with this difficulty--the confounding effects
of cha'nges in legal definitions and pre-court processing--the
analyses in the following chapters extensively examine the distribution of cases and charaes brouqht to the courts. This examination allows us to identify some"maior pre-court processing
changes, and, ultimately, to control for those changes.
Some of
the major components of this examination are changes in the legal
category and seriousness of conviction charges and changes in the
incidence of multiple offense charges.
Although changes in these
components are of substantive interest in their own right, our
-
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incarceration which shDuld result from a particular sentence. (91)

primary concern lies in utilizing these components to isolate and
analyze chanaes in judicial decision-making.
It is also difficult to isolate court corrections and parole
board processing when offenders are sentenced to incarceration.
The actual time which offenders serve is determined not only by
the court's sentencina decision but also by corrections' decisions about, for inst~nce, good time.
In addition, prior to the
1976 reform. parole board decisions had a sub:ta~tial effe<;t on
actual time served.
consequently,
changes 1n 1ncarcerat10n
length could £E~r. to be a result of changes iIl sentencin~ but
actually reflect changes in post-court proc8ssinq and deC1sonmaking. I89)
The critical question in assessing the impact of the ~entenc
ing reform is whether the change in the form of sente~c1ng has
-rp~111+pil in rh"'nae. of outcome--a chanae in the actual t1i1ie served
~i-;~i;;d;rs: - ~ince post-court decision ma~ing by corre~ti?ns
and the parole board influenced the actual t1me served, 1t 1S
difficult to isolate the outcome of the court's decision and the
impact of changes in iudicial decisions. (90)
In order to deal with these difficulties--the confoundinq effects of post-court decision-making--some of the analyses in ~he
following chapters include examination of 1tminimum ~ expected t1me
served." This variable is utilized as an uncontam1nated surrogate for sentence length--a version of sentence length not affected by post-court decision making about partic?lar cases:
Minimum expected time served reflects the length of 1ncarcerat1on
which would be served on the court sentence given maximum goodtime crediting allowable at the time of sentencing, and, under
the old code, aiven favorable action by the parole board.
In
other 'Words, minimum expected time se"rved is the shortest actual

-------------------These "post-court" decisions are complex and their investigation is beyond the scope of the present research. For example, corrections officials also may grant "early release,"
such as IIhome release," or full or partial release for worle.
They also essentially controlled when an inmate's parole
board bearing was scheduled at the Maine Correctional Center
and their recommendation was clearly important in obtaining
parole.
Moreover, the criminal code reforms in 1976 increased the options available to corrections officials. including the option of petitioninq the sentencing iudge for
early release~
To minimize these effects, actual time
served is computed to "discharqe of sentence" rather than,
for instance, home release.
)

If one takes increased sentence certainty as one of the
aoals or expecteil outcomes of the g,Qffi!!!!U!!:io!l of sentencing
reforms and the abolition of parole, the situation becomes
even more complex.
- 52 -
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Minimum expected time served is utilized in our analyses of
changes in sentence length as a supplement to actual time served.
It allows us to examine and analyze charges in post-court decision-makina, and chanaes in sentence certainty, in order to isolate and a~sess chang~s in court decision-making about sentence
length.

!

Finally, it is difficult to isolate the courts, and indeed the
impact of all the reforms in Maine. from the aeneral social climate in the united states through the 1970's. -During this period
there was a general national increase both in incarceration rates
and in incarceration length~
It would be unreasonable to assume
that sentencing in Maine was unaffected by this general social
climate# particularly since much of the 1q76 reform can be understood as at least reflective of many of these national concerns.
It does, however, make it difficult to isolate the specific effects of sentencing reform in Maine.

H

In order to deal with this difficulty, the analyses in the
following chapters heavily utilize trend, or time series, analysis. This type of analysis allows us to examine patterns of sentencing, both in te~ms of type and length, through the period of
study, rather than simply examining aggregates before and after
reform.
As a result, we are able to distinauish between trends
which 2£~!l the reform and changes which are~!?Igg,!!?ij;£!:.gg by the
reforms .. (92)

:j

!

I

(91) Minimum expected time served is further discussed in Chapter
Six where the relationship between minimum expected and actual time served is examined.
(92) In both. these cases a simple before-after design would show
sig·nificant change--spuriously in the caseof a trend spanning the reform.
For an excellent discussion of the problems of inference from before-after designs,
see Donald
Campbell and 8.L. Ross, 1q68. "The Connecticut Speed Crackdown:
Time Series Data in Quasi-Experimental Analysis."
1~~ ~!lg §Q£ie!y ligyig!Followinq Box and Jenkins (1976), Auto Regressive Inteqrated Moving Average (ARIMA) time-series models have been
developed in the recent past. Althouqh the present research
made limited use of ABIMl models fo~ exploratory purposes,
the data to be analyzed is not appropriate for a legitimate
application of these models.
McCleary and Hay suqgest a
m~nimum of fifty time observations (1980,
!2g1igg, !i!l!.g .§.gI!g2 lln~:!.Y2i2, p.. 20).. Althouah 30-day or 60-day time periods could be utilized in the present research, thus creating
a sufficient series, the volume of cases would be insufficient to provide any confidence in the individual time-se-
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In addition to our use of trend analysis, the final chapter
examines the relationship between sentencing trends in Maine and
those in other jurisdictions during the same time period.
This
examination ser~es to further isolate and highlight, as well as
summarize, the effects of sentencing reform in Maine.
Chapter IV
CHANGES IN SENTENCE TYPE

OUTLINE OF
ANALYSIS
-------- -THE
- - -------The first research question, concerning chanqes.in ~ype of s~n
tance, is addressed in Chapter Four~ The analys1s f2rst exam2nes
overall trends in type of sentences from 1q71 through 197q.
Chancres in charae patterns are then identified and trends in type
of s~ntences ar~ examined within relevant categories of offense
and seriousness in order to isolate changes in judicial decisions
from changes in pre-coQrt processinq.

Tn addition to aholishincr parole and introducing flat-time sentencing, the 1976 refori vas int~fia~d to provide the trial court
with more flexible sentencincr options.
While retainincr the
court's discretion to decide when incarceration is apnropriate,
the reform increased the types of sentences the courts can impose.
The basic innovation" was to rationalize and expand the
court'~ authority to impose split sentences~
This chapter examines the impact of the reform on the court~s choice of sentence
types.
Al~houah primarily concerne~
with analyzincr chancres in
t~pe of sentence,
it also exa~ines how factors extraneous to the
reform affected those aecisions. of particular concern is whether any chanqes in charginq patterns occurred and, if so, whether
they are related to any chanaes in type of sentence.

Chapter Five examines chancres in lencrth of incarceration. Using actual time served, trends in ov~rall incarceration l7ng~h
are examined f
followed by an examinat10n of these tr?nds wl.th1n
relevant offense and seriousness categories.
Tentatl.ve conclusions concernincr chancres in sentence length are then tested
throuqh an analysis of ' minimum expected time served. This analysis is extended throuah a comparison of actual and ml.n1mUm expected time served in"a rudimentary examination of changes in
certainty of sentence in Chapter Six.
Chapter Seven examines changes in the consistency and predictability of sentencing decision~~
primarily within specif~c.o~
fense catecrories.
The basis of the type of sentence dec~s1on,
before and after reform, is identified usinq discriminate analysis.
Minimum expected time served is then employed in a regression analysis of the basis of the sentence lenqth decision, before and after reform.

J

Combining the chanqes in type of sentence and the chanqes in
lencrth of sentence, Chapter Eight brieflY addresses the consequences of these changes for correctional institutions in Maine.
The two state correctional institutions in Maine are examined to
assess the impact of sentencing reform and changes in sentencing
decisions on institutional load.
The concluding chapter summarizes the findings and analysis
and extends the ~nalysis through examination of sentencing trends
in other comparable jurisdictions.
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Prior to the reform, the courts were ~uthorized to impose one
type of split sent.ence--"shock" sentences. They were intended to
provide offenders with a brief experience of imprisonment foliowed by community supervision. The 1976 reform expanded and rationalized the court's authority ~o impose such sentences and extended the maximum allowable period of confinement.
Under the
new split sentence statutes, the court is authorized to impose a
sentence of imprisonment, suspend up to the last two years of
that sentenco ~f imprisonment. and impose probation~
Thus y th~
new split sentence option authorized the ~ourt to pro!ide.pro~a
tionary supervision for any offender comm1tted to an l.nstl.tutlon
for a lengthy period of confinement.,
as well as impose "shock"
sentences of much shorter durationN Essentially, the reform created the potential for a functional equivalent for pa~ole supe~
vision by introducinq a specific court- controlled optl.on.
Th1s
option authorizes the court to determine whether offenders it imprisons will experience community supervision upon release from a
flat sentence of imprisonment. (91)

(91)

Provisions relating to the split sentence are contained in
17-A M.R.S.A., section 1203. In 1979. section 1201-A, which
authorized the court to suspend any portion of a sentence,
was repealed.
It was replaced by section 1201-B, which
greatly restricted the court's authority to use split sentences.
Under this section, split sentences can he used
only for Class A and B crimes where the init.ial sentence of
incarceration is 48 months or less.
However y the court is
still authorized to impose split sentences when the period
- 55 -
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Following conviction,
the court has a variety of sentencing options ~vailable,
ranging from incarceration to fines and victim
restitution.
The court can choose from these options or choose
combinations of these options,
such as p.robation combined with
victim restitution.
Chanqes in four basie sentence types are examined~
incarceration onlv, split sentences,
probation, and
"other" sentences including fines,
victim restitution and unconditional discharae.r Q4)
Table 4.1 presents the overall distribution of type of sen.tence before an1 ~fter the 1q76 reform.
Both before and after
the reform, incarceration only is the sinqle most frequently chos~n type of spntence,
followed hV nrobationarY sentences.
In
both tiwe perinRs,
split sentences are the least frequently imnosAd option, a1thouah there is a strong increase in"the US~ of
split sentences followinq the reform.
rnmbininq the incarceration only anR split sentenc8 categories,
there has been a slight
(4. q %) increase in the overall use of some form of incarceration,
with the net result that over half of all offenders experience
some form of incarcerAtion in the post-reform period.
qowever, attributina even these sliqht changes to the 1976 reform may be misleadinq.
Table 4. 1 presents a before-after comparison which masks any chanqes spanning the reform or beginning
prior to the reform.
~hus*
it is crucial to further explicate
the tynes of sentences imposed hy the courts by examininq them as
trenas over the nine-year time frame of the stud~
As shown in
Figure 4.1, the changes in sentence occurred E£!Q£ to the reform.
This £iq"re is a time series representation of the distribution
of type of sentence by year sentenced.
Bach of the trend lines
in Figu~e 4.' reflects use of a particular sentence type as a
proportion of all sentences.
As shown in Figure 4.1,
the use of sentences of incarceration
only heqan to decline in 1975--before the refnrm--and the use of
probation has slightly declined, at least since 1971. The use of
fines and ot~er sentences has decreased from a high in 197J but
has remained ~airly constant since 1q74.
The most dramatic increase has been in the use of split sentences.
This increase
also beaan in 1975--prior to the reform-- although the increase
has heen reinforced and accelerated since 1976.
[~
I

t94)

-------------------.
120 days or less.
of confinement 1S

-
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These four types can be considered ordered in terms of severity of sentence,
with incarceration only being the most
severe and "other" sentences beina the most lenient.
Cases
with combined types are included in the cateqory of most
severity such that probation combined with victim restitution is shown as a probation sentence.
-
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One of the most strikinq trends in Figure 4~ 1 is the court's
reliance on incarceration sentences. with the exception of 1971,
sentence of incarceration are the court's most frequently chosen
sentencinq option.
Although there is some decrease in the proportion of cases receivina incarceration only sentences, this is
more than offset by the stronq increase in the use of split se~
tences. Split sentences account for less than 10 percent of sentences until 1974, but by 1979 they account for over 20 percent.
By 1979, split sentences were chosen more often than fines, etc~~
and some form of incarcera tion
(incarcera tion only or split sentence) was chosen for a majori t.y of offenders sentenced. (95)
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Figure 4.1:

Distribution of

S~ntence

types by Year Sentenced
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Overall, this analysis suggests that changes in the court's
choice of sentence type occurring during the period of study
were not precipitated by the 1976 sentencinq reform~ The changes
occurred prior to the reform and continued after the reform was
implemented~
The 1976 reform clearly reinforced and facilitated
the court's use of split sentences. However, even in this case,

.

the sentencing r~for~ c12arly dij not "cause" significant changes
in the types of sentences imposej.
il

(95)

Tn Figure 4.1, and in other time series presentations in
tbis report, cases are cateqorized by the year sentenced,
and, as a result, the total number of cases does not correspond to those presented in Table 1, above.
Cases docketed
in 1979 but sentence~ in 1980 are excluded from Figure 1.
In addition, some cases were docketed and processed under
the pre-reform "old code" but sentenced after the reform.
These cases are shown in the appropriate year of sentencing.
-
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--------------The sentencing reform took place in the context of other reforms
which might be expected to have changed the seriousness of the
offenses processed and sentenced by the courts.
A critical question is whether there was a change in the' type of sentence given
by the courts for cases of comparable seriousness.

I
J

65%+
I
60%.-

A comparison of criminal charging patterns between the preand post-reform periods indicates a sUbstantial increase in the
proportion of more serious offense cases.
Before the reform, 49
percent of the cODvictions were for more serious Class A, B or C,
or felony, offenses.
Following the reform, 58 percent of offenses were felony offenses.
Once again, however, as shown in Figure 4.2,
the increase in the proportion of more serious offense
charqing pre-dates 1976_ (96)

,..

q

••
(97)

As discussed in Cbapter Three,
pre-reform cases were assigned comparable seriousness classes.
Since some pre-reform cases (428) could not be assigned offense classes, they
are deleted from the present analysis.
Most of these cases
(351)
are possession of mariiuana cases and must be deleted
since this offense was decriminalized and there is no comparable post-reform offense.
Class A-C offenses rouqhly correspond to the more typical pre-reform designation of "felony" offense.
As discussed above, this more general usage of
"felony" for Class A-C and "misdemeanor" for Class D and E
offenses will be used in the analysis.
In fact,
the trend even pre-dates the institution of full~
time prosecutors.
In part, the increased seriousness of
cases is apparently related to the changing structure of
prosecution in the state and, possibly, an increase in the
incidence of serious criminal behavior.
Reoardless of why
these changes have taken place, the criticai point is thaf
the composition of cases sentenced by the courts significantly changed during the period of study.
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Figure 4.2 portrays the changing composition Df court cases
from 1971 through 197Q, showing the proportion of more serious,
felony offense charges and the proportion of misdemeanor offense
charges for each year.
Prior to 1974, more misdemeanor cases
were processed than felony cases.
This trend was reversed in
1974; by 197q nearly 60 percent of all cases were felony charges~
Clearly, this overall increase in felony convictions is a lonoterm trend and !lQ:t. a resul t of the 1976 reform. (97)
~
the strong increase in the seriousness of offenses, it
is somewhat surprising that the overall rate of incarceration has
increased very little.
One would expect that an increase in serious offenses miqht be accompanied by a proportionate increase
in more severe sentences.
~s
graphically portrayed in Figure
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this.proportionate incrc~se has lot occurred.
Although the proport~on of offenders sentenced f~r
more seriou5 felony offenses
has. Increased.
the ~r~portion Jf Dffenders given incarceration
sentences has renained fairly ,table.
'
In fact! there has ~een almJst no :hange in the overall use of
for felony cases.
Flgure 4.4 shows the distribution of se~tence types for feloly cases through the period of
study.
r,e gre3test change has been the increased use of split
sentences. This increas~ bega, in 1915, but the trend is clearly
a~celerated a~d rein~orced by tn~ 1976 ref~rm.
The use of probat~on has remained fairly stable sinca 1972.
The dotted line in
Figure 4.4 shows the comlined use of incarceration only and split
~entences-~the overall.
fairly :onsistent. use of some form of
IncarceratIon sentence. Thus, although the 1976 reform seens to
.

l~carceratlon
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have influenced a c1ange in sentence types from incarceration
onl y to spl it sen tence i n: arc~ r ati ons, there has been no s i gni - '"
ficant cha,ge in the overall USd of incarceration for felony offenders.
For less serious, misaeneanJr cases, there have been more dramatic changes, although tnese ch3nges ~Q~n the reform.
As shown
in Figure 4.5, there has been a dr3m3tr~~increase in the use of
"other" sentences--particularJy fines and victim restitution--and
a marked decrease in the use of Jrobation.
During the same period there was a steady decreas~ in the use of some form of incarceration for misdemean~r cases so that by 1919 less than onethird of these offenders ~ere in:arcerated. Overall. it is clear
that sentencing for misdeneanJr offense cases has become less
severe, but that this chan~e is lot related to the 1976 reform.
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The 1976 sentencing reform had little impact on the type of sentences or the severity of sentence types given to Qffenders in
Maine..
For more serious felony offenders , split ~f'ir: tences 1ncreasinaly replaced incarceration only sentences. Ho~ever, since
incarceration only sentences before 1976 were generally followed
by parole supervision, it would be difficult to argue that postreform split sentences {incarceration folloved by orobationary
supervision) are significantly less severe.
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In essence, the increased use of split sentences, accelerated
and reinforced by the reform,
represents the development of a
structured, judicially imposed, functional equivalent to parole.
The split sentence is a mechanism for iudges to ensure that incarceration is followed by supervision in the community--eliminating the parole decision but retaining its supervisory structure.
This innovation can be termed "judicial parole." It
differs from the former parole system in three basic ways:
First, the judiciary rather th~n an executive agency controls the
actual length of incarceration.
That is, Maine's split sentence
retains the concept of community supervision upon release, but no
parole board exists to release offenders prior to the expiration
of the court's sentence.
Second, the judiciary rather than the
parole board determines the conditions and length of the post-incarceration period of community supervision.
Finally, the judiciary has the revocation authority and thus determines whether
the conditions of community supervision have been violated, and l
if violated. whether the offender is to b~ reincarcerated.
The emeraence of the split sentence as a functional equivalent
to parole i~ underlined by the fact that split sentences have increasingly replaced sentences of incarceration only.
The use of
split sentences has primarily increased for felony offenders, but
both the overall use of incarceration and the overall use of probation have remained fairly constant. Thus, the increased use of
split sentences does not represent increased severity for offenders who might previously have been placed on probation, but a
different t.Y!?g, of incarceration for offenders who would otherwise
have received flat sentences of incarceration only.
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Figure 4.5:
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Overall, the severity of the type of sentence imposed on offenders in Maine bas not increased.
In fact, sentence severity
has decreased for offend~rs convicted of misdemeanors.
It has
become increasingly less likely that misdemeanor offenders will
recei'lre a sentence of incarceration or proba tion.
However, these
changes do not appear to be related to the 1976 reform.
Quite apart from the reform, the lack of change in
severity of sentences may appear surprising. General
of public attitudes and sentencing trends nationally
increase in sentencina severity and, particularly, an
the use of incarceraiion.
c~rtainly Maine ~as not
-
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these pressures.
Nonetheless, the findinas in this chapter
suggest that this public foment had little impact on sentencing
in Maine, at least in terms of type of sentence.
of sentence is only
one part of l
the sente.ncingd
uowever, twpe
"
l
decision and oi~ dimension of severity. It is extreme y m1S ea ing to look at the extent to which offen~ers are incarcerated
without examining the lenqth of their conf1nement.
We now turn
to that examination.
D

Chapter V
CHANGES IN SENTENCE LENGTH
Has the severity of incarceration sentences increased? Our examination in the previous chapter shows that the severity of sentence types has not aenerally changed.
For felony offenses, the
incarceration rate bas remained fairly stable, although an increasina proportion of incarceration
sentences have been split
sentences.
For misdemeanor offenses, the incarceration rate has
steadily declin0d.
This chapter focuses on the lenqth of incarceration by examining whether those oFfenders sentenced to incarceration are servinq more or less time in prison.
Specifically, we will examine
the impact of the 1q76 reform on time served in confinement.
As noted in our earlier discussions of the reform, there is
little reason to expect that the reform ii§!!f vould change sentence lengths.
The reform did not manda·te increases in incarceration, althouah it did increase the judiciary's responsibility
to establish sentence lengths:
However, with the eritieisffi of
the parole board which accompanied, if not stimulated, the reform, the judiciary were given a clear message:
to bear the responsibility for sentencing, and, implicitly, be accountable if
sentences are too lenient.
Thus, although not inherent in the
reform~
it is likely that sentence length would be increased
without any restrictions on the courts--prohibitions about exceeding current correctional capacity or quidelines to restrict
sentencing severity.
Prior to the reform, sentences to the state correctional facilities were inaeterminate~
The legislature established statutory maximum sentence lengths for each offense.
The court was
authorized to impose both minimum aad maximum terms of imprisonment. The court's maximum sentence was not to exceed the penalty
established by statute for the offense and the court's minimum
was not to exceed half of its imposed maximum.
Tn addition, the
legislature authorized the court to sentence adult offenders under the age of 27 to the state's medium security facility for
wholly indeterminate sentences of one day to thirty-six months.
ThUS, the sentencing judae decided where offenders would be incarcerated and decided minimum and maximum sentence lengths.

t,

~~he basic qoal
of the drafters of Maine's sentencing reform
was to change the locus of decisionmakinq concerning the amount
of time offenders yere to be incarcerated.
The reform did not
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address, nor did it have a significant direct impact upon,
decisionmakina about who would be incarcerated and who would remain in the community... Rather, the objective was to increase the
visibility and accountability of decisionmakina about the time
offenders would be confined.
To achieve this ~nd, the threetiered indeterminate sentencing structure was abolished and replaced with a flat-time sentencing structure which clearly located responsiblitv in the courts.
~he question is whether this
change from an indeterminate sentencing system to a flat sentencing system chancred the length of offender's sentences ..

)

their impact on overall sentence lenath.
Finally, we examine
sentence length for a variety of sp~cific offense types and for
offen1ers with similar criminal recorns.

r

The research question is to assess whether the chanqe from an
indeterminate sentencina system with parole release to a flat
senteneinq system with no parole release has resulted in different outcomes--changes in the actual amount of time served by offenders.

Methodologically, this change in the form of incarceration
sentences from minimum-maximum to flat-time creates a serious
problem for analysis.
As discussed in Chapter Three, it is difficult to comparp sentence length before and after the reform ..
Comparing the post-reform flat-sentences to either the pre-reform
minimum or maximum sentences would introduce a systematic bias.
As a result, the measure of sentence length used in this analysis
is the actual time served in confinement by offenders.
This
measure allows direct comparison and focuses the analysis on the
impact or effect of reform--the policy issue of most concern to
national audiencesw
The analysis utilizes data on 2,507 state incarceration sentences--1,534 before the reform and 97l after the reform.
These
data include all cases receivina incarceration sentences to state
facilities for whom corrections information was obtained and
linked, as discussed in Chapter Three. Time served is calculated
hi ~hen t.he offender was first paroled or released from the sen=
tence.
It includes ore-conviction county jail time credited to
the sentence and excludes any time served by the offender for
other charaes arisina from different sentencina decisions or from
reincarcerations for-parole violations. tqR)
~
Drawing on these data, we first turn to an overall analysis of
changes in sentence lenqth during the period of study. Following
our previous discussion of changes in offense seriousness, ve
then turn to an examination of sentence length for felony ann
misdemeanor offenses.
Expanding this discussion, we examine the
changing patterns of sentence length for split sentences, and

(98) sentences to county jails are excluded because of the inability to obtain time served information for such sentences.
For ~47 inmates ~ho had not completed their sentences,
release dates were proiected using the Department of Correction's minimum release el~gibility date.
This date is the
court's sentence less all possihle good-time creditings_pp A
total of 101 cases were eliminated from the analysis for a
variety of reasons:
22 died prior to release, 51 were
transferred out of state, 9 received life sentences under
the new cone, 110 had i'ncomplete file information, and 119
had internally inconsistent file informat~on
-
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The overall findinq is that a maior outcome of the 1976 sentencing reform is a SUbstantial increase in the amount of t.ime
serv~d hv offenders and, hence, sentence lenqth.

TABLE 5 .. 1
Time Served, Before and After Reform
Se.Q.:tg!l~~

TY£§.

Incarceration Only
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Median
split sentences
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Median

c-

I,
)
~

j
I,

)

Overall
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Median
{Number of Cases)

!:.gf~.tfr

Af:t~r;:

1q~9

'(2" 4

13 .. 0

:n.o

q.O

16.0

~h!!!lgg

+7", Ij

mnnths

+7 months

1.5

6 .. 2

+4.7 months

•R
1 .. 0

4.0

11. g

19.6

+5 .. 8

11.0

21 .. <.)
13.0

+4 months

5 .. 1

g.O

(97 ~)

(15~4)

-
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ls shown in Table 5.1, the overall mean time served has increased hy almost 6 months and the median time served has increased by 4 months.
In other words, before the reform 50 percent of the otfenders served sentences of nine months [the
median) or less.
After the reform, half of the offenders served
13 months or more--a post-reform increase of four months.
Put
another way, a comparison of median time served shows that onehalf of the post reform offenders are servinq at least forty-four
percent {44%) more time in state correctional facilities than offenders processed under the previous indeterminate sentencing
system witb parole release.
Tn addition, there has been an increase in the proportion of
offenders servin? lengthier sentences. Prior to the reform, only
twelve percent (12%)
of offenders served twenty-four months or
more in confinement.
After the reform, this proportion nearly
doubled, with twenty-three percent (23 1 ) of the offenders serving
24 months or more. egq )

f

However, attributinq these chanqes to the 1976 reforms may be
misleading.
0ur analysis in Chapter Four shows the difficulties
Re found that cha nges in type of
of bHfore-after- com pa rison ..
sen t(~nce preceded and spanned the reform ..
Moreover, we found
that tr.ere has neen a significant cha nge in the seriousness of
offenses, also spanning the reform, which could be expected to
have an 1m pact on sentence len q the
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To examine the possihilities that the chanqes spanned the reform
or that the chanqes reflect the hiqher proportion of felony offenders,
Fiaure 5.1 presents the averaae incarceration for each
of the years studied for felony and misdemeanor offense decisions. ~s shown, the 1976 reform had a substantial impact on incarceration lenqth, particularly for felony offenses.
Moreover,
i~ is clear that the increased
incarceration length is not a result of the increased proportion of serious offenders. (100)

{99)

(100)

The finding of an overalL-post reform increase in incarceration length is based upon all sentences of imprisonment to
state correctional facilities, exclusive of convictions for
murder and homicide.
As discussed in Chapter Four, cases in time series presentations are categorized by the year sentenced, and as a result, the total number of cases does not correspond to
those presented in Table 5.1 above.
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1971

1972

1973

197~

1975

1976

1977

1978

1919

Felony
Mean= 18.3
Median= 12

14.9
9

15.1

14.2

1 ft.9

16.4
12

19.1
12.5

24.4
18

19.9
15 •

9.7

11 •.2

8.6

6.5

6.7

8

6

7

6.5
6

Misdemeanor
Mean= 11.0
Median= 9

Figure 5.1:
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+

+

Year=

"

9

9

1

9

9

9.5

B .3
7

8

Mean Time Served by Offense Seriousness and Year
Sentenced

As might be expected, there is a direct positive relati~nship
between offense seriousness and sentencing severity. Time served
for f e 1 ony of fenses is greater than time served for mi s de:neanor ."
offenses. However, najor changes have occurred in that relationship. The amount of time serv~d has increased for felony offenses and decreased for misdeneanlr offenses.
In other words. following the reform, offenders con/icted of more serious crimes are
serving significantly mJre tine than their pre-reform counterparts. and offenders coniiEted of less serious offenses are serving less time than their ?re-reflrm counterparts.
The overdll increase in in:arceration length is primarily a
consequence of subst~ntial increases in time served for felonies.
This increase is clearly precipitated by the reform. An eK~mina
tion of the ~edian number ~f ~o'th~ incarcerated for each year,
shown at the bottom of Fig~re 5.1, reinforces this finding. Although a more conservative ~eaSJr~,
the median number of months
served for a felony conviction is larger for each year since 1976
than it is f~r any pre-reform yedr.
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The findings in Figure 5.1 further support the previous findinas that incarceration lenath has chanaed as a consequence of
the sentencinq reform.
For-tbe more se~ious offenses, there was
a decrease in-time served in 1972, followed by a period of relative stability..
This trend was sharply Ig!gI§'~Q. w~th the reform
in 1976. For less serious offenses, the trend 1n t1me served has
decreased over the nine-year time frame. However, this trend was
significantly affected.by the reform. Mean,time served each year
since the reform for m1sdemeanor offenses 1S less than any prerefo'rm yea'c.

I

I"

The basic findinas revealed by our analysis in Figure 5.1 are:
first, the post-reform increase in time served ~s specified, by
the felony/misdemeanor distinction such that t1m~ served 1ncreased for felony convictions but decreased for m1sdemeanor convictions.
Second, these chanqes in sentencing severity are not
short-term effects of implementation, because each year since the
reform time served is qreater for felony offenses than any prereform year and less for misdemeanor offenses than any preceding
year.
These changes appear to be lasting effects of the reform.
Third
historical factors unrelated to the reform do not appear
to ex~lain these changes in time serv:d~ . Thus, th: time series
analysis confirms that the substant1al 1ncrease 1n sentence
length for serious offenses and somewhat slighter decrease in
sentence lenath for less serious offenses is a direct result of
the change from an indeterminate system with parole release to a
flat sentencina system without parole release. (101)

The substantial increase in incarceration lenryth for serious offenders is somewhat surprising, given that an increasinq proportion of serious offenders received split sentences, rather than
incarceration-only sentences, following the reform. The analysis
in Chapter Four.
indicates that split sentences became increasingly popular amonq the iudiciary from 1Q7S and steadily increased as a sentencing option after the reform, particularly for
felonies.
By 197Q, nearly half of all incarceration sentences
for felony offenders were split sentences.
Since split sentences qenerally call for a shorter period of
incarceration, thRir increase1 use miqht he expected to SUbstantially decrease the overall time served by offenders. As we have
seen, this is not the case.
Nonetheless, split sentences may
h~ve mitiqated the overall effects
of the increase in sentencina
severity for a substantial proportion of offenders.
In this
case, we miqht find an essentially bimodal distribution of sentencing lengths aftpr the reform.
certainly, variation in incarceration lenath has substantially
increased. Referrina to Taple 5.1, we see that variation in time
served, as indicated by the standard deviations, is much greater
after the reform.
Tn part, this may be due to the increasina
proportion 0 f spl it sen tences. (102)

,
-:;_.-

Figure 5.2 presents averaae incarceration length for incarceration-only and split sentences throuqh the period of study for
fAlony offenses. (103) As shown, incarceration length has substantially increased for hQi~ incarceration-only sentences and split
sentences.
For each of these sRntence types, incarceration
length has increased since the 1976 reform.
Split sentences h9..~ mi tiga teil t.he effects of the overall increase in sentencinG severity~
Time served for split sentences
is substantially shorter than for incarceration-~nly sentences.
The increasinq proportion of offenders qiven this shorter type of
sentence, followed by community supervision, suggests the emergence of a bifurcated sentencing policy in Maine Wherein some

•

,
•

{1 01)

rt should also be noted that the number of offenders incarcerated has increased.
The number of persons confined is
shown at the bottom of Figore 5.1 These indicate that the
number confined for more serious offenses increased, and
the number confined for less serious offenses decreased
over the time frame of the study.
Those changes are not
related to the reform.
They began in 1973, but with the
implementation of the reform in 1976, the overall effect
was that more time is being served in confinement by more
offenders.
The impact of this change is further examined
in Chapter Eight.

(102) This increase in variation is particularly striking since
the use of split sentences had substantially increased befQ£g the .reform.
Thus, the summary fignr,es in Table 5:-1'
may actually underestimate variations~
(103) Recall that an increasing proportion of cases are for felony offenses, and that an increasing proportion of sentences
for these offenses are split sentences.
ie have already
found that the substantial increase in incarceration length
is primarily due to increases in time served for felony offenders ..
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However, this findi19 specifi~s~ rather than changes, our basic finding that there has Deen a su)stantial increase in incarceration length for ~ost felony lffenders~ and that this incr~~~e
occurred concomitantly with the 1976 reform.
Since these basic
changes o~~urr~d at the tine of the reform, r~ther than spanning
the reform, a basic before-after comparison, as shown in Table
5.2,
is appropriate to summariZ3 the increases in incarceration
1 ength.
.
Overall, the data su~m~rized in Table 5.2 indicate that the
increase in incarcer3tiol lengtl is primarily due to increased
length for felony offenders anj thatt for these oFfenders, there
has been substantial increase in time served for both incarceration-only sentences and split selte~cas.
Overall, it 3lpears
that felony ~ffe'ders servad less ti~e ~hen tne parole oOdrd made
release decisions than W1el selt3nces were controlled by the ju-
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At the same time, however: there was less variation in incarceration length under the patole boaI:'d. In almost every category
of Table 5.2, the standard deviations are greater after the 1976
reform.
This would appear to be a consequence ?f aboli~bing ~a
role and the absence of policies to ensure cons1stency 1n dec1sions among a diverse judiciary.
That is, the broader post-reform variations in incarceration lenqth indicate Maine 1 s former
parole board's decisionmaking practices were more consistent than
currently exists among Maine's iudiciary.
This is to be expected.
Inherent in anvcentralized decisionmaking body is the potential to ensure a'reasonable degree of consistency in decisions..
This potential does not currently exist for Maine's
fourteen superior court 1ustices because no explicit policies exist to ensu~e that their decisions I:'esult in consistent outcomes.

of course, the categories in Table 5.2 are rather broad.
The
felony classification incorporates heterogeneous offense types.
For example, a felony conviction could result from a charge under
theft, rape, or robbery_
The analysis presented thus far masks
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any changes occurring in the p.rosecu tion of qi.f[~£~!l!::., bu t
nonetheless serious, crimes. That is, we do not know whether incarceration lenath has consistently increased for particular offense types.

TABLE 5.3
Ti.e Served for Felony offenses by Offense Category, Before and
After Reform

OFFENS~ 1:IPE~

t

I

f:

Robbery

During the period of study, there was a significant change in the
composition and seriousness of superior court cases.
Th~re were
also sianificant national and local concerns about part1cular
types o~ offenses and offenders. In this context, it is possible
th~t the overall increase in incarceration length for felony offenses does not reflect consistent increases in sentencing severi ty for all felony ;;,ffensE>s.
In ather words, i-t is plausible
that incarceration length bas substantially increased for some
specific offense types and remained constant, or even declined,
'for others.

Mean

(

Addressinq this possibility requires before-after comparisons
of incarceration length for different crimes, as shown in Table
5.3 Table 5.1 shows incarceration length,
before and after reform for seven basic statutory offense catagories which reflect
the felony offense types most frequently prosecuted i~ the Superior Courts. These categories allow us to examine bas1c changes
in sentencina with.in the broader felony classification. For each
offense type-the mean and median time served, before and after
reform, is' shown.
In addition, the change in mean and median
months served (wh~n significant) is shown for each category.

Burglary
Mean
Stnd. Deviation
Median

11 .. 8

~leafii

Theft
Mean
Stnd.,. Deviation
Median
Trafficking
Mean
Stnd ... Deviation
Median
Murder and Homicide
(Life Sentences)
Mean
Stud.. Deviation
Median

+7,.1 months

23.5

~7 ..

26",6

(n. s)

5 months

A.

~

9

20 .. 0
22 .. 5

17.6
16. B
13

+4 months

17.3

(n .. s .. )

+5.A mOD.ths

14 .. 1
9.5
10

14 .. 7
11J·

8 .. 9

5.7
8 .. 5
10 .. 5

+7.6 months
1 1.0
15
10~

+6 .. 5

months

7

7.9

8 .. 0

'9

8

13'5.0
70 .. 7
121

Life
Life

2 0.5
5.0
20.5

156
q2.8
142

Murder and Homicide
(Other Sentences)
Mean

Stnd.. Deviation
Median
· I;
, J

·

I

~
~

· I

....

i

I

+ , 21,. 5 m0 nth s

i

f

·i

,. 135 .. 5 mon ths

Note: Changes are shown when t-test for difference
of means is significant at the .05 level.

· ;I

!
(

? 8 .. 7
24.1
22

stnd. Deviation
Median

There are substantial differences among the seven offense categories in terms of the magnitude of the post-reform increase in
time served. The post-reform change for murder and homicide represents a maior SUbstantive change in the law, as well as a tremendous increase in time served.
Caution must be exercised when
interpreting these data because of the small numbers.
However,
the increases are so substantial as to reptesent a major impact
76 -

Mean
Stnd. Deviation
Median

28.6

;n.s

Aggravated Assault

A difference of means test (t-test)
computed on each of the
seven offense cateaories indicates statistically significant differences in time s~rved (p < .o~) for robberYr burglary, theft
and murder. There was no statistically significant difference in
means for rape, trafficking or aggravated assault.

-

21.5
H>.3
16

Rape

The summary comparisons shown in GGlumn three indicate significant changes occurrinq in time served for four oE the seven comparisons. - Time served has significantly increased for robbery,
burglary, theft and murder. There have been minor changes in averaae time served for traffickina or furnishing drugs, rape convictions and aggravated assault~ - With the exception of rape, the
direc~ion of ea~h change is an increase in time served post-reform.

(

Stnd.. Deviation
Median
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sentences has increased.
Prior to the reform six oercent of the
o~fenders convicted of burqlary served '24 or more months in CODf~nement .. _
Post-reform this percentage tripled, with twenty pergent serv~na ~4 months or more in confinement.
The post-reform
~ncrease ~n t~me served for the
cluster of crimes prosecuted under ~he theft s~atutes is of the same magnitude. The mean amount
of t~me served for post.-::-eform felony thaft convictions is 16. I)
months, or a 7.6 month ~ncrease.
The median amount of time
served for theft has increased by 6.5 months or a 77 percent increase. nO 5)
,

on the correctional system if they are to continue over time.
The first entry for murder and homicide shows time served for
life sentences. The second entry shows time served for court imposed non-llfe sentences for murder convictions.

I

Pre-reform life sentences served an average of eleven years
and two months before parole (seven cases)..
post-reform, the
life sentence means life -- unless the Governor commutes the sentence or pardons the offender, or the sentence is reduced by the
Apoellate court. This represents a considerable change.
It is
difficult to discern what the time served will actually be,
but
states which require a pardon or commutation {such as Pennsylvania}
ha ve a much longer time served than Maine' !., pre-reform
length for life sentence~.
In addition, life sentences only reducible by commutation are highly susceptible to variation, depending on the political context of the Governor's decisions.
~urder and homicide non-life sentences, although few in number, represent a tremendous change in time(104) served.
It is
clear that sentences for murder and homicide are considerably
longer post-reform.
If this continues over a long period,sentences for homicide and murder viII come to represent a
larger and larger proportion of the inmate population.
The net
result of these very long sentences ma Y seem minimal because of
the small number of cases, however, because of of the very long
time served, they become very significant to the correctional
system.

Time se~ven for offensos other than homicide and murder also
increased post-reform.
of particular importance are changes in
incarceration lenath for burglary and theft, the offense catag o ries most freguenfly encountered by the courts in Maine.
These
property offenses account for forty pp.rcent {40%) of all sentencina decisions studied.
Rith the court's choice of incarceration
for approximately sixty percent (60~) of all burglary convictions
and approximately forty percent (401) of all theft convictions,
an increase in incarceration length of the magnitude shown in Table 5.3 clearly demonstrates the impact of in~reasing sentence
length on the correctional system.
The mean amount of time served for post-reform burglary conThe median amount of time
victions increased by 5.8 months.
or
an increase of 44 percent.
served has increased by 4 months,
burglars
serving -lengthier
In addition,
the proportion of
,~ ~,

;

-------------------(104)

Note that these cases are not included in the overall analyses above.
Thus, our analysis actually understates the
effective increases in time servea.
- 78 -

convictions for robbery are less frequent tban burglary or
Since over ninety percent (90%) of all robbery convicresult in incarceration, any changes in incarceration
l?ngth that do occur bear close scrutiny.
~s shown in Table 5.3,
t~me served for
~obbery substantially increased.
There is a
post-reform mean 1ncrease of 7. 1 months, and the median has increased ~y 7.5 months.
Over 20% of these post-reform offenders
a::-e c?nf1ned f?r 39 months or more.
Tbis represents a substant~al ~ncrease 1n the percentage servina lengthy sentences~
Only
t.hree percent. (1%)
of the pre-.reform sample served sentences of
39 months or more for robbery.

t~eft_
t~ons
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in dacisionmakinq

for most off~nders convicted of serious offenses.
The" increased
mean and medJ.a~ time served is not, a result of qiving a few of.:~~~~::_.:.:~~~~:.:~_.::ntences,
beoause the proportion serving much

, I

~

!hen

indicates two basic chancres

th~ authority to decide the amount of time offenders serve ~n conf~nement shifted from the Parole Board to Maine's
fourteen sup~rior Court Justices.
The first change has been
thoroughly d~scussed: an overall increase in sentencing severity
prac~~ces

f"'l

\

'

Ta~l~.5~1 alsocompa~es.timeserved for convictions of rape,
traff1ck1ng and/or furnish~n~ scheduled drugs, and aogravated assaUlt., There ~re no statistically significant difierences in
mean.t~me served.
How~ver, with the exception of rape, the direct~on of tbe.changes ~s an increase in time served. The percent
serv1ng length~er sentences has also increased.
Whereas twenty
perce~t (20%~
of post-reform offenders are serving 16 months or
more ~n conf1nement for aagravated assault or traffickino
only
twelve percent {12~ of their pre-reform counterparts se~~ed su;h
lengthy sentences •

.

L-·

t· -

(105) The relatively small number of theft cases shown in Table
5.3 merely reflects the fact that most theft convictions
are f?C class ~ andB offenses..
'i'he mean time served for
al~ theft conf~nements
afte~ the reform is
13.5 months.
Th1s represents an incr~ase of .4.3 months over the pre-re~orm mean.
The proport~on serV1na lengthier sentences also
1ncreased from 2% s?rving 22 months to 20% of the post-re!~rm o~~enaer~ conv~cted of theft serving 22 or more months
.1.11 conr:1nement ..
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lengthier sentences has also substantially increased.

RgIOg lU;£QRD

Q~ OF!:E!liDER~

So far, we have seen that. increases in sentence length are fairly
sentence lengths have increased for felony offenses
and have increased for most specific offense types.
This sugaests that the increases should be directly attributed to the reiorm, and not to changes in the seriousness or ty~e of offense
sentenced. Also these changes in the seriousness and type of offense sentenced do not appear to account for the increased variation in sentence length after the reform.

consistent~

TABLE 5.4
£ime Served for Felony Offenders Kith No Prior Record, Before and
After Reform

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Number of cases

~efQ£g

,Afj:;j~£

13.1

20.<3

16 .. 8

29 .. 8

355

188

£h91lg:~

+7.8 months

J

The issues of variation in sentence type and length, particularly as related to offender characteristics, will be more systematically explored in Chapter Eiaht. However, Table 5.4 clearly implies that neither the increases in sentence length nor 'the
variations in sentence lenqth can be readily explained by changes
in the offenders sentenced.

A major obiective of the reform was to reduce the diffusion of
sentencing power by concentrating responsibility and authority
for ~e?tencinq decisions in the judiciary.
Theoretically, the
aho11t10n of parole release resolved the conflict of function and
authority between the executive and iudicial branches of government. As Zalman(106) points out, when such conflicts surface,
th~y P?se a "logically intolerable situation" reqUiring a rational1zat10n of the sentencing system.
The prece~ing analysis clearly indicates that ~aine's reform
has.result~d in a substantial increase in sentencing severity for
an 1Dcreas1ng 1 y lar<Ter p'roportion of offenders.
This chanaewas
an unintended consequence of the reform.
Is an increase i~ incarceration length a necessary consequence of tbe abolition of
parole release?
Do sentencinq systems require some mechanism
that diffuses sentencing power to stabilize the severity of punishments? We think not.
The actual indrease in sentencina severity that occurred must
be assessed in terms of whether the reform intlr:'oduced any policies to stabilize the level of severity.
The diffusion of sentenci~q power does not inherently stabilize the amount of punishment 1n the system.
Other charact~~istics of Maine's sentencina
structure provide more relevant explana"tio"ns. We previously not':
ed that the system lacks a coherent objective or philosophy of
puniShment..
The absence of explicit rules or standards to confine and regulate judicial sentencing power means that the overall severity of the system partially depends on the unarticnlated
philosophy of the sentencing judge.
The reform did introduce five offense rankings. They were intended to allow the court to address the issue of offense seriousness, but the o!fense types within each class proved to he too
heterogeneous f and the maximum allowable incarceration lenaths
ha!e proved to be too broad.
In addition, no explicit poli~ies
eX1st that allow the court to systematically address characteristics of the offense and offender to be employed in making sentencing decisions.
With no internal mechanisms to protect the
court, both prosecutors and judges become particularly susceptibleto public demands for harsher penalties.. An increas~ in sentencing severity is a likely outcome of such an open system.

As shown in Table 5.4, both time served and variations in tiroe
served have substantially increased,
~ven for those offend~rs
'with no prior record.
Once again, th1s suggests that the 1n~
creased length and increased variations in length shoul;of be dl.rectly attributed to the reform.
~
,

t,

t,

-------------------(106) Zalman, 1980, p. 82.
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:.. early time-fix is a useful reform QBly when duratl0nal standards are also adopteR.
To accelerate the
time-fix without limiting the time fixer's discretion
will perpetuate the disparities and confusion that
characterize so much of today's parole release decision-makina.
The rec~nt Maine statute is a case in
point.
By law that took
in 1976 ~aine moved to
an early fix bv eliminating the parole board and requiring iudges to specLfy the duration of confinement.
Yet the statutes set virtually no standards to guide
judaes' clecisions .. (07)

Chapter VI
CHANGES IN THE CERTAINTY OF INCARCERATION LEnGTH

f

;f

effect

An essential characteristic of indeterminate sentencina systems
is that actual release decisions are made after the i~mate has
heen confined. This system providing ~g j~£g authority to executive agencies --parole boards and prison authorities--to make
"real" sentencing decisions has been criticized as unfair. A major criticism is that indeterminacy is unfair because it leaves
the inmate in suspense and uncertain about the length of confinement.
A number of penologists have advocated an early decision on
the duration of confinement so that those who are punished know
the exact nature of their sentence and its duration.
Maine was
th~~ firsl~ iurisdiction to adopt
alta early tf.rne-fix by abolishing
parole rUlease.
A maior pollcy gDal espoused by drafters of the
reform was to increase the certainty of incarceration length to
create this early time-fix on the duration of confinement.
This chapter assesses the extent to which the certainty of
sentence length changed as a result of the reform.
Certainty
means that the offender and the public have sufficient knowledge t
at the time of sentencing, to determine when the offender will be
released--the "real" length of confinement.

It may thus seem paradoxical to examine whether the certainty
of sentence length changed in Maine.
The drafters of the reform
did RQi seek to limit the discretion of 1udges that von Hirsch
and. Hanrahan ar.gue perpetuate disparities. {1 08)
On a theoretical
plane, disparity and certainty are separate issues.
Increased
certainty for a particular offender is ngt logically related to
an overall reduction in disparity.

I

It is possible that Maine's reform successfully increased the
certainty of sentences through an early time-fix despite the fact
that existina ~isparities in those sentence lengths remained unchanged.
The abolition of discretionftry parole release and the
introduction of flat-sentencing have the potential to increase
certainty.
A major policy question centers on the extent to
which this goal has been achieved.
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Increased certainty in Maine occurs insofar as the offender ana
the public have better knowledqe at the time of sentencing as to
when the offender will be releasea~
Th8 basic research issue is
to assess what £.h~!!9:~ occurred in the rela·tionship between the
court's sentence and actual time served. This requires a comparison of the release OQtcomes of the parole board and release outcomes of flat sentences not subject to parole release~
THe assessment of whether the certainty of Maine's sentencing system
changed necessitates pre- and post-reform comparisons of the actual amount of time served and the minimal amount of time necessarily served to be eligible for release.

\11.,
Ii

A person is defined as eligible for release upon serving the
court's sentence less all possible good-time credits earned and
unearned.
This perioa of time is a theoretical minimum-- n~! a

t
,j

i!

'1

In Chapter One, we discussed Andrew von Hirsch and Kate Hanrahan's definition of a determinate sentencina system.
They suggest that decision-making in processing offenders be based on
standards or guidelines that check disGretion, and that those decisions be made early so that those who are punished know the exact nature of their sentence.
The aoal is to narrow the discretion of decision makers by adopting~explicit policies to ensure
that the processing of offenders occurs within a structure of
fairness and certainty.
11aine's reform addressed only one of these components--th,e
early decision about incarceration length..
As von;' Hirsch and
Hanrahan point out in criticism of the early ·time-fix incorporated into Maine's reform:
•
.
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{107)

Andrew von Hirsch and K'l thleen Hanrahan, 1979, QE- £;i!:. ..

II'
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(108)

The issue of disparity, or variation in sentencing, is discussed in Chapter Seven.
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_._---,Th~se cha~ges
are incorporated into the measure
1ncarcerat10n lenqths for flat-sentences.

leqal one. ~any offenders are released at the expiration of this
theoretical minimum. Others have their stay extended.
Some offenners are released in less time than their theoretical minimtlm~
Such offenders are !lQ.t. illeqally releaseii; rather, decision-makinq pract.ices by the parole board and/or corrections officials or
others result in an earlier than expected release.
This can occur under both the indetermina te system, when iiecisions of the
parole board and corrections officials result in paroling the indiviiiual earlier than expected, and under the new flat-time system, when corrections officials use their transfer authority to
place offenders in the community earlier than expected, through
such mechanisms as home-work release or home-study release.

qui~egi~~~re~tdc~mpu~ation of minimum incarceration lenath is re, .
1n e erm~nate sentences imposed in the pre-reform

r:r1~~~ (110). Essent1ally,

the minimum incarceration lenaih was
e 1me unt1l th? offender was first eliqible for aroi~ r !ease. ~he good-t1me crediting system was different,Pand' dif~er
l~c:~ eX1st~d.het.ween the two
correctional facilities in estabp1~ 1nq a m1n1m~m. release date. Offenders confinea at tbe·itate
r1~on !e~e e11q1ble for parole release at the expiration of .
th~1r ID1D1mum sentence, less good-time.
The parole board WfS rea:~~~d by statute to rpview the offender's case prior to ~hat

The amount of certainty in a sentencing system is, of course,
related to statutory laws and policies, but cannot be wholly assessed or evaluated by them. What is decisive is how those policies and laws are artic~lated into concrete decision-makinq practices.
This analytic concern requires separating the effects of
the court's decision as to sentence lenqth from release decisions. The certainty issue requires separating court decisionmakinq from other post.-conviction decision makinq practices ..
To assess how much certaintv exist.s in a sentencing system requires the comparison of two entities that can be or are known to
the offender!
the necessary minimum amount of time to be served
before eliqihle for release, and the actual amount' of time served
in impriso~mentThe relationship between the two is defined as
the extent of certainty for this offender--that which slhe could
ideally expect to serve versus what s/he actually served.
How
much certainty exists in anyone system is# then, the aggregate
of what can be expecte~ and is served by offenders.
changes occurrinq in the relationship between the theoretical minimum
lenath of confinement an~ the actual time served for all offenders indicates that the certainty of the system has chanqed.
There can he channes in certainty without changes in sentence
length and vice ver5a~
rertainty can only change when actual
time served changes in rela tionto the minimum possible lenath of
incarceration.

)

To measure these two variables requires data on actual time
served, the court's decision as to sentence length. and the qoodtime creditinq system (s). The minimum length of incarceration is
computed by subtracting all good-time credits ~!~l~~l~ to an inmate durinq imprisonment from the court's decision as to sentence
lenath.
Under Maine's new flat-sentencing system, this minimum
is ;btained by deductinq all possible good-time credits allowable
by statute from the court's selection of a flat-sentence.
As
previously discussed, the qood-time crediting syst~~ changed in
1978, and gooa-time crediting for offenders ~ith fiat-sentences
of six months or less is different. (10Q)

-------------------(i09)

From May i, 1Q76, to December 31, ;QT1.
-

84 -

flat sentences in

of minimum

_ fJowever, th is was !lot the polic y or practice a t the CorrecCenter for o~fenders serving who11 y j ndeterminat e senten ces 0 ~ne day to ~h1rty-six months.
The parole board was onl
aut~or1zed to reV1ew a case upon the request of the varden~ . T~e
war en \.,as au!horizen to request the parole b~ard t.O revi~\r any
case
th e exp1ra,
. t '10n of the in rna te 1 s maxim urn
th' t at an
' y t1me prior
. .to
'
t1ry-s1x:month sentence less good-time.
The institution's
:dat;d P~l~CY was to re9ues~ parole review for offenders convict~ t~
e ony upon explrat10n of twelve months of sentence less
g~o -,1me, a~d for offenders convicten of a misdemeanor u~~n exP1 rad~10n 0 f s~x rna n~ bs of t he sentenc~?, less good-time .. (11 h Accould he e11"q;ble
f or pa ro·1 e re1cor 1nq. to ..th1S po11cy, felons~.'
, ....
_::::_:~_~:~:_~~~~~: and misdemeanants in four and a half months.
tlon~l

I

excess
months
vere credited with 10 day~~~ g
and
2 d of six .
.
00a-t '1me
, . avs aa1n tLme.
This f~au~e was computed at the beglnn1ng of the sentence.
Beq1nn1ng in January 1978 th'
system chanqed~
~ood-time credits are computed at the ~~Q
of.each month.
Flat sentences of six months or less recelve 1 nays ~ood-time for each month served.
Thes~ differe~c~s are 1ncorporated into the post-reform computations
of m1n~mum sente~ce lenqth for flat sentences.
(Source~
Interv1ews and dlScussions with corrections officials., •

)

(110)

good-time was earned at the rate of
on each innew code refor inmates
who were st111 1ncarcerated. Offenders sentenced under the
ol? ~ode and incarc~rated in state facilities when the new
cr1m~nal code
was 1mple~ented received the new good-time
c~ed1ts.
These computat10ns are incorporated into calculat10ns of pre-reform minimum eligibility lenqths_
~rior

to May 1, 1976.

seve~ da¥s,a month..
This fiqure was computed
ma~e s mLD1mum and maximum sentence.
Maine's
qU1red the ~eco~putation of minimum sentences

(111)

ma~eria~ was obtained through interviews and extensive
d1SCUSS1on w1th corrections authorities and former memb-r
of the parole hoa.rd..
I e
S
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expiration of their sentences.
However, the practice changed over time,
all offenders. (112)

f

and was not applied to

~he analysis which
follows is based on those offenders who
have heen paroled from their pre-reform indeterminate sentences
[N=1,401) and offenders released from their post-reform flat-sentences {N=616}.
Cases where time served was estimated and cases
with split sentences are excluded from this analysis.

Any measure of the amount of certainty existing in a sentencing system necessitates the imposition of standards and ranges
defining certainty.
On a conceptual level certainty exists only
for the cluster of offenders released from prison on their minimum eligibility date.
However, such a standard fails to account
for situational eKiqencies and limitations of data. Under an absolute standard, any inmate released prior to the expiration of
the minimum eligibility date so as to ensure his/her obtaining a
steady job, or who was released later because of medical problems
,muld be defined as "uncertain .. "
J~imi ta tions of data and anal ysis also introduce some distortion into the measure of certainty.
In the present study, this occurs as a result of rounding days
into months particularly for shorter sentences. Thus, it is necessary to establish a range defining the parameters of certainty.
Por the purpose of this analysis an actual time served which is
within ten percent [10%) of the minimum time required is defined
as fallina into the range of certainty.
This range prevents
situational factors and limitations of data from seriously affecting the validity of the measure.

A major goal of the drafters of Maine's reform was to increase
the amount of certainty in the sentencina system.
Our findings
indicate certainty has-increased after t~e reform.

The cluster of release practices resulting in certainty consists of the aaareaate of offenders actually released between 90~
and 110% of thi; Minimum expected time served.
Uncertain tv is
the cluster of relpas€ practices for the aggregate of offenders
whose actual time served is 19~ than 901l,! and ,morg, than 110% of
their minimum eli~ibility.
It is crucial to understand that under Maine's old indeterminate system and its new flat-time system
offenders can be released from imprisonment prior to the

•

Table 6.1 arrays the percentage of pre-reform and post-reform
offenders whose sentence lenqth is certain and uncertain.
Three
figures are shown for pre- and post-reform offenders:
1) the
percent releaserl prior to the expiration date of their theoretical mini mum; 2) thp. percent reI ea sed after serv ing 110% of their
ffiJ.nJ.mum; and 3)
the percent whose actual time served falls between 90% and 110~ of their theoretical minimum.
This latter
figure represents the percent of offenders whose sentences are
"certain." The ~irst column presents these figures for pre-reform offenders.
The second shows the post-reform distribution.
The third column shows the change in percent.

,r
i

TABLE 6 .. 1

•

Proportion of "Certain" sentences Before and After Reform

I

( 112)

noted above, the computation of the pre-reform minimum incarceration lenath f6r confinements at the State
Pr.ison is the courtfs minimum sentence, less qood-time.
This computation was ~Q~ possihle for confinements at the
Correctional Center.
A £Qg§~~!!t!!g minimum length was
computed.
Using the nine-month and four-and-a-half- month
distinction as a' base line, the computation of the minimum
length incorporated an empirical measure of modal release
practices.
It is conservative because these modifications
result in the allocation of mQ£~ pre-reform certainty to
sentences at the correctional Center than actually existed.
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Time served less
than 90% of
minimum length
Time served between
90% and 110~ of
minimum lenqth
Time served more
than 110cg of
minimu m lengt.h

(Number of cases)
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-7.. 20/,
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examination of actual release practices at this institution for the pre-reform period indicates this distinction
actually was ~mployed from lq71 to 1972.
Subsequently, it
was replaced by a different practice.
Interviews and discussions with corrections authorities and former members of
the parole board confirm these changes.. From 1973 to 1976,
the felony/misdemeanor distinction became less relevant as
most inmates were released in about seven months.
~n

-

P,7 -

(6.36)

21 .. 8

-16. 1

.,

.

~-------

The findinns in Table 6. 1 indicate certainty has changed.
It
has increased under the new flat-time system.
More post-reform
offenders (+23.8~'
are being released within qOI-110~ of their
theoretical minimum. There is a post-reform de~rea~e 1n hQ!:.h the
percent of offenders released prior to the exp1rat10n of 901 of
their minimum and the percent released after servinq 110% of
th eir minimu m~
The overall post-reform increase in the certaint y o~ dtimte
served in confinement may largely result from pre-re f orm ~n e erminate sentences of one daY to thirty-six months.
That.1s, prereform indeterminate sentences at one of the two correct1~nal facilities may account for the overall pre-reform unce~ta1nty o~
sentence length and therefore explain the post-reform 1Dcrease 1n
certainty..
To control for these differential pre-reform practices and
more closely examine what changes have occurred requires an examination of pre- and post-reform differences in certainty at the
two state f~cilities- These data are presented in Table 6.2 •

':!'ABLE 6,.2

Proportion of "Certain n Sentences by Correctional Institution,
Before and After Reform

£g:£!:.~!nt.Y ~2::tgg:Q:£'y
i

If

l!

Time served less
than 90% of
minimum length
Time served between
90% and 110 % of
minimum length
Time served more
than 110% of
minimum length

(Number of cases)

9.i:.flig Prison
!fter-£h9Jlg:g
~g!Qre

[Q1;:£~£iiQ.!l.fli center

EgfQ£g !f!:.g£-~h~!igg

7.9<rl

5.3~

-2.6%

17.7%

3.2%

-'4 .. 5%

71.4

CJ2.0

+20 .. 5

49.9

87 .. 1

+37.2

18.1.)

2.7

-15.8

32 .. 4

9.7

-22.7

---100%

----100%

100"%-

100%-

(922)

{263)

(4 R1)

{ 371}

---

are differences between the two prisons in the extent of this
change.
As could be anticipated, the percent of post-reform offenders for whom sentences have hecome more certain has increased
more dramatically at the Correctional center. Pre-reform offenders assiqned to this facility served wholly indeterminate sentences.
Note that theoretical minimum incarceration lenqths at
this facility were established empirically by couDling stated
pre-reform policies with observed changes in release practices
over time.
Nevertheless, the data in Table 6.2 indicate actual
time served is highly scattered in the pre-reform period at the
Correctional Center.
This does not mean release practices at
this facility were random;
rather, it suggests that a more complex interplay between decision-makina practices of corrections
authorities and the parole board occurred. To examine this issue
would require an intensive analysis of those decision makina
practices..
~
Figure 6.1 summarizes pre- and post-reform changes in the certainty of sentence lengths.
This bar graph graphically summarizes the findinqs presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2..
It shows
the percent of pre- and post-reform offenders whose actual time
served in imprisonment is certain as measured by the percent of
offenders whose actual time served fell between 90% and 110% of
their minimum sentence length.
It shows that post-reform certainty has increased at both state facilities and for the new
flat-time system as a whole.
Tt indicates the laraest chanae in
certainty has occurred at the Correctional Center. ~Those chinges
in the certainty of sentences indicate that this facility is a
special case. The pre-reform absence of certainty at the Correctional Center reflects its rehabilitative mission and what such a
mission meant to offenders confined at this facility.
It seems
highly unlikely that off.enders confined there would be able to
obtain the necessary knowledge to figure out when they would be
paroled ..
A maior factor accounting for the abolition of parole in Maine
was the widespread belief that the parole board w~s too liberal.
It was believed that offenders were released upon their first appearance before the parole board. The findings presented here do
not support the validity of such criticisms.
In fact, the data
in this section suggest the opposite may be true.. The data examined in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show a much larger percent of offenders serv ing ill.2.I.g t.han their mi nimum sentence tha n less. That is,
the overall effects of release practices in the pre-reform period
was much less "liberal" than expected ..

The findinas presented in Table 6.2 indicate that post-reform
certainty has" increased at both state facilities. However, there
-
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Early criticism or Maine's refor.m questioned whether certainty
would increase.
That criticism ceqtered on the extent to which
indeterminacy remained in the system. At issue were broad powers
granted corrections officials to transfer inmates to communitybased programs ~g1 correction's authority to petition the sentencing judge for resentencinq.
The analysis in this chapter
confirms that these policies did R2t undermine the goal of increasinq the amount of certainty in the system.
petitions for
resentencing were found unconstitutional by a Superior Court justice in 1977~
The justice was upheld by the Law Court in
1982 .. p 1~)
l\lso, corrections officials have not utilized their
community transfer authority as extensively as was anticipated.
Consequently, the reform increased the certainty of the system.

1

r

Figure 6.1:

This analysis indicates that the goal of increasing the certainty of the actual du~ation of confinement was successfully implemented in Maine.
Offenders are no longer held in suspense about
when they will be released, and the public knows at the time of
sentencinq the duration of an offender's neriotl of confinemen-t.
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discretion in choosing type of sentence, and were limited only by
the legislatively prescribed!!!.~xi!!!.!!1!!. terms in choosing length of
confinement. Duration standards are absent.
Thus, the explicit
~ffense rankings do not ensure either consistency or predictabil:Lty, and the tvo sentencing "standards" can readily be construed
to provide a rationale for the exercize of judicial discretion
rather than a limit on such discretion.
As a result, arguments
between national critics and Maine advocates continue unresolved.

Chapter VII
CONSISTENCY AND PREDIC'rABILTITY OF SENTENCING

One major problem is that discussions of the impact of Maine1s
reform on the propriety, equity,
and consistency of sentencing
decisions have proceeded without empirical knowledge about actual
sentencing practices in Haine.
The relevant issues are: 1) What
characteristics are used in sentenCing decisions? 2)
Is there
consistency in the characteristics employed? 3) Are the sentences actually imposed by the courts predictable?
The purpose of
this chapter is to provide information about these issues and
about the impact of the 1976 reform on consistency and predictability of sentencing decisions.
The goal is to provide a base
for philosophical and ethical debates about propriety,
equity,
and consistency in sentencing decisions by empirically identifying the criteria which are used in making those decisions.

Maine's sentencinq reform has been roundly criticized nationally
for failing to aadress issues of disparity and inequity in sentencing.
Critics argue that the absence ~n.Maine of a.coherent
philosophy of sentencing and lack of expl1c1t sentenc1ng standards has perpetuated illegitimate and inconsistent decision-makina.
As a result, critics argue, similar offenders sentenced for
similar offenses are likely to receive dissimilar sentences~
Many advocates of sentencing reform have been concerned with
limiting iudicial discretion to solve this problem.
They argue
that explicit standards are necessary.
Tbese standards.or guidelines prescribe fairly define~ sen't~nces and/or :,en~encl.ng ranges
for particular offenses, specl.fy whl.ch c~a~acter~st1cs of ~he offense and offender are relevant and legl.t1mate 1n sentencl.ng decisions,
and ensure that tbese characteristics are consistentl y
applied. Since Maine did not adopt such a system, critics such as
von Hirsch and Hanrahan argue that Maine's reform did not introduce determinacy and did not meaningfully increase fairness and
equity. (114)

The analysis £Q.l!!..Q.~re§the basis of sentencing decisions under
two criminal codes in one jurisdiction at two aifferent times.
It examines the extent of ove~all consistency and predictability
of the outcomes of these decisions--the extent to which variations in sentence type and sentence length can be explained by
characteristics of the cases.
The goal is to iaentify those
characteristics most strongly associated with sentencino decisions and to determine whethe~ cbanges occrrrred in the p~edict
ability of those decisions.

The drafters of Maine's reform intended t.oreduce dispa:ities
in sentences.
One of the eight objectives contained in Ma1ne's
revised code was "to eliminate inequities in sentences that are
unrelated to legitimate criminological goals."
Two sentencing
standards ware introduced in 17A-M.R.S.a. Section 1201, requiring
the court to imprison an offender unless convinced that slhe
would not commIt'-another offense and that the conviction offense
is not a "serious" one.
In addition,
the structure created by
the five offense seriousness classes somewhat clarified relative
severity.
Pinally, these changes were coupled with provisions
for the appellate review of sentences.
The exact effect of these chanoes in unclear.
However, critics have argued that the. impact co~ld only b~ ~imited a~d in~i~ec~
because the reform Comm1ss~on ne:1ther spec1fl.ed how "l.neqUl.t1es
might be eliminated nor defined 'wha t "inequi ;'ie:, " meant.
Standards specifying who should or should not ile ~ncarceratedwere
not introduced~
Moreover,
judges retained nearly total

(114)

"Maine's system. • •
lacks th~ essent!al element of determinacy: explicit standards." A. von R1rsch and K.
Hanrahan, "Determinate Penalty Sytems," 1981, p. 295.
-
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~h? c:hapter i? not. an ~nalysis of sentanc~n9 disparity..
Any
def1D1t10n of d1spar~ty 1nvolves value deCl.S10nS about which
characteristics Q!!.9.h:!:.to be relevant in making sentencing decisions.
Andrew von Hirsch argues that age, educational level, and
marital status as factors in sentencino are unfair and irrelevant, and that variations in sentencing"based on these characteristics constitutes disparity. (115) Others,
judges in particular,
argue that age, edllcational level and marital sta tus are critical factors which must be reflected in sentencino.
The continuinq debate leaves researchers with the question- "What criteria
are to be used to assess disparity?" Without a clear policy indication o'f which factors o ugh.!;, to be used, it is difficult to
evaluate disparity~
Indeed,
given the current situation in
Maine, it would be difficult to argue that variations in sentencing among ;udges are inappropriate, illegitimate" or constitute
disparity.
It is certainly not the role of the researcher to i!!!.EQ§g such normative definitions~
--------,----------{115) Andrew von Hirsch, QQi..!!.9: JU2.:t~£g" 1976.
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The current research problem is to identify how mUCahtVa~~a'at1t'~n
. the court's case decisions can be accountea for an :0 1 ~tr 1~~ the factors affecting those decisions.
The analYS1~ wh1C~
follows examines the variables associated wi~h the court s c~01ce
;f type of sentence and length of inc~rcerat10n~
The goal.1s to
assess whether any changes occurred lD the varlables assoclated
with each of these t~o decisions as a consequence of the 1976 reform .. t116)
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The analysis addresses two aist~nct, a~t~ough related, issues.
The first is the basis of sentenclng declsl0ns--the operant factors or criteria which the court ~§g§ in making decision?When
the same criteria are used in different cases a~d by d~f~erent
4udges there is consistency io bases of sentenclng deC~S10ns.
Similarly, if different factors are used before.ana af~e~ the reform, there is a change in the basis of sentenclng dec1s10ns.
The second, related issue is the ~£edi£ta~i!i!:.Y of sentencing
outcomes--the exte.nt to 'Which ·the factors used as a basis ?f sentencing g!.~1!!.1!l the courts decisions: .sentences are.pred~ctable
when knowing the relevant character~stlcs of a partlcul ar case
allows one to accurately predict what type of sentence or sentence length will be imposed.
The two dependent variables ar~:
The court's ?hoice of ~en
tence type (probation only,
Spllt sentence, or lncarc~rat10n
only) and its choice of incarceration length.
Over elghteen
variables vere examined to determine whether they affected these
court choices.
These independent variables include: offense
characteristics {such as class of offense}, offender "rap s~eet"
characteristics {such as prior convictions), court process1ng
characteristics tsuch as plea), and offender background.chara~
teristics (such as education).
These variab~es.and th~lr cod1ng
are shown in Table 7.1(117) Those character1st~cs WhlCh best

--------------------
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nominal v~ri
abIes were eitlle.r lIdummy coded" or reduced to dichotomles.,
Although detailed information was available on many characteristics, sucb as employment and marital status, some of
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. The analysis presented in this chapter focuses on four specif1C offenses: burglary, theft, robbery and aggravated assault.
These are the offenses most frequently encountered in the jurisdiction understudy.
These selected offenses also represent and
include a broad range of seriousness of behaviors.
Previous research, (118) commonsense, and our interviews with
judges and prosecutors would lead us to expect that sentencina
decisions are offense-specific.
One dimension of this miqht b~
that particular types of sentences would be more likelv to be imposed for some offenses than others, even when the of~ense is in
the same class. A second and critical dimension is that the criteria used by judges making sentencing decisions may be different
for different offenses.
Each of these dimensions has been found
to be a significant source of variation in other research. Moreover, extensive analysis of the data at hand confirms the importance of specific offense, both in predictinq sentencing aecisions ~!!'Q. in predictinq ~hi!2h characteristics will be most
important in making the decisions.
Table 7.2 presents the distribution of sentences for each of
the four offenses, before and after the reform.
The offenses
represent a range of types of behavior and seriousness.
They
also represent consia6~ab1e variation in type of sentence

these were reduced to dichotomies on the basis of initial
examinations of the data. For example, for employment status, a small proportion of offenders were employed parttime~
employed part-time and in SChool, seasonably employed, etc. Both because of the small numbers of cases in
these miscellaneous categories,
and because preliminary
analysis showed that the critical distinction was between
those who were employed full-time and ·those who were not,
the variable was reduced to a dichotomy~
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type of.sentenc~ and length
{116) These two dependent variables,
of incarceration, are often confused 1D the 11terature•.
This confusion, its implications, and some of ~he analY~lc
methods utilized in the current research are d1scussed ln
S. Talarico, nAn Application of Discriminant Analysis in
criminal Justice Research¥" 1977, pp. 46-54.

I

1.
l'

S09cifically, the cun:ent a,?-alysis. ~s limited to ~Q!!m.a·!;:i.:.!lQ.
factors associated with sentenclng decls10ns before and a~t~r the
reform. The researchqoal is t.o iQ.~!l!:.1ty the operant pollcles of
the court's dispositional decisions prior to the reform ana to
determine whether these Dolicies changed after t he reform.

(

predict sentencing decisions can be seen as the basis of the sentencing decision~
Operationally, these characteristics define
who gets what sentence, both in terms of type and length.

!,

Most of the variables in Table 7.1 are self-eXplanatory
or have been discussed earlier.
In addition to the variables in Table 7.1, a set of interaction terms showing
class of o~fense within legal category, or, when appropriate, show1ng class of offense within the specific offense
ca tegory, were iocl nded in the anal ysis.
Further, the
identity of the sentencing judge and the county of sentencing, as sets of dummy coded variables, were included in
some of the analyses.

\
...

)

(117) In order to utilize multivariate techniques,

-'94 -

(118)

For example, Sutton, Variations in-Federal Criminal Sen19!1~i!!!!, 1978 and Pope, --"Sen.'f:encina -of-'Cali fornii-pelony
Offenders," 1975.
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TABLE 7 .. 1
Indepe~dent

Characteristic

-----------Offense
Class-of
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Multiple

imposed..:i?c;u': instance, the proportion incarcerate". tcinges from
91.9 percent for robbery after the reform to 19.9:percent for
theft before the reform.
Similarly, the average incarceration
only sentence length ranges from 9.8 months to 30.7 months(119)

Variables Used In the Analysis of the Basis of
Sentencing Decisions
Type of
!a!:i~£!gL~QgjJ!!!

Offense
A
B

C
D

E
Charges

Dummy

"
"
"
"
;Dichotomous

Lg~~l ~a£lg£QgnQ

Prior Convictions

Prior Incarcerations
Relation to CJ system
at Sentencing

Interval
Dichotomolls
dichotomous

O=no
11

l'
tI

1=yes
It

"
"

" 1=no
"
O=yes
Number: of:
3= 3 or more
O=none 1=yes

)

O=none
supervision
(parole, prob, etc)

1=~naer

(

Present burglary with
prior burglary

Dichotomous

O=no 1=yes

Dichotomous

0=gui1ty
1=.not gui1ty

"

O=no 1=yes

Court appointed
counsel
Jury Trial
lndic·tmen t Case
Reason for charge
reduction

)

"

n

tI

"

"

O=yes 1=no
O=none or other
1=for guilty plea

gg!:2Q~1 ~ack~rognd

Dependents
Income level
(

Dichotomous

Dummy

O=no 1=yes

Employment

"

SeX
Marital status

l'

Education
9 years or less
10-11 years
High school or more
Age

(.

"

O=none 1=yes
O=o"er $5000
1=under $5000
O=not full time
1=fn1,i time
O=male 1=female
0=sing1e
1=n ot sin g le

n

"

"
Interval
-

96 -

At

"
"
"sentencing
"

-------------------I

(119) Data utili2ed for analysis of sentence type represent the
total sample having these dispositions for whi~h court records were successfully linked with corrections or probation information on offender background characteristics.

)

. ~he "minimum expected time served" estimate. discussed
J.nthe previous c,hapter, is utilized in the analysis of
se.ntence length..
Casas are thosereceivina incarceration
only sentences. For further discussion of "the data and
methodology used in the analYSis of sente.nee lenath see below.
~
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TABLE 7.2

sentencing is often seen as a bifu~cated decision-making process;
the first decision determines the type of sentence and the second
decision further specifies the sentence type by establishing an
amount fO.r fines and restitution or a length of probation or incarceration. ~his section is concerned with tte first decision~
the type of sentence to impose.
Following this section, we will
turn to an examination of the incarceration length decision.

summary of Sentences, Before and After Reform, for Selected
Offenses
Be~Q.~ gg~Q.£ID.

BU!:g!.~!:y'

probation
Split
Incarceration

~h~f~

33.6
12.9
53.5
"<

100%-'
794

tN=)

M.ean
Stand .. Dev ..

!lt~

(

§.~!l1:~m£g

!Y.E.§l

prohation
Split
Incarceration

,e.

18.2

10.9
30.0

18 .. 2

320

55

206

9.8

22.7
11.2

13.9
9.6

!mfQ.£.!!!.
I!H~.fi

Aggravated
!Q!!Q.~I

!22~.9.!.t.

26 .. Z

21.4

31 .. 9
29.2
38.9

1ooi-

----100%

----100~

24 .. 1

-----

19 .. 5
17.7

'OO~

8.'

41. {)

l.gnath*
Mean
stand .. Dev.

-----

10.6
81.3

50.4

(252)

Analyses of both the type of sentence decision and the incarceration length decision will be primarily concerned with identifying and comparing the bases of these decisions before and after
the 1916 reform.
Our analysis of the type of sentence decision
is concerned with identifying the factors or cbaracteristics (independent variable~ which best predict the type of sentence actually imposed. In order to accomplish this, we utilize stepwise
~iscriminant analysis:
This multiva~iate statistical technique
15 a method of select1ng the character1stics, or set of charactetistics, which most effectively distinguish among groups of offenders who receive different types of sentences.
Essentially,
in the stepwise mode discriminant analysis selects the characteristics !hi~h m~ximize the statistical "distance" among groups or
best "dl.stl.ngul.sb" the groups.
Pu t a nother way, discriminant
analysis Identifies the specific variables which best predict the
type of sentence an offender receives.

33.5
10.7
55.6

---100%

34 .. 1

{N=)

63.6

!22~!!1~

----

6.6

IH!.!:[la£y'

100%
(721)

~§l!!!.g!lQg

59 .. 1

100~

11.5
7.1

AggravateCi
!!Q.tlhe'J:;Y

( 123)

. Thi~ technique is particularly useful for the present analysis
Sl.nce 1t allows us to take advantaqe of a multivariate technique
which retains the nominal character of the dependent variable,
type of sentence.
This technique also provides ur with a ready
comparison of which criteria best predict sentencina decisions
before and after the reform, the relative importance"of each of
these factors, and the overall predictability of the sentencina
decisions# qiven the characteristics at hand.(120)

(12)

J

15.4
10.2

10.7
23.8

21.0
14.3

*In liionths, fo'r incarceratIon-onl<y sentell:t!es-spli ts exel uded. Length is minimum expected time se.rved.
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addi(120) More technically, discriminant analysis is a linear
ti ve, least- square multi varia te technique which e;tracts
clusters of variables--factor.s--which maximize the distance
between or among catagories of 'the dependent or criterion
variable. Factors may be extracted up to the number of catagories minus one, but the change in variance explained
produced by successive factors mayor may not be significant.
Factors were not utilized if the significance of
their added contribution, tested against the chi-square
distribution, was less than .05. The second factor was not
significant in any of the analyses which follow •

•
I

The method used in the analysis was to maximize the aeneralized distan.ce as measured by Rao's V. The criteria"for
entry of variables into the equation vas a partial F ratio
of .05 and a minimum increase in Rao's V of .05.
Propor- 99 -
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TABLE

Operationally, the set of variables identified as best predicting sentence type are understood as the basis of senten~ing.
This basis of sentencing, and the proportion of variation in the
type of sentence explained, can then be compared before and after
the reform ...
Table 7.3 summarizes the discriminant function analysis for
each of the four offenses before and after the reform.
It identifies the most important factors affecting the court 1 s choice of
sentence types.
At. the bottom of Table 7~3, the squared canonical correlations and proportion of cases correctly classified indicate how much variation is explained by all variables entering
the equation~
They show the extent to which sentence types are
predictable for each offense, before and after the reform.
The
overall consistency in the definition and use of a variety of
charaete ristics for making decisions about sen tence types, an d
the overall predictability of those decisions have not substantially changed since the reform.

7~1

Summary of Discriminant Analysis on Type of Sentence for Four
Offenses, Before and After Reform

J2!!£9:!~:£.Y

i

I

Characteristics**

-----------------

1l

Offense
-Elass-of Offense
Multiple charges

.. 29

Leaal Offender
-Prior-convIctions
Prior incarcerations
On prob. or parole

;

I,

!

·r

!.h~f!:

A

.. 49

~

.42
.47
.. 24

.28
.37

.39

gQ.£Q~!;:y

A

~

'" 52

.72

.72

.74

~

.65

l

Examining the characteristics used by the courts as the basis
for decisions about sentence type, it is clear that some changes
have occurred, but that they are not systematic.
For each offense equation, a coefficient is shown for the four most significant variables for that eguation.
The absolute values'of the
coefficients is sholom, and indicates the relative importance of
the variable in explaining sentence type. {121) Thus, for burglary
before reform, prior convictions is the most important characteristic,
while number of dependents is the most important characteristic for theft before tbe reform.

(

The most striking aspect of the analysis in Table 7.3 is that
variations in the characteristics used by the courts to make sentencing decisions is greater among offenses than are variations
in the characteristics used before and after the reform.
In other words,
the courts employ different ct'iteria to make decisions
for different offenses..
Pre-r.eform, we find that the most. impot'tant characteristic--the variable which is most effective in distinguishing among types--is different for each of the offenses.

j

\
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i

i

,!J
I!

:I
,I

!1

!

processina
trIa-l----Appointed counsel

e

L
)::

,

~',

,

Personal Offender
-iiiii>Ioyment-----Dependents
~lari tal Sta tus
. Sex .. '
Summary statistics
-Squared-canonical
Correlation =
Proportion of Cases
Correctly
Classified

=

!

.48
.. 38 1 .. 05
.. 71

.. 50

,

{

1!

.. 24

1

,

,,

!§§£!!!!:

• 32

.. V:;
.51
.45

.33
.. 59

.421 .457

.. 424 .. 534

.091 .. 358

.425 .346

66.4 63 ... 6

67 .. 7 69.0

73 .. 163.4

68.554.J

j
f

'I

tion of variance explained in the overall equation,
when
reported, is calcul~tea as the sum of the squared canonical
correlations for the discriminant function(s)
used in the
analysis.

(

I

*The Four most influential characteristics, as measured by
the absolute values of the standardized discriminate function
coeffiCients, are reported for each equation {column).

I

** on1 1 those characteristics vhich are noted for at least one
:qu~t~on Jcolumn) are. included. A ~otal of 24 variables vere
el1g1ble for en~ry 1nto the stepw1se equation.

.J

II, .,
I

(121)

(

Court
-JUry

,

t,
(

Aqgravated

Only those variables which were significant in at least one
of the equations are in.cluded in Table 7.3.. ,The discriminant function coefficient is presented for each of the four
most flimportant"
variables which entered each specific
equation_
These coefficients are standardized ana, hence,
allow us to compare the relative importarice of the variables in each equation using the absolute values of the
coefficients.
-
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For aggravated assault,

the most important characteristic is em-
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" Thes~ measures Show the overall
"
~s pre~1ctable for nach offens
h fextent to Wh1Ch sentence type
1?d1cate that the court's Choi~~ oe ore and after reform.
They
t1ally more oredictable fOllowin f sentence tvoe is llQt sUbstanclearly shown bv the proDo~tion 9 the reform.
This is most
For all the offenses exce~t the~~f cas~s correc~ly ~lassified.
l?iv~!: aft~r thE' .reform.
For theft t~lS p:oport10n 1S someWhat
n1f1cant lncrease of 1- 3 percen t.. " ' t ere 1S a small and. 1"ns"g
. 1-

ployment status;
for burglary, it is prior convictions; for
theft, dependents; and, for robbery, prior incarcerations. These
are not even the same iY£§.B. of. variables.
Moreover, the second
most important characteristics are also different for each offense ..
The only real consistency is the importance of prior incarcerations.
Prior incarcerations are among the four most important
variables in all of the analyses except agqravated assault.
After the reform,
prior incarcerations is the NQ§t important for
all the offenses except aggravated assault.
Even for aggravated
assault,
a closely related variable--unde~ supervision--is the
most important.
For all post-reform offenses, offenders who had
previously been incarcerated were most likely to be sentenced to
incarceration. (122)

This means that the overall
.
use of characteristics in'makinacO~s1~t~ncv in the definition and
and t~e overall predictability of :~1s10ns ~b?ut sentence types
stant1all Y changed follow' 'th
ese dec2s10ns have not sub.
1ng
e 1976 reform.
. Table 7.4 shows the results f dd"
.
t1 t.y of the sentenci nq i~dae ad a 1 ng 1nf orma tion on the idenshown, the additional ~roportian ~ounty to the analYsis.
As
pre-reform for some offenses, ~:doa var2ance eXplained is greater
In essence, this means tha·t
c
't·reater post-reform
for others
. . • onS1S ency am
. d
.•
Cprosecutorial districts)
d'
ong JU ges and counties
ten~ly"changed hy the ~eform~es ~ot ?ppear to ha!e been consisvar~at~on among judaes is con~ist~~ 1S there any 1ndication that
var1atlon among counties
Th'
tlV more or less critical than
in t~e courts and prosec~tors,l:f~~ggests tha~ pre-~eform change~
tenclng deciSions.
. 1ces had Ilttle l.mpact on sen-

This consistency, however,
does not extend to other variables
in the post-reform oeriod.
The second most important factor affecting sentencing decisions varies among the offenses.
It is a
contextual variable for aggravated assault {jury trial); a legal
offender background variable for burglary and theft (prior convictions); and a personal background variable for robbery (sex).
One of the most interesting dimensions of the analysis shown
in Table 7.3 is the role of class of offense.
Tt has been suggested that the clear definition of class of offense would have a
substantial impact on the sentencing decisions. This does not appear to be the case.
After the reform, class of offense is a
significant factor only for theft.
Overall, the importance of
class of offense seems to be greater before the reform, when
these classifications were neither formal nor explicit.
I'

Lookina at the bottom of Table 7.3 we see that the overall
The squared
predictability of sentence types has not increased.
canonical correlation shows how much variation is explained bV
the variables in the equation.
The "proportion of cases correctIV classified" shows the extent to which sentence type was ~£!;,!!ally able to be predicted by the anal vsis (123)

(122)

(12J)

This means, of course,
that present decisions are made on
the basis of previous decisions--a highly discetionarv decision in the offender 1 s past is employed as the basis of
the current decisionu
This measure answers the question:
Using the discriminant
functions derived,
and the values of the significant characteristics, how accurately can one classify~-predict which
sentence will be given for--each case?
Since the actual
classification (sentence) is known, the .proportion correctIv classified can be known.
With three categories (sentence types)
the prior probability of guessing correctly
can be considered 33~1 percent.
-
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Overall, there is litt 1 .
.
,
tial, systematic
or cons~ ~nd1cat10n the reform had a substanthe decision as to the t
1S ent effect on the criteria used in
there is clearly ~ greatV~: a ~f senten~e "to ~mpose.
Althouah
t~ere is no indication this·
.of. var~atl?n 1n criteria use~,
nltude or form before a~d af::~1:~10n ~s d1fferent either in maather resulted in an overall.
. e re. orm..
The reform has neibasis of deciSions about s en t1nCrease 1n the consistency in the
an overall increase in the
e~ge type~, nor has it resulted in
pre 1cta bJ.11 ty of sentence types ..

-------------------G~ven.t~e cataqorical nature
f
in d1scr1m1nant analysis the" 0 th~ dependent variable
ly classified" is extre~eiy . proport10n of cases correctStlpplement to the var.lance me~:~ortant ,as. a. confirmatory
true when comparing or assessin res~
Th1s loS particularly
a SUbstantial chanae in th
b9l~hanges.
Unless there is
c~anges in variance explai: d a 1 lty to correctly classify
tl.ve.
ne cannot be considered sUbstan~
-
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TABLE 7.4
Effect of County and Judge on Discriminant Analysis of Type of
sentence

Aggravated

t

1l

I

~h§t:1

!ly.££1~£y.
.~

R.QQQ§fY.
!

!l

!l

!§§l!!!!J;;

!

Judge

+ .. 018 +.026

+.014 +.006

+.035 (ns)

(ns)

county

+.013 +.044

+.061 +.040

+.057

(ns)

+.022 + .. 156

Both Judge
and Count.y

+.033 +.053

+.073 + .. 046

'1-.079

(ns)

+.022 +.156

~.h~!!.g:g

in PrQPortiQ!!' Qf.

(ns)

o. o~

0.0%

0 .. 0

-0 ... 9

+9.4

---------------------

0.0

-0.9

+9.4

Aggra vated

Thg~~

RQQQg£y

!§§l!Y.!t

B

('

stepwise multiple regression techniques are used to analyze
factors affecting the court 1 s decision as to incarceration
length..
These techniques allow us to examine the combined effects of multiple independent variables on a continuous dependent
variable {sentence length)
in much ,the same manner as discriminant analysis allowed us to examine those relationships for sentence type.
As with the previous analysis, the set of variables
selected by the stepwise procedure are interpreted as those characteristics used by the courts to decide on the duration of confinement .. (126)
Multiple regression analysis presumes a linear relationship
betveen the dependent and independent variables--that the dependent variable is truly interval in relation to the independent
variables.
This means that, in respect to the independent variables, there is equal distance between values of the dependent
variable. In the present situation, this means assuming that the
distance between six months and twelve months is the same as the
distance between thirty months and thirty-six months.

£~§g2 £Q££~9.!lY £la§§.if.i~[

Ry.~ll!£Y

length has subs'ta'ntially increased for all four offenses.
These
increases have been accompanied by broader variations in sentence
length, as indicated by the larger standard deviations.
By itself, however,
this greater variation does not necessarily mean
that consistency in the basis for the variations (125)
decreased
in the post-reform period.

Judge

+0.8~

+2.6%

0.0%

+0.4% -29.3% O.Q%

county

+0.4

+2.1

+2.1

+2.2

-13.8

Both Judge
and County

+1.2

+2.9

+2.4

+3.0

-15 .. 0

with flat-time sentences after reform# we once again utilize the "minimum expected time served" estimate" discussed
above.
This estimate is based on actual corrections and
good-time crediting policies.
Our previous analysis has
shown that this version of sentence length is hiqhly effective in predicting the actual time served for most offenders..
It is the amount of time the judge CQuid reasonably
expect would be served given the imposed sentence.

SENTEN£~LENfi!!!

f

(

For offenders aiven sentences of incarceration, the court must
make a decision a~ to the duration of confinement.
In Maine,
statutory limits on the duration of confinement vere.specified by
offense in the pre-reform period ~nd offense. class. ~n~.he post:
reform period.
The courts are ~~ven b:oad d1s~ret10n ;n selec~
ina a period of confinement.
Th1S sect~on exam~nes var~ables affecting the court's decision as to incarcaration length.
Referrina back to Table 7.2, we see that
longer lengths following the 1976 .reform. (124)

An alternative stategy would be to use "actual time
served." Hovever.
this would obscure rather than illuminate the judge!s decision.
Any difference between the
length to eligibility and the length to actual release refl.ects decision-making by corrections authorities (and the
parole hoard under the ola code)
rather than decisions by
the court.
Use of time to eligibility as the measure of
sentence length focuses the analysis on the QQ![~~§ decision ..

judge~ ~ave

chosen
Aver'age sentence
(125,

(124)
(

In order to compare minimum/maximum sentences before reform
-
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The broade.r post-reform varia'tion in actual time served implies that Maine 1 s parole boardJs decision-making practices
were more consistent. and hence more predictable, than currently exists among Maine's fourteen Superior Court justices.
This is to be expected.
Inherent in any centralized,

-105
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Conceptually~
this is a difficult assumption to make.
One
might more readily expect that increments are proportionally
meaningful.
For example, we might suspect that the difference
between a one-month and a two-month sentence would be regarded as
substantial, ano the difference between a ,thirty-five month and
thirty-six month sentence as trivial.. If this is true, the Lelationship would be curvilinear rather than linear.

less than the pre-reform period.

TABLE 7 5
4

,Regression on Sentencetength -for Pour Offenses, Before and After
Reform

An empirical investigation of this possibility through an
analysis of residuals revealed this theoretical concern was well
justified.
It showed that increments in lower sentence lengths
were systematically under-predicted and that increments in higher
sentences were systematically over-predicted..
In order to correct this situation and reestablish a linear relationship, we
have employed a logarithmic transformation of the dependent variable, sentence length.
The essential effect of this transformation is to reduce the intervals for lower sentence length and to
increase the intervals for longer sentence length.. (127)

,

Table 7.5 summarizes the results of regression analysis on
sentence length, before aad after reform, for the four offenses.
There is an increased tendency after the reform for class of offense to be used as the basis of sentence length decisions, and
less tendency to use personal background characteristics of offenders.
However, the overall consistency and predictability of
sentence length decisions has decreased. The amount of variation
explained by the independent variables in post-reform period is

decision-making body is the potential to ensure a reasonable degree of consistency in decisions.
This potential
does not currently exist fo~ the judges because no policies
exist to ensu~e consistency.
(126) A true stepwise technique was used, allowing both forward
inclusion and backward elimination. Forward inclusion criterion was reduction in variance significant at the .05
level and backward elimination citerion vas .01 level.
In
addition~
variables unable to explain at least one percent
of the overall variance (i.e. change in Multiple R squared
of less than .01) vere excluded from further analysis~

~.!&!lQ£f.Q.!ggQ. !1~5I£ession

------ Coefficien'ts
------------

Va'riables**
---------Offense
-class-n

Class C
Class D
Class E
Multiple charges

I

t
I

I

•

I
{

I

,

i

i

-

Ii

I
I

tl

-.65

!§§£~!~
B

-.25

- .. 81
.14

-.52
-.69

.. 12

.16

• 16

.. 28

.. 23
.23

.. 14

.. 18

Court Processina

,I

\

r~eaal Offende.r
Prior-convIctions
Prior incarcerations
On Probe or Parole

1\

-JUry Trial ---

i

I

i

Personal Offender
-Employed-------Not Single
Income over $5000
Older

.. 28

.. 37

.10
.. 15

•

~2

.18

.. 37

.. 31

.37

.20

- .. 11

I

" I

I

I

~~

f

i

" !

~"'!

2Q~m~!Y ~!~!!§!i£§

Multiple R
R squared

.Sf38 .490
.146 .. 240

.629 .786
.396 .. 617

.664 .479
.. 441.229

.322 .. 000
.. 103 .000

II

(127) The plot of residuals was an almost text-book example of an
S curve, with residuals for shorter sentences falling above
the line and residuals for longer sentences falling below
the line..
Por a discussion of analysis of residuals see
Draper and Smith, 1980. Examination of residuals following
the log transformation shows a nearly straight line.
The
same patterns vere found in examinations of various subsets of the data such as in the analysis of specific offenses.
As a result, we are confident that the basic form of
the curviliear relationship is a consistent factor in sentencing decisions.
)

Acrgra va ted

RQQh~~Y

J(I'
;,{..' J

\

,

I

,

,,k

*Only those characteristics which are significant for at least one of
the equations (columns) are included. A total of 24 variables were
were "eligible" for entry into the stepwise equation.

,

--------------. ,
.1

Table 7.5 is similar in format to Table 7.3, which reported
thQ analysis on sentence type.
For each offense equation, a
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coefficient (the standardized regression coefficient)
is shown
for each variable which was significant for that eguation.
The
absolute value of the coefficient indicates the relative importance of the va riable in explaining sentence t vpe.
Th us, for
both theft and brrrglary before the reform, income of the offender
is the most important factor in predicting sentence length.

I'

t!:

sentence length
tent .. n29)

j'

CONCLUSION
----------

lfter the reform, these personal background factors are much
less important.
For both burglary and theft, legal variables are
the most critical.
For robbery, a processing variable is most
important, followed by prior in-carcerations..
Over:all, there has
been some systematic change in the !!~2is of the sentence length
decision after the reform.
This change is an increase in the
relevance of legal variables and decrease in personal variables
to explain variations in sentence lengths.

1
11 ,

rhe
as

! ,

I
\.::

l!'

However, this change has not brought about an increase in consistency and predictability.
The multiple R squared shown for
each eguation (column) in Table 7.5 shows the proportion of va~i
ance explained--the predictability of the sentence length dec~
sion.
B-efore-after comparison for specific offenses shows that
the predictability has gg£~~2.ed for burglary and robbery.
For
aggra vated assa ul t, the le,ngths are so unpredicat abl':) that not
one variable is significan t after the reform--no variable significantly explained ~!!.y of the variat.ion in sentence length after
the reform ..
The only offense for which there is an increase in predictability is theft, which accounts for ten percent of all sentences
of incarceration. For this offense, however, both the characteristics used and ~he impact of those characterisitcs on decision
outcomes have substantially changed.
The extensive revision of
the theft statutes and the explicit grading of theft into classes
of offense seriousness in the new code have apparently had a significant impact on court decisions about length of incarceration.(128) The legal variables have been consistently u~ed a~ ~he
basis of decisions and the overall consistency and pred1ctab111ty
of sentence length decisions have increased for this one offense. ,
I
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l.Dconsis-

presented in this chapter indicates that the reform
no overall or systematic effect on criteria used by the
court~ in making. decisions as to the type and lenath of sentences
:~~~ l.mpose~
D~fferent ~actors affect sentencin~ decisions fo~
l. .e~~nt o;fenses.
Provl.ously reported post-reform increases in
var~a l.ons l.n sent~nce ~ength cannot be accounted for by the'
var~a~les.employea l.n th1s analysis_
Pre-reform chancres in the
~rganl~Ztatlt10~ of the courts and prosecutors offices app~ar to have
a
l.. e l.mpact on sentAncing decisions.
.
a

~he ref?r~ provided no
guidelines for the courts to
se~t~nc1ng dec1s10ns,
drafters anticipated the introduction

o. exp11cl.t

offense classes would rationalize sentencing decioffense class has no overall relationshi af~ectl.ng sentencl.ng decisions in a systematic manner after t:e re;orm.
~h~
grad1ng of offenses decreased the likelihood of
l.ncarceratl.on for Class nand E offenses in the post-reform period,
but offen~e classes were a more significant factor in th
pre-reform )'lerJ.od 'flhen they were implicit.
The graded offen:e
classes affect post-reform court decisions as to incarceration
leng~h, but much of the variations in post-reform sentence len th
remaJ.ns unexplained by any v~riables used in the analysis.
T~is
~uggests the broad range of l.ncarceration lengths available with~n each offense
class and the heterogeneity of offenses within
~hese clas~es has resulted in a
situation where class of offense
l.S not as l.mportant to judges as are other characteristics.
sion~_

Howeve~,

. !he absence of

)
"I

. i
,,',

an d more

clear. guidance ensuring that offenders with
convl.cte~ of
similar crimes receive similar
sentences has led Judges to l.nfer that disparity exists.
"We do
not h~ve a lot of quidance,ff noted one judge in an interview
~and l.nterc~ange among judges is limited.
I think disparity ~x
J.sts among Judges. ff
sJ.m~lar backqround~

~o~s this mean disparity
dec1s10ns lack standards to
drew von Hirsch argues that
cause sentencing decisions

exists among judges?
Do sentencing
ensure consistency and equity?
In:
such a situation exists in Maine beare not primarily based on the

;

(129)

~-------------------

(128) But not on decisions about ~ethe£ to incarcerate,
cussed above ..

't

f

Nonetheless, theft is clearly the exception~ and accounts for
a relatively small proportion of all incarcerations.
For the
other three offenses, the changes in the basis of ,sentencing have
had little effect; the extent of consistency has actually declined.

less clear

Although

!
[i

a~e
J..

~n~lySiS

m~ke

I:tr.

,

overall, the consistency and predictability of sentence length
decisions have decreased under the new sentencing structure. For
most offenders, sentence length is less explicable and less consistent after the reform,
the bases of~ or reasons for, the

~

imposed

as dis-

As in our analys~s of' sentence type, identit.y of judge and
We found little change.
~Judge is
s~gn~f~cant for burcrIar, both before
and after the reforms1gnJ.~J.cant for robbery after the reform; and, not signifi:
cant ~n any other eguation.
County is not significa~t for
any offense, before or aft.er reform.
cc;>un~y. were exam1ned.

-
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seriousness of the charge and prior convictio'ns.
other,"s 'Would
argue that there is a "common law" of sentencing, appel1.a·te review to ensure equity, and sufficient guidance provided by key
provisions introduced by the reform regarding tbe purposes of
punishment.. Although the debate will continue, the data analyzed
in this chapter indicate little change has occurred. consequently, current sentencing decisions can lIe seen as being as equitable or as disparate as decisions in the pre-reform period.
The
analysis clearly shows that Maine's reform increased neither the
predictability nor the consistency o~ decisions as ~o wh~ther to
incarcerate or for how long. Accord1ng to the data 1n th1s chapter and critics of Maine1s reform, the failure to systematically
address how sentencina decisions are to be made has an obvious
consequence: no changes in the underlying hases of sentencing decisions have occurred.
This is to be expected as judges and
prosecutors make individual case decisions.
Inherent in such a
situation is the absence of a common referent, or common knowledae of the basis for similar decisions by their peers.
Such a
siiuation, already imbued with a great deal of uncertainty, inherently perpetuates inequi·ties and inconsist(~ncies.
This does
not mean that discretion is abused~
Rather, discretion is unstructured, and without a structure within which to make decisions, broad variations that cannot be explained are perpetu~ted.

)

Cbapter VIII
IMPACT ON CORRECTIONS
History will portray corrections as the forgotten stepchild in
the nationwide movement toward sentencing reform.
.Jurisprudential debates about sentencing policy largely focus on the purposes of punishment,
while legislators have been concerned with
!.!!.!g!!. sentences should be imposed and !.hQ should be making those
decisions.
Such debates largely ignore the impacts of proposed
reform on correctional resources.
Of all the states having enacted basic changes in sentencing, only the Minnesota legislation
providing sentencing guidelines has directly addressed questions
of prison population sizes.
Elsewbere, potential impacts of enacted legislative chanqes on correctional facilities and resources have been neglected or ignored.
Such is the case in Maine.
Potential impac~s of the reform on corrections vere not assessed.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold.
It assesses the effect of the 1976 reform on corrections as an organization and the
impact of the reform on population levels.

,

corrections is only one component of a very loosely coordinated system of deciSion-making.
The various agencies involved in
the processing of offenders in Maine, as elsewhere, lack common
goals, an overall policy, and coordinated activities.
Nevertheless, poliCies and practices of one system component affect the
operations of others.
Conflicts of function and purpose arise
between judicial and executive agencies when the resources of one
are affected by the decision-making p.ractices of the other.. Pivotal decisions affecting correctio.ns a're made a t the highly diffused front-end of the system. Actual control over the volume of
correctional intake rests with the courts and prosecutors.

I.

Since corrections officials have no control over the number of
people admitted to thei~ facilities,
and only limited control
over release, reforms in the area of sentencing must address oraanizational concerns of corrections. It was in this area that
~aine's reform was least sensitive and where the most profound
repercussions vere felt. The reform affected the availability of
space, resources and programs at the state's t~o correctional facilities.
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Maine's former indeterminate sentencing structure and system
o-f parole release provided the co,!"rectional system its operating
rationale for over six decades.
This system allowed corrections
authorities to exercise control over prison populations at its
two facilities.
This control occurred through the influence of
corrections authorities on the parole board, which made release
decisions4
The medium security institution housed inmates serving indeterminate sentences of one day to thirty-siX months.
In
practice, almost all inmates were paroled within six to nine
months.
Correction s officials con trolled ·the scheduling of parole hearings at this facility.
It the maximum security facility, the parole board was required to review all inmates for release at the expiration of the court-imposed minimum sentence.
The correctional system had adapted well to this context.
The 1976 reform changed the context and rationale in which the
correctional system operated.
It shifted virtually all formal
decision making authority about incarceration length to the
court.
By abolishing parole, the potential for using the parole
board's discr:etionary authority to release inmates as a mechanism
to control the size of prison populations was eliminated.
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While these changes required corrections officials to reassess
their programs and acquire additional resources, it was the abolition of parole and the increased sentence length that posed the
major problem.
Parole abolition reduced institutional control
over population levels in a context of already exisiting overcrowding. It is to this issue that we now turn.
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The new statutory environment in which the corrections system
oper:ates is not simply a result of introducing flat-time sentencing and abolishing parole. Other key provisions in the ~ew criminal code had as mUCh, if not greater, impact.
These 1ncluded
provisions redefining the role of the medium security facility,
changing good-time crediting, increasing the ma~imum allowable
s~ntence lengths,
and authorizing the courts to 1mpose non-parolable life sentences.
The potential eff(~ct of ~l!. of these
chanaes was to limit correctional control and to require increa~ed correctional resources.
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These changes had a direct impact on correctional resources.
For example, changes in the institution's age composition affected medical expenditures.
Those expenditures were about $23,000
for the p're-reform fiscal year of lS75-76.
They increased to
about $208,000 for the post-reform fiscal year of 1980-81. More-
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Maine is no exceptiont.o the national trend of increased prison populations. In virtually every state jurisdiction the size of
prison populations has increased on a massive scale.
Between
1972 and 1978 the number of inmates confined in state prisons for
more than a year rose from 175,000 to 268,000--an increase of
over fifty percent. (131) This increase has required corrections
officials to confront fiscal and social problems resulting from
unprecedented overcrowding.
In Maine, suhstantial population
pressures on its facilities have existed since 19~4.

I

, !

The most direct and immedia'te oraaniza tional effect was the
redefinition of the role of the medi~m security facility. Essentially, it was changed from a short-term rehabilitation-oriented
facility to a medium security facility for both long and short~
term prisoners.
Prior to the reform, individuals confined at
this facility vere required to be under 27 years of age and serving indeterminate sentences.
Programs at this facility and its
system of progressive housing were predicated upon the fact that
ifimates would be confined for less than a year.
After the reform, the age requirement was abolished.
currently, any person
sentenced for five years or less may be confined at this facility.
The result has been a more heterogeneous inmate populati?n,
in the seriousness of offenses, the length of sentences, and 1n
personal characteristics.

over, the DAW code affected both prison proarams and the
progressive housing system.
Unable to anticipate the role
change, inmates sentenced to this institution for longer than a
year found themselves repeatinq programs. r130)
The situation
largely undermined the progressive housing system, for although
inmates in the same housing situation see themselves as relative
equals, those sentenced for longer terms move more slowly though
the system ..

;
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Maine's correctional system has a total rated and -funded capacity of 847 inmates in state facilities: 627 bed-spaces at the
two correctional facilities; 160 spaces in various pre-release
centers across the state; and 60 spaces at a new minimum security
facility.
The total number of people confined in state facilities at the end of December, 1982 was 956-- 15 percent more inmates than space available. Also, 62 inmates are serving lenqthy
sentences:
16 inmates are serving non-parolable life sentences
and 46 are serving flat sentences in ex=ess of twenty years.
Sources of prison overcrowding are shrouded in popular myths
about crime. No exact "science" of prison population proiections
exists. It is commonly assumed that overcrowded prisons are the
inevitable and direct consequence of increased crime rates and
other related variables.
This misconception (and the obvious
misdirected solu,tion of increasing available bed-space through

!
(130) Interview with corrections officials, August, 1981.
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capital construction} is no longer tenable.
More recent research
has shown that substantial changes in criminal behavior exert
less influence in determining the number of offenders eventually
imprisoned than commonly believed.
This research indicates that
lo~alized decisions, and changes in the decisions made by judges,
prosecutors, and corrections officials are the key ingredients in
the recent upward movement of prison populations. (132)
In any event,

any policy that changes the decision-making
a substantial impact on prison
resources and space.
This suggests that critical attention must
be focused on policy changes in the area of sentencing as a potential source of prison population problems.
The construction
of new prisons may represent a mistaken allocation of scarce fiscal resources as long as the true sources of overcrowding are not
identified and addressed.
practicR~ of the COQrts will have

,

The sentencing reform in Kaine was imo1emented at a time when
prison populations were high and resources low.
As discussed in
Chapter 3, this was not a result of changes in the rate of incarceration~
which has remained stable throughout the time frame of
the stud~
Rather, the pre-ref:orm population pressures on corrections were a result of the increase in the sheer volume of
convictions.
That is, while the rate of incarceration remained
constant!'
the absolute number of confinements substantially increased.
These early pre-reform problems of overcrowding may be
tied to the reorganization of the courts and introduction of a
full-time district attorney system which increased the efficiency
of the system, together with the increased incidence of crime and
more effective procedures of police detection and arrest.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the effect of introducing flat-time
sentencing and abolishing parole was an overall increase in the
length of confinement as measured by actual time served.
This
increase in incarceration length occurred for felony convictions.
The pre-reform increase in the number of felony convictions continued throughout ·the period of study, along with the post-reform
increase in the duration of confinement.
The correctional system,
already overcrowded,
was ill-equipped and ill-prepared to
deal with this unanticipated outcome.
The analysis in this section will address the consequences of the abolition of parole and
introduction of flat-t.ime sentencing for prison overcrowding.
Prison populations are affected by changes in either the number of admissions or the length of confinement of those admissions.
The combined effect of numbers admitted and their sentence length is the "load" on the correctional system.
Load
refers to the annual number of person-months to be served and reflects the additional resources required by the correctional
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-t d'an a given year_.
Since
newin
system to confine inmates admlte
h
admissions are added to ~n eKisting inmate popula~lo~fe~t=n;~Sthe
incoming numoers or senten:e l~n~th5 have :ompo~n_ ~ ke load on a
resources of a correctional SY5t~m·_t~h~u~~~~~npO~~1:tion, is the
correcti~nal system, as o~po~ed 0 ~ their senten:e lengt,se
As
'co:nbinatlon of annual.adITlISSlO'l~ a~
which follows,
it was the
~il1_be d~mo~strated 1~
:~3"r~~~" resulting from pre-reform
~o~blned l~pact or ~"angf adni5sions and post-reform increases
ancreases In the num er ~
f
d -mpact that went largely unrein time served t1at had 3 ~ro ou~ I
•
.
cogni zed in the nidst of the oth~r ;>0) icy changes occurr 109·

t::

num~er
:>f annual admissions to state
Figure 8.1 pres~nts t,e
t~e ti~e fra~p of the study.
It
facilities from our sa~~~eo~~~nd~rs a~mitted- steadily increased
Sh?WS ~~a~h~h~97~U~~~~r~'
and jecreased after tle ref)rn to a
~~~~~ roughly conparable to ~973 and 1974.
rhese~C~~~9:~ ~~:~~~
b e a tt rib ute:j tot h e s e ~ tent C 1 n 9 ~ e ~ ~ r ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ y a rj_: i ~ s: . ~ eo r 3 ani ~ a ti 0 n
h e JS_
-scu5sed changes.
M
ous 1 y d 1
_
::fu~tion)f full-time prosecutors. _ I.o~eof courts, and the l,tro
. t con~trained by the avallabllover, admissions have ~een som8wla
a
,
ity of bed space.
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Figure 8.1:
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The inc3rceration lengt, reported in Figure 8.2 show the opposite tendency.
While t~e number of off~nders ste?dily increased
prior to the ref~rm, actual tine served decreased In 19!2 and remained fairly constant until 1973.
After the reform, In:arceration lengt~ substantially increased. From 1971 through 1915. the
average incarceratio~ lengt~ was 13.9 months.
From 1971 through
1979,
the average incarcerati~n length was 20.1 months--actual
time served increased Dy over fifty percent.

Tahle 8.1 summarizes the findinqs presented in Figures 8.1 and
The tr.ansition year¥ 1Q76, is excluded. As shown¥ the overall mean incarceration lenqth increased by more than six months
and the median incarcerations lenath increased bv five months
following the reform.
As measured by median incarceration
length, fifty percent of the the inmates in the correctional facilities are servinq fifty percent more time than their pre-reform counterparts.
8.2

The impact of this change in s~nte~:e lengt,_can scarcely be
minimized.
A comparision of ~ed!an IncarceratIon length co~
cret~ly illustrates the proolen Jf
b?d-s~ace cr~?ted ~y the.lncrease in sent~n:e lengt,.
Tne m~dlan IS the mld-polnt--flfty
percent of the·offenders serve l~ss and fifty ~ercent serve more
than th~ median~
In each of t,e four years prior to the refo~m,
1912 through 1915, fifty Jercent of the innates.wer: paroled ~n
nine months or less.
fol10wi19 the reform, median Incarceration.
lengths ranged from 12 to 11 mlnths. rn~s means th~t.in order to
release half the inmate pOJulati)n requires an add'tlo~al three
to ,ight months.
Concretely, t,e ~esult is a substantial postreform increase in the amount of time necessary t? ma~e space.
avaMable for incoming in~ates.
In the post-reform peraod, a ~!
ninu'm of thirty to fifty percent mQ!:~ time is necessary to bring
about the same turnover in bed SJace.

TARI.E fl.1
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Overall, the load on correctional 'Eacilities has increased
substantially since 1971. The effects of the pre-reform increase
in the number of offenders admitted to correctional facilities is
reflected in the increased load for the 1972-1975 period.
The
post-reform increase in incarceration length largely accounts for
the substantial increase in load which peaked in 1978 with 7176
person-months to be served by admissions that year.

i~

r

l

The decrease in 1979 is signific~nt. Whether this is a system
response to overcrowding is not known. However, it must be reiterated that the intake load has a compounded effect on bed space.

I
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However r focusing only on length and the time required to
turnover.a proportio~ of bed space' understates the problem.
The
overall ~mpact on corrections is the combination of numbers and
length--the intake "load."
This annu~r-r;~~£;-ioad from 1971
through 1979 is shown in figure A.3
Essentially, Fiaure 8.3
shows the number of newly demanded person months to be ~erved.
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To be effective, a sentencing reform must address resources of
the existina correctional system. Pailure to do so is an invitation to und~rmine the objeciives of the reform.
In Maine,
the
potential imnact of abolishing parole and introducinq flat-time
sentencina on corr.ectional resources was not assessed. It was in
this area that the reform was least sensitive and where the most
profound unanticipated consequences occurred.
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Corrections aut.horities opera te id thin parame ters of court decision makinq and processing.
At a system level,
they have no
control over other aqencies involved in sentencing decisions.
Changes occurrina in the nrocessing of offenders by these agencies have direct impact on any correctional system by affecting
popula tion levels..
Such changes result from ei ther increases in
the number of confinements or increases in the length of confinements, or both. In this jurisdiction Q2'!:h occut"red.
The number
of confinements increased prior to the reform, and the increase
in sentence length occurred after the refor-m was implemented.
The combined effect has been to increase the load on the system,
thereby taxing available prison resources and inviting a nullification of the objectives and goals of the reform itself.
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Year=

1971

i972

1973

1914
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1977
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Load=

2177

3419

3647

4040

4551

4716

5254

7176

4480

Figure B.3:

Correcti~nal

h correctional system cannot effectively fUDctioD when npw
policies remove its control over prison populations and institute
no other controls, nor additional resources.
The reform transferred control over population levels to the diffuse "front end"
of the system-~to courts and prosecutors=~without any principles
guiding the use of incarceration_
without principled sentencing
and articulated criteria, it is difficult, if not impossible#
to
build a rational and humane prison system. {133}

Sfstam Intake Load, 1971-1979

As summarized in Table 8.1y
i~ the pre-reform period of 1973 to
1975.
an average of 3739 pers~n-months were to be served each
year.
The corr~sponding figure for
the post-reform period of
1977 to 1979 is 5628 perso,-montls.
or a fifty percent increase.
As of this writing, many of th~se person-months are yet to be
served.
The load on M3ine's carrectiolal
syste~ has ~ontinued to increase. Since 1979, the nu~ber ~f admissions per year has rise~.
Although no data exist on the lelgth of these sentences, there is
also no indication that sentence length has decreased. Thus. the
load on the correctional syste~ continues to grow.
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Althouqh ludqes and prosecutors may not be concerned with
prison overcrowdinq, correctional authorities are compelled to be
concerned.
Maine's Department of corrections is seeking fiscal
resources for capital const~uctioD and added discretionary releasing authority through the reintroduction of parole.
Should
parole be reinstated, the goals of Maine's reform to increase the
certainty of sentence length and centralize sentencing decisions
in the courts will be undermined.
Does this mean Maine's reform
failed?
Is some diffusion of sentencing power necessary for the
criminal justice system to operate effectively?
It is to these
issues we nov turn.
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See Norval Morris# 'th.§. Eutu,£gQ.,f !!!!.E£1§Q.!!!!!.~m.t., 1974" for an
extended discussion of this issue.
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The present research is primarily concerned with court decision-making and the Changes in sentencing practices wbich resulted from the 1976 reform. Changes in sentence type, in incarceration length, and in the basis of both type and length decisions
were examined utilizing data on Superior Court criminal convictions from 1971 through 1979. Overall, the analysis examined the
impact of the sentencing reform, attempted to isolate this change
from other reforms and historical changes on court decision making,and. in turn, on Maine's correctional system.
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CONCLUSION
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Maine's sentencing reform has not substantially changed the
rate of incarceration. The proportion of those convicted receivinq some form of incarceration has remained fairly constant at
approximatelY 38 percent, although increased convictions in the
courts has led to an increase in the absolute number of offenders
incarcerated.
Followinq the reform, there has been a steady increase in a particular type of incBr-ceration sentence--"judicial
parole" or split sentences--and a concomitant decrease of sentences of incarceration only.
Thus, a functional equivalent to
parole supervision has emerged but differs from the previous system as it is court controlled.

IINJ~IN~§.

In 1976. Maine abolished its parole board, tntroduced flat sentencing, graded most offenses into five catag?ries of seriousness, and redefined substantive offenses.
Pr10r to these reforms, sentencina decisions about incarceration lenqth were
shared between th~ judiciary, which imp~sed minimum and maximum
terms of confinement, and an executive agency, the parole bo~rd,
which made actual release decisions.
This diffused sentenc1ng
system embraced the rehabilitative ethic which had dominated penal policy since the turn of the century.
The abolition of the parole board and the introduction of flat
sentencing was a maior change.
Along with Connecticut, Maine's
reform vas one of the most "radical forms of parole abolition in
the nation.
The effect of this change on imprisonment and its
implications for corrections are of crucial importance for states
which have already .redefin ed t he role of parole, as well as for
states which are contemplating similar reforms.

Although the proportion of offenders sentenced to incarcera,tion bas no't inc.reased, offende'rs sentenced after the reform are
serving more time.
Since parole was abolished, the average incarceration lenqth has increased hy more than five months, a fifty percent increase.
This increase is not a result of either
changes in the court 1 s case load or in corrections decision- making; the increase is a direct result of chanqes in the sentencinq
system~
This is a fundamental, direct, unanticipated and largely
unwanted outcome.

Maine's reform did not crea'te "determinacy" as it is usually
understood. It dia, however, focus sentencing in the courts, develop increased certainty, ~nd avoid oversimplification ?f crime
seriousness.
At the same t1me, the reform attempted to 1ncrease
sentencing flexibility by expanding the options available to
conrts.
In addition, the reorganization and redefinition of offenses introduction of culpable "states of mind," and the introductio~ of seriousness categories attempted to increase structure
and clarity..

The combined effect of the increase in sentence length and the
increase in the number of offenders incarcerated has been to substantially increase the "load" on the correctional system in
Maine.. The sentencing reform has had a profound impact on existing problems of overcrowding in state facilities. ana has compounded those problems.
tn addition, the sentencing reform has
substantially altered the composition of the inmate population,
particularly at the Maine Correctional Center, creating further
difficulties for corrections_

Maine's revised criminal code was UQ..t intended to substantially chanqe the use of incarceration, or the length of incarceration.
-However, by 1979, corrections officials reported overcrowden prison conditions which they attributed directly to the
sentencing reform, and particularly to the abolition o~ parole~
These overcrowded conditions were seen as a result o~ 1Rcreased
numbers of offenders incarcerated and longer sentence length-both attributed to the new code.
In 1981, the perception of overcrowding led to a move, supported by corrections officials, to
reinstate the parole board. This attempt failed in Maine's 110th
Legisla t ure ..

Nevertheless. Maine's sentencing system successfully implemented one characteristic of determinacy--an overall increase in
certainty..
Although inmates and the public nov know when they
will be released at the time of sentencing, the change is meaningless to the advocates of sentencing reform, as there are no
durational standards or quidelines to limit judicial discretion.
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Nei ther the clari ty nor the consistency of court decisio,n-making about either type or length of sentence has substantially increased following reform. Changes in the types of sentence given
offenders and changes in the length of incarceration apparently

)
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do not reflect a systematic change in the characteristics used as
a basis for sentencing or in the relative importance of these
characteristics ..
Overall, to sl.llll.marize the research findings, the effect of the
1916 sentencinq reform has been to change the type of incarceration sentences-but not the overall rate of incarceration; to substantially increase incarceration l'ength;
to increase sentence
length certainty; and, to increase the load on corrections facilities and overtax those facilities. Despite other consistent effects. the 1976 sentencing reform has Dot had a substantial impact on the basis for sentencing decisions or on the consistency
of those decisions ..

!R~ POL!!!£~
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ca~e with s~ntencing reform and the "move to determinacy." Desp1te a var1ety of ~trategies ana institutional arrangements, not
one state can be sa1d to have achieved determinacy.
Only Minnesota has even corne close.

The challenge for reformers in the area of sentencing has
been to develop a rational sentencinq system, with clearly defined authority and a clearly articu~ated incarceration policy.
Reformers as d1verse as hndrew von H1rsch and David Fogel have
called for claI:'ity, consistency and justice. (137) They have little reason to be pleased about the new sentencinq policies that
have been adopted in Maine ana elsewhere. But it~is difficult to
believe that this sytematic failuI:'e can be rectified by additional resources and institutional "tinkerinq."
'

~
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Reform is a difficult and frustrating enterprise.
It is always
imperfect; it alwavs falls short of its promise, and sometimes
even has unforseen consequences which subvert its intent. (134)
Reformers encounter the intransigence of agencies vhen reforms
are not compatible with organizational goals.
Any new policy is
subject to ~dministrative delays, diversion and dissipation. (135)

Public policy reform -takes place in a socio-political cont.ext,
not 1ust a bureaucratic one. In an area as sensitive as criminal
sentencing and sanctioning, it would be foolhardy to try to UDdeI:'stand th~ ~ystematic f~ilure of reform without examining the
broa~er pol1t1cal and soc1al context.
Our examination leads us
to suggest that the failure of sentencing reform in Maine, and
e~sewh~re~ was precipitated by a "moral panic" and,
as a resnlt~
the reform was appropriated by the Bight.
-

Explanations of the failure of new policies are often framed
in terms of this administrative intransigence or in terms of lack
of resources for implimentation.

In Chapter TWO, we discussed the context of ~aine's reform and
the changing agenda "forced" upon -the reform Commission in th-e
area of sentencing.
This happened at a time when public concern
about crime, criminals, parolees, parole release ancl the efficacy
of parole supervision approached a level which can reasonably be
characterized as "panic~" T~is vas an era of "safe streets," of
"law and order," and of a Presidential campaign bv both Nixon and
wa1~ace, although epitomized by the rhetoric of Spiro Agnew,
decrY1ng the moral degeneracy of American society.

The commonest explanations are in terms of shortages of
resources-- staff, finance or buildings.
Or alternatively, failure is explained in terms of the weakness
of policies which were basically sound in conception
but had technical failings, or which faltered in execution because of "administrative weaknesses_"{136}
As appealing as such explainations are, partly because they
tend to place "fault" in some administrative, bureaucratic limbo,
they lack credibility when applied to the systematic failure of
major policies to attain their central objectives.
This is the

Stanley Cohen's analysis of a moral panic in Britain suqqests
that such panics are both "normal" and a force to ,be reckoned
with. He summarizes the phenomenon as follows:
Societies appear to be subject, eveI:'Y now and then, to
periods of moral panic.
A condition, episode, person
or group of persons emerges to become defined as a
threat to societal values and interests; its nature is
presented in a stylized and stereotypical fashion by

(134) See, for instance, T.. Bl~~berg, uWidening the Net: An Anomoly in t,he Evaluation of ])i version Programs."
(135)

See, for instance, H.E. Freeman, "The Present state of
Evaluation Research," 1977; Richard Elmore, "organizational
Models For Social Program Implementation," 1978; and Steven
Va'rgo, 1~!. ~nQ. ~Q.cigtv, 1981, pp 260ff for general discussions of implementation and recent social programs.

(136) V. George and P.
1976, p. 117.

Wilding,

!g~Q.1Qg:y

J!!lg

~Qci~!
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.~ n drew. von Hir:,ch" 11 Construc~ing Guidelines for Sentencing:
The Cr1tal Cho1ce for the M1nnesota Sentencinq Guidelines
Commission", 1982; and David Fogel, We Are fhe Livinq
Rroof, 1975.
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the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians ana other right-thinking
people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolvea or
(more often) resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates ana becomes more visible.
Sometimes the object of the panic is quite novel
and at other times it is something which has been in
existence long enough, but suddenly appears in the
limelight. Sometimes the panic is passed over and forgotten, except in folklore and collective memory; at
other times it has more serious and long-lasting repercussions and might produce such changes as those in legal and social policy or even in the way society conceives of itself. (11B)

•

J.

The British pen 1 ' t
process:
0 Og1S , A.E. Bottoms, has aptly summarized the
i,

Thus, the reform movement wh' h
h
tainties about .
• 1C souq t to reduce uncerhas launched th!n~~~~:~:!~O;ora:d inc;rceration leng~hs
w~er~ "desert" is appropriated byn~:e:~:h~fw~~press10n
dl.ff1culty with "deserved and
. 1"
.:
have no
sist on lona- f'1xe d sen tences.
'
equa
pun1shment
but in(141)

... !
i

:i

. Our discussions of the context f
.
.
h1story and revisions of the refot~ ref~rm, the,1~plem~ntation,
the reform all sllpport Bottoms"
b' ant' t e emp1r1cal 1mpact of
way
Maine'
f'
0 serva 10ns.
Looked at this
the'old libe;afel:~:.1s as much a product of the new right as of

Parole boaras, and the liberal "coddlina" better known as rehabilitation, became the target o'f a panicked citizenry. (139)
This citizenry, and its vocal leadership, found unwitting allies
in liberal critics of the rehabilitative ideal and the liberal
proponents of determinate sentencing. For Maine's reform Commission, once the rehabilitative underpinnings of the first proposal
collapsed, a "logically intolerable situation of conflict between
the iudiciary and parole boara became a visible social issue
callina for rationalization of the sentencina structure." The
organiiational response, in Kaine as elsewher~, was to accommodate "ad hoc" in·te:r:est groups in the area of sentencing .. (140)
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The Commission did not concede to the demand for mandatory
sentences. It compromised with high maximum penalties and parole
abolition. There was little or no conce.rn about reducing the oc=
casion for incarceration or reducing the duration of confinement.
But the idea of focusing sentencing authority and discretion in
the more visible court (guided bv even more visible and elected
prosecutors) worked extremely veIl. The outcomes have shown little to reflect the ldshes of liberal reformers: use of incarceration has not decreased and incarceration sentences have become
longer.
These outcomes reflect the ideological demands of the
vocal Right.

In retrospect the changes th t h
utes in numer~us states can b: lave occurred i~ sentencing statunrealistic set of expectations see;h as atte~pt1ng to fulfill an
equality in sentencing
with •
It~ prom1se~as that formal
harm, would reduce ri~on
pe?a 1es propo~t10nate to social
~ion~, a~d transfor: the p~~::!a:~::~~ ~econ~t~~~~eth?se P9pulalllst1tut10n.
Tn short
the refor-- ,rom Q.~awLess ~o a lawful
system which was truly j.!!2.!..
mers p.rom~se was to create a
It is clear that aavocates of d t-- .
.potential for their reform ideas t ebcJ.ml.nac y ?-naerestirnated the
quite different outcomes in mind °u e appropr1ated by those with
~o recognize that sentencina ref~
owever, ~h~y al~o b~ve failed
1n general) is inextricably'tie~ rtm b(andd cr~m1~al ]Ust1ce reform
o . roa er soe1al 1Ssues.
The new reforms have not even m d
.
the issues o~ socia~ injustice andas:c~a~arg1nal gesture toward
seen .as a. rna lor ra tl.onale for .reform by
inequ?-li ty which were
v'1 c e Comm1 tt ee in 2t~.!!gg!~ IQ~ ~si~:
.
the Arner1can Friends SerTo the extent then
that
1'"
with inequality of' status :gfUla lust1ce ~s corr~lated
er
th
. ' 1n uence, and econom1C powt"
. e construc~10~ of a just system of criminal ~us. 1ce l.~ a con~rad~ctl.on in terms.
Criminal'
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"
1nextr1cably 1nterwoven with
d l'
1
JU~t1C~ ~s
from a broader social justic;.
arge y der1vat1ve
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Although, as we have noted in our examination of certainty,
the image of the parole board as releasing inmates as soon
as they were eligible may have been a misperception.

( 140) See Marvin Zalman,
ing," 1979 ..

"
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"The Distribution of pover in sentenc-

(141) A. B. Bottoms, "The Comina Crisis in
.
1978, p. 13.
Br1tish Penology,"
(142)
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This is not to say, of course, that advocates of sentencing
reform have not been concerned with these issues.
However, it
should have been evident that the solution to social inequalities
was not going to be found by the manipulation of legal punishments and that, in many respects, the liberal arguments for sentencing reform had come to resemble their more conservative
counterparts. (143) In short, the new sentencing policies have not
carefully confronted the question of what punishments are justifiable in a society full of social inequities and injustices.
Thus, the achievement of formal equality in sentencing does not
prevent them from having substantive consequences which are anything but. equal ana, in fact, may be repressive. For the systematic application of an equal scale of punishments to systematically unequal
people tends
to reinforce
systemic
inequalities. (144)
Failing to confront these critical issues ana failing to confront the broade'r political agendas implicit in 'their reforms,
liberal advocates of the "move to determinacy" have left themsel ves open to a ppropria'tion. (145)

(

1

l

II

iIl

Punishment,

and the Decline of

(144) Jock Young, "Left Idealism, Reformism and Beyond:
Criminology to Marxism," 1979.

J

From New

(145, Tt is to be noted that much of the reform agenda, in Maine
and elsewhere, incorporates an ideology embracing utili tarian aims for punishing that emerged in the 'Qth century.
It should also be noted that both the utilitarian ideal and
the rehabilitative ideal emerged, at least in part, out of
concerns about broader issues of social justice and progressive liberal concerns about prison conditions.
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During the 1Q70 1 s, Maine's prison population increased and, following the reform, the sentence length for incarcerated offenders
increased. Although there was some increase in sentellce certainty for incarcerated offenders, the maior result of the reform was
that they were more certain to be incarceratea longer.
We have
araued that this general increase in severity of sentencing is
expressive of the socio-political climate which ha~ placed pre~
sure on judges and prosecutors to "get tough on cr~me." In th1s
sense, the reform successfully facilitated the general increase
in severity by placina sentencing authority where it vas more
susceptible to public panic.

{1Q3) See Ronald Bayer, "Crime,
Liberal Optimism," 198'.

,

f·

"Safe
streets" in
Maine --and --the -----Nation
---- ------- -----
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It. would be misle~aing to suqgest that this general trend towar~ 1ncreas~d sever1ty was conf1ned to Maine or a result of lib-

;

era. s!;~enC1n~ reformers. The United states has been underaoina
a s1gn1 1cant 1ucrease in prison popUlations
In states who h'
~ave a~oPted. "determinate n sen'tancing, there· is a tendenc ~~
blame the 1ncreases on the sentencing reforms but the . Y
es ha ve 0 c·
d'
.
1
, . l.ncreasthey have c ag~pr'~ed 1n 1 n a. most every jurisfiiction, whether or not
re f orms ..
1
Examin~ng data from the the neighborina states of Vermont,
Ne~ Hampsh1re, and the entire northeast
'we can see that the
changes in Maine are not isolated.
Th~ overall incarceration
rate (per 100,000 Popul?-tion)
has increased in all the states
a~d, consequ~ntly, pr1son populations have increased over the
n1ne-year per10d from 1971 throuqh 1q79 {the last year for 'our
~ata~. Tab~e 9.1 r~ports these dat?- and reveals some interestina
ren s.
!1rst, Ma1ne, New Hampsh1re, Vermont and the entire .
n<;>rtheast 1ncreased their inca rc?ra tion rate over' the nine-vear
t~me ~ram~. Second, the proport1onate increase from 1971 to 1979
was t e h1g~est f?r Vermont, with a 84.9 percent increase foll owed by Ma1ne, w1th a 57.4 percent increase.
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TA BLE 9.1
In carceration Rates (per 100,000 population)
In New England
sta tes, 1971-1979

.(

I

E,ate E.gr lQQ,QOO -------civilian .!lQE.!!ll!tiQ'!! (Dec .. 21)
§~stg

Maine

1211 122Z- 1.2.11 1274 127'1 121§. 1221
45.1 46.3 43.8 50.4
60
57
61

1~2~

1~2~

53

71

[

New
Hampshire

28.0

10.8

31J.6

27 .. 1

11

30

26

32

35

t

Vermont

I

46.5

30 .. 0

40.

~

51.5

51

6/~

57

76

88

Total
Northeast

56.4

56.8

60 .. q

63.4

70

73

77

82

90

)

I'
1

.\

I
I

.J

('

Source: Sentenced p~isoners in.st~te and Federal instutitons
on Dec. 31, by reg10n and jur1sd1ction, in Flanaaan et al
Sourcebook of Criminal Statistics--1981;'
,
u.S. Department of Justice, 1982.
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Looking at the changes in incarceration rates since 1976, the
year of Maine's reform, we find that Vermont shows the greate~t
change,
with a 34.4 perc~nt i~crease in rate of incarceration.
Maine is second, with a 24.6 percent increase,
and New Hampshire
third, with a 16.7 percent increase.

must be raised as to whether
Commission have been met ..

objectives of

the

The Commission's attempt to integrate various agencies by introducing flexible nchecks and balances" has D2t met with success..
The "split sentence" or "iudic ia 1 parole" compon ent has
been changed and limited by the legislature.
The community
transfer provisions and the resentencinq provisions, intended to
increase flexibility as well as to serve as a "check" on sentencing, have not worked.

Althou~h these data are difficult to interpret because they do
not tell us about sentence length, it is clear that the trend toward increased sentence severity is not unique to Maine and is
not linked to sentencing reform.

What do these findl.nos mean?
Has Maine's sent.encing reform
been a nsuccess" or a "failure?" These are extremely difficult
questions to answer, since different commentators suggest different oaals or ideals for reform and, hence, different criteria for
eval~ation.
participants in the change, and the authors of the
new sentencino system, suagest that the only meaningful criteria
are the goals of the reformers themselves.
Others suggest that
the ooals of the national "move to determinacy" are ceitical,
particularly insofar as such an evaluation would have implications for other jurisidictions. Finally, in a somewhat more mundane but equally important vein,
others argue that any reform
must ultimately be judged on its workabilit.y-- whether the reform
results in a coherent and manageable system.
All three evaluation modes are important for an overall assessment of Maine's reform.
Nor are thesp three strategies distinct.
For instance,
reform aoals may be modified by workability concerns, and often
are undermined by them.
Thus, any meaningful overall assessment
must attend to all of these concerns, and the inter-relationships
among them.

the other

The sentencing policy as implemented in 1976 authorized corrections authorities to petition the judge for resentencing and
authorized corrections to transfer inmates to community-based
programs.. The original authority to petition for resentencing has
been declared unconstitutional and is not operant.
The authority
of corrections to transfer inmates remains, but it has been seen
by corrections officials as undermining legislative intent..
Consequently, transfer authority has heen used very little.

l'
~
J

~

Tn short, an Q,yer!lll evalua tion of the Commission's goals suqgests that it failed.
The Commission souaht to develop an inteqrated sentencing system with checks and balances as a context
for certainty of sentence length.
This has n.Q~ been accomplished.
Court decisions and policies adopted by corrections regarding community transfers ha ve had the indirect outcome of undermining these goals. (146)

i
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Tn the end, the objectives of Maine 1 s Criminal Code Commission
were limited:
1} to increase the visibility of decision-making
about the release of prisoners by abolishing the parole board; 2)
to increase "certainty" of sentence le~,gth by firmly situating
the regulation of incarceration length in the court at the time
of sentencing by requiring iudges to impose flat,
non-parolable
sentences of incarceration~ and, 3) to ensure that the system is
flexible.
As iudged by the objectives of the Commission, the reform was
at best a qualified success.
Compared to the indeterminate system it repiaced, the new legislation has resulted in more visible
and certain sentences.
As discussed in Chapte.r. Seven, the "certainty" of sentences bas increased.
However, serious questions
-

)
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(146) Of course, appellate review of se.tencing remains a part of
the checks and balances, but this review process, always
limited, has heen further eroded.
As discussed in Chapter
Two, the scope of principles developed by the appeals court
is limited. Refinino principles for minor infractions seldomly occur, as no opportunity exists for the Appellate
Court to deal with the critical distinction between noncustodial penalties, such as probation, and custodial penalties.
The Appellate Court does have the opportunity to
develop principles of sentencing determining the duration
of confinement, but it is mostly limited to those appeals
concerned with severe sentences, not lenient ones.
Consequently, the Appellate Court is not adequate to meaninafully
check the discretion of the sentenCing iudge.
-

~
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Evaluating the "success" of Maine's reform necessarily involves
value choices.
The ~receding discussion treated the need for
more clarity and consistency in sentencing decisions as an important goal. - This may not be the most important criterion of success for a goal in this iurisdiction.
Maine and Connecticut are the only jurisdictions to dat~ to
have abolished the parole board and concomittantly vested v1rtually all sentencing power in the courts.
This unique innovation
was not accompanied by any attempt to regulate case decisions of
the court.
In both states, the decision as to whether to incarcerate an1 for how lona are matters left entirely to the discretion o~ the sentencing judge.
With no standards or explicit policies to make either o~ these two sentencing decisions, one could
not expect the new system adopted in Maine to. result in more pr~
dictable sentencing outcomes than the system 1t replaced.
Tt 1S
this issue which is central to the criticism o~ Maine's new legislation by advocates of determinate sentencing.
Essentially,
our examination of chanqes in the basis of sentencing in rh~pter Sevpn neither supports nor refutes the contention of advocates of determinate sentencing that Maine's new sentencina system has huilt-in disparity.
However, it is clear that
the operant policy of t.he court is llQt. one that addresses disparity in any meaningful way.
~his is reflected by great variation
in the factors which effect sentencing decisions.
If the legislative qoal was to require the courts to punish
people for what they have done {offense and offense seriousness
only), some basic policy changes are required.
Y~r instance, the
number of offense classes could be increased,
w1th a narrower
range of penalties for each class~
Under ~he present syst 7m,
some of~enders convicted of Class A burglar1es have been g1ven
probationary sentences while others have been given the maximum
~llowable sentence--240 months of imprisonment.
This same range
of choices is available, and has been imposed,
for Class A rape
convictions.
A refinement of both the number of offense classes
and available sentences would further increase the clarity and
consistency of court qecisions.

!iQrk~h!!!!:.Y

The final basis for assessing Maine's reform is the strategic
question of whether the new system works.
Has the ~eform res~lt
ed in an administratively workable system?
As Oh11n and Rem1nqton point out,
the adminstration of criminal iustice is a single

"

I

,

proce~swi,th a common objective of processina offenders. (147)
Chang1nq ~n~ aspect of. the. system has systemaiic impacts on others! requ1r~ng ~eorganlzat10n of the entire system.
Here,
th
bas1c guest10? 1S w~ether.Mainets new system accommodated thos:
needs and av01ded d1stort10n and unanticipated outcomes.
). The b~sic finding is tha t the new system has not met wi tb the
~access.lntended:
The underlying reason for the lack of success
1S the 1ncrease 1~ sen~ence length.
Maine's reform as implemAnted has resul~ed 1n pr1son overcrowding because sentence lenath
has sha~ply 1ncreased.
The abolition of parole release resoived
the baslc conf~ic~ ~f function .and authority between the parole
?oard and the ludlc1ary, hut th1S change in sentencing 'power also
1mpacted on, ~he c~ntrol and influence of the correctional system
over populatl0n.s~zes at the tvo state correctional facilities.
Corre~t10ns off~c1al~ lack any leaitimate mechanism to control
the S1ze of the1r nr1son population.
The abo~it~on of parole ~n~.the changes in aood time crediting
have made 1t 1ncrea~lngly dlff1cult for corrections to deal with
these. problems.
Pr1son manaaement requires some control over al1~cat10n of,resources, size and composition of prison populatl0ns, and 1ntern~1 ~iscipline_
The release of inmates throuah
th~ parole ~echan1s~ facilitates the maintenance of prison dis~i
pllne, p~ov1des a 11~ for overcrowded con~itions,
a~d creates an
o~p?r~un~ty for corrections' input into release decisions while
d1m1nlS~ln? their responsibility for those necisions.
AS a result!
1t ~s easy to understand why the Maine Department of Corre~t10ns vl~orously campaigned, albeit unsuccessfully,
for the
re10troduct10n of parole..
~
The new corr~ctions facility at CharleRton is laraely a testimony to ;h~ ?n1ntended consequences of the 1976 sentencing reform.
.h1s 1S not to say the reform is the cause of Maine's overcr~w~ed conditions.
~s indicated in previous chapters, those
cond1t10ns wouln have emergen even if no chanae in sentencina had
occurred.
H~wever, ~efor~ ~e~tainly contributed to and agqravated 0yercrowd1ng,
whlle 11m1t1ng the solutions available to correct10ns.
Thus, it does not appear that Maine's reform has resulted in a
more workahle system.
The focus of administrative problems is
the correctional system,
which has apparently not been able to
effectively deal with the consequences of the 1976 reforms.

-------------------(147) L. Ohlin and P.

Reminaton.
"Sentencina and Its Effect on
the System of the Administration of Ju~tice," Law and Con-
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POLICY -----------IMPLICATIONS
-----~aine's new Department of Corrections is at a crossroads • . pol~cy
decisions made in the near future will affect the overall lustlce
of the sYstem and will either succeed or fail to address the
overall rationality and coherence of the sentencing system.

A recent analysis of American prisons and jail~ ind~cates that
the most important issues to be faced by c?rrect10ns lD.the.decade of the 1980' s are a result of overcrowdlnqll( 14~)
Malne:s no
exception~ it has not escaped the problem •.
What ~s neede~ LS a
clear and practical discussion of the P011CY optl0ns aval1able
and their practical consequences~
Mullen, et ai, suggest, that three 1",1:"oad policy alternatives
are available-to-deal with current overcrowdinq problems in corrections:
1 ..

Expan~

2 ..

Re~uce ~emand

1.

the supply of prison soace;
for prison space throuah diversion proarams;

Requlate demand for prison space through req~latory action
requirina explicit nolicies to control both 1ntake ana release. (149)

The first alternative is the only one which deal~ ~ith §~RE1Y of
space.
The others focus attention ~n syste~ pollcles.whlch affect demand such as use of alternatlves to lncarceratLon, sentencing-guI~~lines and oarole release~
I

In Maine, thus far, the alternative pursued has been the
first--inc reasi nq t.he §.!!.EE1Y 0 f. prison space..
Th e Deoartmen t of
Corrections has opened a new facility, a converted Air Por~e base
with virtually uniiwited potential hed space.
Th? creatlon of
more snace, a "bricks and mortar respo~se," esse~tl.allY~££Q.!!lQ.
dates current iudicial sentencing pract1ces. It 1ncreases expenditures without reducing demand, and is therefore not co~t effective
It would be difficult to argue that no expanslon of
faciiities is necessary. But, expanded facilities cannot "sol~e"
the problem. Tn fact, expansion may compound the problems by 1ncreasing ?lemand.
There is some indication that increased space ££g2~~~ increased demand, through something akin to a Parkinson's Law:
prison populations expand to fill the space available.
This

--------------------

means that a decision to expand facilities is, in effect, a decision to add more orisoners.
William Nagel, a national expert on
corrections, argues that the availability of additional prison
space is !:g§RQ!l§ib.l~ for increasing the number of persons confine~, aespite the lack of clear evidence of any deterrent or rehabilitative effect .. (150)
This view is largely supported by ~ul
len et a1.. (151) Essenti all v, their argume nt is th at i lldges feel
constrained by lack of incarceration space, the anguished cries
of corrections officials, and concern about tbe adverse effects
of overcrowded prisons on offenner recidivism.
This, in turn,
results in demanils for increased space, and especially new "qualitv" space, which will he filled as soon as ionqes no lonqer feel
constrained.
This vicious circle, witb increased supply increasinq demand,
aprears directly relevant to Maine.
least since 1975, corrections officials have repeatedly requested that the iudiciary limit the USP o¥ incarceration, and litiaation by inmates in Federal
Court has called into question the quality of available space at
t~e prison.
rourt admissions to Maine 1 s correctional facilities
increased throuqh 1q7q.
Facently, thp trend of incraased admissions has escalate~, possihlv as a result of a iudicial perception of increased overall space.

,t

Tn any event, the creation of more prison soace only addresses
the "end" or Itresnltll of increased demand, not the sonrce.
Effective measures to control demand are necessary either as an alternative or as a supplement to expandinq correctional facilitips.

The g~~i£ i~~~ to be resolved in choosinq which oolicy or
policies to pursue is which decision-making body or agency should
be empowered to make "real" sentencing decisions: a parole board,
corrections officials, or the judiciary.
In other words, "Are
real sentencing decisions properly a iudicial or executive function?" Once this political issue is resolved, a sound and rational sentencinq policy can be implemented.
The reintroduction of parole would be an effective device for
managing prison population levels.
If the parole board were required to adopt explicit quidelines defining the bases for making
release decisions, it could increase the consistency of the sentence length imposed by Maine 1 s jUdiciary.
In essence, this approach creates a sentencing review board.
There are four disadvantaqes to the reintroduction of parole:

American Prisons an~ ~ail§~YQ1~!!l~
[!!!!l!!l~!:Y. EI.ndi!l9'.§ a!li ~Q!I£y-ImplIcatioiis of a National
survey, 1qaO, p .. 115 ..

(150)

Tbid, p .. 115, esp.

{1t;1)

c,

( 148) From Joan Mullen, et al.

1:

(14q)
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1.

A parole board cannot ensure that all sentencing decisions
are equitable.
Its decisions would only increase the equity of sentences for those who are incarcerated (this
critical question would be left to the trial court).

t
2.

Ii

This approach could undermine the goals of both the national move to determinacy and the goals of the drafters
of Maine's re¥orm by reducing the certainty of sentences.

\

{

(

3.

To the extent that release decisions would necessarily be
pred lca ted on inmate beha vior \.Jhile in prison, sentence
length would not be based solely on the offender's crime.

4.

Moving actual sentencina authority from the courts to the
parole board would undermine the intent of the reform,
~hich was to firmly locate sentencing authority in the judiciary ..

I

Increasing the authority of corrections officials to transfer
inmates to communitv-hased proqrams vould have the same advantage
and disadvantages.
~hus, both parole reintroduction and the increased use of transfers would assist in dealing with prison overcrowding,
but their common disadvantage is that they deal with
the symptoms rather than the sources of overcrowding.
The §~~t£g
of overcrowdinq and the source of inconsistencies lies in the
§g.n!:g!l£l!l9: EI2.£.tl£g§. ofthe-cou-rts.

I

pursuina policy options focused on changing the court's sentencing practices has the advantaae of extending the 1976 reform
rather than reversinq it.
Unlike reform in some other states,
Maine's reform was n;t aimed at reducing variations in sentencing.
Nor was much attention paid to limiting and focusing the
use of incarceration.
However, addressing these issues is compatible with the 1976 reform and would solve many current problems ..

I
1

.~

1

I

---

-----"--~

---------

Of course, sentencing guidelines would not necessarily alleviate, or even palliate, overcrowding.
It is necessary for standards and guidelines to treat imprisonment as the use of a scarce
and valuable resource.
One possible model is the Minnesota
guideline system, which directiy addresses, structures and limits
the use of i~carceration.
The majo.r policy sugqested is to g!.t~!l the reform..
The 1976
sentencinq reform could be extended by introducina a coherent
philosophy for
making sentencing decisions and ~y developing
guidelines based on that philosophy to increase the consistency
of sentencing decisions made by a diverse j~diciary.
The five
ranks of offense seriousness could be extended and clarified.
Such a system would increase consistency amonq judges in making
sentecing decisions, and retain the visibility, certainty, and
court-focused sentencing power implemented by the 1976 reform.
The result of this alternative would be that Maine,
the pioneer
state in sentencing reform, would become the first state to fully
implement a complete determinate sentencing system.
The future direction of Maine's criminal justice system depends on present policy decisions.
Tn this sense, Maine is at
the crossroads of justice, making decisions which will sbape the
future contours of 1ustice in the state.

I

structuring sentencing decisions so as to improve equity and
fairness, as well as regUlating intake into the correctional system would require~

(

1.

The development of a coherent philosophy of punishment
from which standards could be established;

2.

The development of sentencing guidelines, either by judges
themselves,
by a sentencing commission or by the legislature; and,

3.

I

'~

The effect ive implementa t.ioD of these guidelines. ,

The developmen-t of sentencing guidelines would reduce, though not
eliminate, the individual discretion of judges and would increase
consistency among judges in se-ntencing it!.! loffenders.
At t_he
same time,
guidelines would tet~!.!!.the visi1bili,ty , early time
fix, and court focused senten2ing effected by the 1976 reform.

..
,
......
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